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Abstract 
This thesis is divided into four sections. The first chapter deals with Mamluk 
historiography and its major characteristics, alongside an examination of the life al-
'Aynl's, who was one of the most prominent historians of the period. Special attention 
is paid to his professions, masters, students as well as his numerous works. Chapter 
two, on the other hand, focuses on the copies of 'Iqd al-juman fi tar'ikh ahl al-zaman, 
mentioning the published volumes that covered most of the A yyubid and Mamluk eras. 
The rest of this chapter deals with the methodology used in the edition of Volume 
eleven (431-520/1040-1126) as well as demonstrating its importance and sources. 
Chapter three presents an edition of the Arabic text of Volume eleven. Chapter four is a 
separate volume, which initially deals with the life and works of the historian 
Mul).ammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al-Hamadhan1. The rest of chapter examines the historical 
fragments from his lost historical book, called 'Unwan al-siyar fi mabasin ahl al-BadiJ. wa'-l 
Ifa~r, also known as Al-Ma'arif al-muta'akhkhira: these fragments are to be found in 
Volume eleven of the 'Jqd al-juman. At the end of this chapter, the Arabic text is 
reconstructed and its biographical materials, are reorganised in alphabetical order. 
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Note on the Text 
The system of transliteration for the Arabic script used in this thesis is essentially 
that of the new edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam7 with the following 
modifications: 










The full transliteration table is as follows: 
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Common geographical names and certain Islamic terms which have acquired 
standard usage in English have not been transliterated, e.g., Yemen, Mecca and 
Medina. 
The lunar years of the Islamic calendar are generally followed throughout the text 
and footnotes by the corresponding Gregorian solar years, e.g., 268/882, Shawwal 
334/ May 946, or the fifth/ eleventh century. Here and there in the text I record 
dates of death taken from the sources themselves. Where it has proved practicable 
to do so, I have given the correct year in the Gregorian calendar. However, the exact 
date of death is often not given in the sources. In such cases I have given both years 
in the Gregorian calendar that correspond to the single year in the Islamic calendar: 
e.g. 500/1106-7, although I have done so in the full knowledge that one of these two 
dates must be inaccurate. 
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One might justifiably state that the Mamluk period (1250-1517 A.D.) is among the 
most fruitful eras of Islamic culture, for it witnessed an unprecedented expansion in 
the production of scientific and literary works. In particular, historiography -
perhaps even more than literature or the sciences - can be seen as a perfect image 
for the prosperity of this period, which lasted about 267 years and saw the activity 
of more than 693 historians. In Syria, there were 357 historians, in Egypt 282 and in 
al-Hijaz 54, and together these men constituted more than 70% of all historians in 
the entire territory of the Islamic world.1 This great number of historians, who 
produced in total approximately 1596 distinguished individual historical works, 
inevitably shaped the school of Mamluk historiography in many ways: 
quantitatively, qualitatively and methodologically.2 
(ii) The characteristics ofMamlak historiography 
It is difficult to determine the principal historiographical trends of this period; yet 
the attempt must be made, obviously by means of a detailed examination of the 
historical works themselves, of their authors, and of the diverse factors which 
influenced these men.3 It may be suggested that among the characteristics of this 
rich school of later medieval Islamic historiography were the following: 
I For the analytical tables, see Shakir Mu~tafa, AI-TO.r!kh ai- 'arabfwa'I- mu' arrikhiin, IV, Beirut, 1978, 
3: pp.12-14, 4:p. 9. He states that the total number of the historians on the entire Islamic world was 
no fewer than 1091. See also Rosenthal, F. A History of Muslim Historiography, tr. AJ:tmad ~aliJ:l al-'Al1, 
Baghdad and New York, 1963. For general accounts of Mamliik historiography, and an assessment of 
the most valuable works, see Mu}:Iammad Mu~tafa Ziyada, AI-Mu' arrikhiin fi M~r fi'I-qam ai- khamis 
'ashar miiO.di ai-tasi' ai-hijri, Cairo, 1954; Mu}:Iammad 'A. 'Inan, Mu'arrikhii M~r ai-isiO.miyya, Cairo, 1991; 
Fariiq 'Umar, AI-Tadw!n ai-tO.rfkhf 'inda' I- muslimfn, 1st ed, U.A.E, 2004. For more specific analyses of 
Mamliik historiography in the middle of this period, see the remarkable works of Ulrich Haarmann, 
Quellenstudien zur friihen Mamiukenzeit, Freiburg, 1969; D.P.Little, An introduction to Mamiiik 
Historiography, Wiesbaden, 1970; Barbara Schafer, Beitriige zur mamiukischen Historiographie, nach dem 
Tode ai-Malik ai-NG.$irs, Freiburg, 1971. However, for the sources that deal with early Islamic 
historiography, see for instance 'A. al-Diiri, Ba~th fi nash'at 'ilm ai-tO.rikh 'inda'l-'arab, 2"d. ed., Beirut, 
1993; R. S. Humphreys, Islamic History, London, 1991. 
2 Shakir Mu~tafa, Al-TO.rfkh, 3: p. 12. See also, 4: p. 9. He states that the total number of the works in 
the entire Islamic world was approximately no fewer than 2263 works. 
3 Shakir Mu~tafa, Al-TO.rfkh, 3: pp. 79-95; Fariiq 'Umar, Al-Tadwfn, pp. 263-337. 
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1 A sense of the unity of human experience across time and space 
2 Awareness of a pan-Islamic identity 
3 A desire to achieve encyclopaedic coverage of their material 
4 A way of writing and thinking that expressed religious submissiveness to 
God 
5 An almost obsessively detailed recording of events 
6 A deliberate avoidance of controversial religious subject matter 
7 A fascination with the lives of saints and scholars which crystallized in the 
science of biographical literature ('Ilm al-rijal) 
8 A shift of emphasis in subject matter; whereas the traditional historical 
schools had concentrated on the early centres of Islam, now other places 
came to the fore, for example Iran in the east and Syria and Egypt in the 
west. 
The authors of this period can be classed somewhat roughly into three 
categories. The first, which includes many of the most remarkable historians, 
comprises those who came from the religious and learned classes. The second 
comprises those who held governmental, administrative and military positions and 
who were, in most cases, semi-educated and less important than the historians who 
belonged to the first category. The third comprises those writers, admittedly rarer, 
who were not Muslims, especially Christians who worked in the royal court, such as 
Ibn al-'Amid al-Makin (602-672/1205-1273) and al-Mufa<;l<;lal b. Abi'l-Fa<;la'il 
(d.741/1341).4 
These authors in the main followed earlier Islamic traditions in the writing 
of history. We can see, however, some trends that are peculiar to this era.5 They 
experimented with various styles of writing, and the range and variety of their 
approaches is noteworthy. These may be tabulated as follows: 
1 Some preferred the annalistic style typical of many Islamic historians; 
among these were al-'Ayni (d. 855/1451), in his work 'Jqd al-juman. 
4 
Shakir Mu~tafa, Al-Tcirfkh, 3: pp. 109-112. For the evidence from earlier periods and further 
biographical work concerning this point, see Humphreys, Islamic History, pp. 255-273. 
5 On this point, see F. Rosenthal, History, pp. 95-255; Shakir Mu~tafa, Al-rankh, 3: pp. 24-28. For more 
details, see Faruq 'Umar, Al-Tadwfn, pp.261-337; 'Abbas al-'Azzawi, Al-Ta'rifbi' l-mu'arrikhfn, Baghdad, 
1957, p. 6. 
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2 Some wrote in the field of regional history, such as Ibn TaghrTbirdT (d. 874 
/1469-70), in his work al-Nujam al-ziihira. 
3 Others concentrated on certain families, like Ibn Wa~il (d. 697 /1298) in his 
work Mufarrij al-kurab. 
4 Some saw the historical period of their choice as an occasion for writing 
memoirs and autobiographies, for example Ibn al-~ayrafrs (d. 900/1495) 
Nuzhat al-nufas wa'l- abdiin. 
5 Others focused on the history of cities such as Cairo, Mecca and Aleppo; 
these included al-Najm ibn Fahd (d. 885/1480), in It~iif al-warii. 
6 Some concentrated on the study of great scholars ('ilm al-rijiil). 
7 Some favoured encyclopaedic works and abbreviated versions of these, as 
well as selected compilations from them. 
8 Yet others devoted their attention to works on the great Muslim saints. Al-
SakhawT (d. 902/1497), for instance, mentions more than 100 biographical 
works of Muslim saints in his pamphlet al-]awiihirwa'l- durar.6 
(iii) Approaches and techniques7 
Three aspects of the historical works produced in Mamh1k times deserve 
special attention here. 
(a) S_o_ur_c_e_s 
Mamh1k historians relied heavily on two types of source. The first comprised 
sources of the early Islamic period, which had witnessed the emergence of myriad 
literary works, many of them already lost by the time that the Mamluk historians 
came to compose their works.8 The second consisted of contemporary sources, 
comprising diaries and official documents as well as chronicles. Some authors, like 
al-'AynT, in his work 'Iqd al-jumiin, used material from both early and contemporary 
sources. On the one hand, he followed the traditional early sources such as al-TabarT 
and some of his contemporaries. Sometimes he used these materials via such later 
authors as Ibn al-]awzT (d.597 /1201), Ibn KathTr (d.774/1372) and, most importantly, 
Baybars al-Man~urT (d.725/1325). On the other hand, like many of his compatriots, 
6 F. Rosenthal, History, pp. 727-751. 
7 Shakir, Al-rankh, 3: pp. 29-62; Fariiq 'Umar, Al-Tadwfn, pp. 263-294. 
8 See for instance Volume Three in this thesis; this contains the fragments of the book entitled 
'Unwan al-siyar which was consulted systematically by al-'Ayni in his work 'Jqd al-juman. 
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he used a wide range of contemporary sources, including al-Nuwayri (d.732/1333), 
al-Shuj~i'I (d. after 745/1345), al-jazari (d.739/1338) and al-Yilnini (d.726/1326). 
Finally, alongside the work of these numerous authors, he recorded his own 
accounts of historical events, and these have been examined against those of other 
historians by some modern researchers.9 
The sheer abundance of Mamluk historical sources is remarkable. However, 
there are six fundamental sources which for various reasons distinguish themselves 
from the rest and are consulted as a matter of course by most modern historians of 
this period: 
1 Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir (620-692/1223-1293): Sfrat al-Malik al-?iihir Baybars and Sfrat 
al-Malik al-AshrafKhalfl.10 
2 Baybars Al-Man~ilri (d.725/1325): Zubdat al-fikra. 11 
3 Al-Birzali, al-Qasim b. Yilsuf (665-739/1266-1338): Al-Muqtafii fi'l-tiirfkh. 12 
4 Al-Jazari, Mul;ammad b. Ibrahim (658-739/1260-1338): Ifawiidith al-zamiin wa 
anbii'ih .13 
5 Al-Dhahabi, Mul;ammad b. Al;mad (673-748/1274-1347): all his works, 
especially Tiirfkh al-Isliim.14 
6 Al-Yilsufi, Milsa b. Mul;ammad (d.759/1358): Nuzhat al-nt4ir.15 
It is worth noting here an issue related to the transmission of historical 
accounts. One might almost say that the scholars who belonged to the religious class 
were more careful than other historians to avoid transmitting historical accounts 
D.P. Lit.tle, "A comparison of al-Maqrizi and al-'Ayni as historians of contemporary events", 
Mamliik Studies Review, vii /2 ( 2003), pp. 205-215. 
10 While the former was not published until1976 by 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Khuwaytir, the third part 
of the latter had been published earlier in 1902 by Axel Moberg. See Shakir, Al-Tarfkh, 3: p.1l3. 
11 This is a universal historical work allegedly containing 11 or 25 volumes, most of which are 
lost, leaving only 5 volumes (4-7 and 10). The last in particular was edited twice, by Zubayda 
Mu~ammad 'Ata, Cairo, no date. and by D.S. Richards, Berlin and Beirut, 1998. See also Shakir, Al-
Tankh, 3: pp. 115-116. 
12 This is a work appended to Abii Shama's historical work Al-Raw~atayn as the sources mentioned in 
7 volumes, from the year 665/1266 until 738/1337. There remain only 3 volumes, the first two in bad 
condition, while the third is a large volume containing the last part of this historical work. See 
Shakir, AI-Tankh, 4: pp. 44-45. On the other hand, I have been told by Professor Suhayl Zakkar and 
some other researchers via phone contacts that this part was edited several times, yet separately as 
PhD theses at the University of Damascus & the University ofUmm al-Qura in Saudi Arabia. 
13 The remaining parts of this work were edited by 'Umar 'Abd al-Salam Tadmuri in three volumes, 
Beirut, 1999. 
14 This work has been edited twice, the first in 52 volumes, ed. 'Umar 'Abd al-Salam Tadmuri', Beirut, 
1994-2000; the second was in 17 volumes, ed. Bashshar Ma'riif, Beirut, 2001. 
15 There remains of this remarkable work, which contained about 15 volumes, only a small part 
covering 5 years 733-738/1332-1337-8, which has been edited by ~mad J:lutayt, Beirut, 1986. 
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without the permission of the scholar who had been previously authorized to 
transmit that information. Consequently, some scholars, like al-Sakhawi, attacked 
al-Maqrizi (d. 845/1442), despite their respect for his high rank among historians, 
considering him less proficient in the field of hagiography than in (ilm al-rijiil .16 Al-
Maqrizi, for his part, justified his method in this field by regarding those who shared 
this point of view as ignorant.17 These attacks on him were not due to al-Maqrizi's 
contrived style of writing, but rather to the nature of Mamluk historiography, 
which developed a standard pattern in almost all the historical works of the age. In 
this period, too, historians became more accurate and disciplined in citing their 
sources. Thus we find Ibn Aybak al-~afadi (d. 764/1363), in his dictionary Al-Wafi, Ibn 
J:Iajar (d.852/1448), in his work Inba' al-ghumr, and al-Maqrizi, in his work Al-Khitat, 
mentioning their sources in the introduction to their works.18 However, this 
practice was not followed universally.19 
(b) Metho_ds_oLwnting_anclorganizing_the__material 20 
Historians in the Mamluk period adopted two techniques in the writing of 
history. The first applied to the collection of basic material; the second to the 
organization of the historical narrative. So far as the collection of materials was 
concerned, they began by choosing accounts and documents from the original 
sources at their disposal, using the method known as taqmfsh, which can be 
compared with the card index method long familiar in scientific research. At this 
stage the author chooses, records, and writes his materials, and then classifies them 
for use in his proposed work. The second is the daily recording of historical events 
known as taclfq, comprising either the author's own eye-witness account of events, 
or indirect accounts from other sources. A complete reliance on memory was, at this 
stage, non-existent. As for the second technique, i.e. the organization of historical 
16 Al-Sakhawi, Al-I)aw' al-lami' li- ahl al-qam al-tiisi', XII, editor unidentified, 1st ed, Beirut, 1992, 2: pp. 
21-25. See also the volume devoted to al-Maqrizi and his contributions in the field of history, Mamliik 
Studies Review, vii (2) (2003). 
17 Al-Maqriif, al-Khitat, II, editor unidentified, Beirut, n. d, 1: p.4. 
18 Al-Wafi bi'l wafayat, XXIX, ed. H. Ritter- Mahir jarrar, Wiesbaden and Beirut. 1962-1999, 1: pp.7- 8, 
pp. 47-55; Inba'al-ghumr bi- abna' al-'umr fi'l-tarikh, IX, editor unidentified, 2 ed. Beirut,1986, 1: pp. 4- 5; 
Al-Khitat, 1: pp. 4-5. See also for the latter, A.R. Guest, ].R.A.S. (1902), p. 103. See Shakir, Al-Tarikh, 3: p. 
33. 
19 For instance, Ibn al-Furat; although he mentioned that frequently his work was relatively 
incomplete. See E.Ashtor, Some unpublished sources for the Bahri period, Studies in Islamic History and 
civilization, ed. Uriel Heyd ,Jerusalem 1961. See Shakir, Al-Tankh, 3: p. 37. This was also adopted in the 
case of al-'Ayni in his work 'Jqd. See the edition of volume 11. 
2° For this, see Shakir, Al-Tarfkh, 3: pp. 62-73. 
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accounts, Mamluk historians pursued the methodology employed by early Islamic 
historians, but they became more proficient and accurate thanks to the careful 
organization of the accounts that they used. Various ways of organizing this rich 
material may be noted. 
One obvious method is chronological, whereby events are recounted on a 
monthly, weekly and even hourly basis within an overall annalistic framework. This 
type of arrangement was followed in most of the historical works produced in this 
period. It can be seen at work, for example, in the systematic recording of those in 
authority in the state, all the way from the caliph down to the lower classes of 
government servants. Much the same method is used for the obituaries, however 
short, of saints and scholars, which had traditionally been attached to the end of the 
account of each year in most historical works, mostly in alphabetical order. In the 
case of a few authors, however, the obituary element was enlarged to such an extent 
that it occupied more than half of their works, an example being al-Yunfnf in his 
Dhayl, and Ibn J:Iajar in his work Inba'.21 
It is worth examining the matter of alphabetical order in a little more detail. 
As noted above, this technique was customarily adopted in the lists noting which 
scholars had died in a given year; rather than the names of the scholars themselves, 
some historians arranged the death lists according to the alphabetical order of the 
names of their fathers and grandfathers, while others created special chapters for 
surnames and agnomens (alqab wa'l-kuna) and made similar lists for women. 22 
Yet other methods of arrangement were based on separate categories, for 
example caliphs, regions, states and scholars. For instance, al-Irbilf (d.717 /1317), in 
Khula$at al-dhahab, and al-Suyutf (d. 911/1505), in rarrkh al-khulafa,', presented the 
names of caliphs in chronological order. In other works, the list of the scholars who 
had died in a given year took on a new form, so that it became as it were another 
block in the edifice of Mamlilk historiography. Thus, every century had its own 
independent class of tabaqa. This practice, to the best of my knowledge, was started 
by the unknown authors of the book al-Ifawadith al-jam(a wa'l-tajarib al-nafi'a fi'l-mi'a 
21 This usually occurred with the }:ladith scholars such as the above-mentioned; however, the works 
of authors such as Ibn al-Furat and al-~ayrafi, who were considered as members of non religious 
classes('amma) contain fewer names of dead scholars (Wafayat). See Shakir, Al-Tarrkh, 3: p. 67. 
22 See in details Faruq 'Umar, Al-Tadwfn, pp. 162-199. 
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al-sabi'a; it achieved greater popularity in the hands of Ibn J:Iajar in his work al-Durar 
al-kamina and of his student al-Sakhawi in al-I;>aw' al-lami'. 
(c) Literary style in Mamlukhistoriography 
There is no doubt that literary style reached its highest point in the early 
seventh/thirteenth century with Ibn al-Athir (d. 630/1233), Ibn al-Najjar 
(d.643/1245-6) and, $ibt ibn al-Jawzi (d. 654/1256) and this trend continued in the 
eighth century with Ibn al-Futi (d.723/1323), al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1347), al-'Umari 
(d.749/1348), al-Kutubi (d.764/1363), al-$afadi, al-Subkr (d.771/1370), Ibn Kathir and 
al-Nuwayri, who were the prominent figures of the time. It was not until the last 
decade of this century that the literary style of contemporary historians began to 
fall into serious decline, despite the works of Ibn J:Iajar, al-Maqrizi, al-'Ayni, al-
Sakhawi and al-Suyuti in Egypt, and Ibn Rajah (d. 795/1393), Ibn al-Shil;na 
(d.815/1412) and Ibn Qac;II Shuhba (d.851/1447) in Syria, all of whom had indeed 
distinguished themselves by their style. The literary style in the ninth/fifteenth 
century, as has been pointed out by some scholars, was shaped to a marked degree 
by another and somewhat degenerate style, which prevailed in most Mamluk 
literature.23 Nevertheless, this new style, whatever its faults, resembled its 
predecessor in some ways, for example in recording and transmitting historical 
accounts as authentically as other significant historical works. Some historians tried 
to present works written in the rhymed style, as in earlier periods. Unfortunately, 
the contents of Such works were controlled by the stylistic framework which they 
employed, which caused a major loss of literary quality.24 However, this did not 
prevent some scholars from writing works in rhymed style in other branches of 
Mamluk literature such as Ibn al-Jazzar(d.679/1280), Ibn Danyal al-Maw~ili 
(d.710/1310) and Abi al-Fac;lal al-Ba'uni (d. 871/1466). Among these men was al-'Ayni, 
who worked in several branches of learning and might be argued to have been a 
prototype for later Mamluk authors, including historians. For this reason I will pay 
special attention to him in the rest of this chapter, beginning with the necessary 
biographical facts, then outlining his varied contributions and demonstrating the 
manifold ways in which he influenced other historians. 
23 See the viewpoint of al-Sakhaw1 in the case of works of Ibn al-Furat and Ibn Duqmaq. Rosenthal, 
History, p. 680, p. 682. 
24 Shakir, Al-Tiirfkh 3: pp. 74-78. 
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Biographical data on al-'AynT 25 
(a) The birth of al-'Aynf and his family 
His full name was Ma}:lmud b. A}:lmad b. Mu sa b. A}:lmad b. Husayn b. Yusuf b. 
Ma}:lmud al-'Ayntabi or al-'Ayni, and he had the further nisbas of al-I:Janafi, al-Qahiri, 
Abu'l-Thana' and Abu Mu}:lammad Badr al-Din. He was born on 26th26 Ramac;lan 762 
/30 July 1361 in K1kin Street in 'Ayntab, which was also called Duluk.27 
25 For his biography see, Al-'Ayni, Al-Sayf al-Muhannad fi sirat al-malik al-Mu'ayyad, (Shaykh al-
Mal;zmiidi ) ed. FahTm Shaltut, Cairo, 1998, the introduction; Ibn TaghrTbardT, Al-Nujiim al-zahira fi 
muliik Mi~r wa'l- Qahira, XVI, several editors, Cairo, 1963-1972, 16: pp.8-10; lfawadith al-duhiir fi mada 
al- Ayyam wa'l-shuhiir, 11, ed. Mu}:lammad Kamal al-DTn, 1st ed, Beirut, 1990, 2: p.342; Al- Dalil al-shafi 
'ala al-manhal al-?afi, 11, ed. FahTm Shaltut, 1st ed, Mecca, 1979, 2: p. 721; 'Umar b. Fahd al-MakkT, 
Mu'jam al-Shuyiikh, ed. Mu}:lammad al-ZahT, 1st ed, al-Riya<;l, 1982, p. 292; Al-SakhawT, Al-Dhayl al-tam 
'ala duwal al-Islam, Ill, ed. I:Iasan Murwwa, 1st ed, Beirut and Kuwait, 1992, 2: pp. 69-70; Al- Dhayl 'ala 
raf'i'l-i~r or Bughyat al-'ulama' wa' l-riiwat, ed. Jawdat Hilal & Others, Cairo, no date. pp. 428-440; Al-
J'lan bi al-tawbikh liman('an) dhamma al-tankh, ed. M.'Uthman, Cairo no date. see the index ; Al-I)aw' al-
lami', 10: p. 131 ; Al-Tibr al-masbiik fi dhayl al-suliik, editor unidentified, no date, Cairo, p. 375 ; Wajlz al-
kalam fi'l-dhayl 'ala duwal al- Islam, IV, ed. Bashshar 'Awad & other, 1st ed, Beirut, 1995, 2: p.661 ; Al-
Suyutt, Bughyat al-Wii'at fi tabaqat al-lughawiyyin wa'l-nul;zat, 11, ed. Mu}:Iammad Abu'l- Fa<;ll IbrahTm & 
others, Beirut, 1998, 2: p. 275; lfusn al-mul;za4ara fi akhbar Mi~r wa'l- Qahira, 11, ed. Mu}:lammad Abu'l-
Fa<;ll IbrahTm, 1st ed, Beirut, 2004, 2: p.145 ; Napn al-'Jqyan fi ayan al-ayan, ed. Philib I:Iatta, 1st ed, New 
York, 1927, p. 174; Zayn al-Din ibn Shah In al-ZahirT, Nayl al-amal fi dhayl al-duwal, IX, ed. 'Umar 'Abd 
al-Salam Tadmuri, 1st ed, Beirut, 2002, 5 : p. 346 ; Ibn Iyas, Bada' i' al-zuhiir fi waqa'i' al-duhiir,V, ed. 
Mu}:lammad Mu~tafa Ziyada, Bibliotheca Islamica, 2ed, Beirut, 1983, 2: pp. 292- 293 ; Zayn al-Din ibn 
al-Shamma' al-J:IalabT, Al-Qabas al-J;zawi li- ghurar 4aw' al-Sakhawi, 11, ed.I:Iasan Isma'Tl & others, 1st ed, 
Beirut, 1998, 2: p. 278; Tash Kopri.i zada, Miftal;z al-sa'ada wa- mi~bal;z al-siyada fi maw4ii'at al-'uliim, Ill, 
editor unidentified, 2 ed, Beirut, no date, 1: p. 243; J:Iajji KhalTfa, Kashif al-~uniin 'an asami al-kutub wa'l 
-funiin, VI, Beirut, 1994, 1: p. 264, 2: p. 158 ; Riya<;IT Zada, Asma' al-kutub al-mutammim li- kashf al-~uniin, 
ed. Mu}:lammad al-TunjT, Cairo, 1975, p. 212; Ibn al-'Imad al-I:IanbalT, Shadharat al-dhahab fi akhbar man 
dhahab, VIII, editor unidentified, Beirut, no date, 7: p.286 ; Al-ShawkanT, Al-Badr al-tali' bi- mal;zasin 
man ba'd al-qarn al-sabi', 11, ed. KhalTl al-Man~ur, 1st ed, Beirut, 1998, 2: p.158 ; G. Zaydan, rarikh adab 
al-lugha al-'arabiyya, IV, Beirut, 1992, 3: p. 205; Yusuf SarkTs, Mu'jam al-matbii'at al-'arabiyya, 11, Cairo, 
1928, 2: p.1402 ; Al-Tabakh al-J:Ialabt, !'lam al-nubala' bi- tankh lfalab al-Shahba', VII, 2ed, Aleppo, 1988, 
5: p. 243 ; Ef sv , Al- 'AynT, (W. Marc;:ais); C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, 
(I,SI,II,SII,III), Leiden, Brill, 1937-1949, SII: p. 51, the Arabic ed. XV, under supervision of Ma}:lmud F. 
l:lijazT, Cairo, 1993-1999, 6: p.194; Rosenthal, F. A History of Muslim Historiography (Arabic tr.), p. 446, p. 
449, p. 526, p. 599, and see the index; Al-KittanT, 'Abd al-J:Iayy, Fihris al-faharis wa'l- athbat wa- mu 'jam 
al-ma'ajim wa'l- mashyakhat wa'l- musalsalat, Ill, ed. I}:lsan 'Abbas, 2ed, Beirut, 1982, 2: p. 839; 
Mu}:lammad Mu~tafa Ziyada, Al-Mu' arrikhiin fi Mif?r, p.10, pp. 20-22; 'Abbas al-'AzzawT, Al-Ta'rifbi 'l mu' 
arrikhin, p. 232; Al-Zirikalt, Al-A 'lam, VIII, 12 ed, Beirut, 1997, 7: p. 163 ; Ma}:lmud Rizq SalTm, 'A~r 
~alatin al-mamauk wa- nitajuhu '1-'ilmfwa'l- adabl, IV, 1st ed, Cairo, 1950, 4: p. 203; Al-Munajjid, ~ala}:l al-
DTn, Mu'jam al-makhtiitat al-matbii'a, V, 3 ed, Beirut, 1993, 2: p. 101; Ka}:l}:lala, Mu 'jam al-mu' allifin, IV, 
1st ed, Beirut, 1993, 3: p. 797; Shakir Mu~tafa, al-Tankh, 4: pp. 110-113; Ulrich Haarmann, Quellenstudien 
zur friihen Mamlukenzeit; Donald P. Little, An introduction to Mamliik Historiography, pp. 80-87. See also 
"A comparison of al-MaqrTzT and al-'AynT as historians of contemporary events", Mamliik Studies 
Review, VII 2, (2003), pp. 205-215; Barbara Schafer, Beitriige zur mamlukischen Historiographie, pp. 46-58. 
See also the valuable work of ~ali}:l Yusuf Ma'tiiq, Badr al-Dfn al-'Aynf wa- atharuhu fi 'ilm al-l;zadith, 1st 
ed, Beirut, 1987. 
26 Al-SakhawT alone in his works gave his birthday as 17th Rama<;lan/ 21st July 1361 (See al-Tibr, p. 
375) and 2ih Rama<;lan /31st July 1361, in al-I)aw', 10: p.131. 
27 The modern Gaziantep, near the southern border of modern Turkey. 
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He came from a religious family. His father and grandfather were jurists in 
their town, and one of his forefathers, Husayn b. Yusuf, not only memorized the 
Qur'an, but was also a reciter. 28 His father was born in Aleppo in 725/1325 and grew 
up there. He then moved north to (Ayntab, where he was later appointed the qadr 
and sometimes acted as the imam at prayer times. Al-~Ayni had a brother called 
A}:lmad, who was apparently younger than him and possibly died after him, and who 
is mentioned frequently in al- (Iqd. The biography of this brother is not found in any 
available source/9 but he had a son called al-Qasim, who was born in 796/1394, died 
during his father's lifetime in 814/1411, in the year of the plague, and was buried at 
his uncle's school in Cairo.30 
Al-~Ayni himself married a woman named Umm al-Khayr, who died in 819/ 
1416 and was buried in her husband's school.31 She gave birth to many children, 
among them (Abd al-~Aziz, who died in 818/141532, (Abd al-Ra}:lman, who died of the 
plague in 822/1419,33 and Ibrahim, (Ali, A}:lmad and Fatima, who all died of the 
plague in 833/1430 and were all buried in their father's school.34 He also had another 
son called (Abd al-Ra}:lim, who died in 864/1460. His son was called the Commander 
al-Shihabi A}:lmad, and the al-~Ayni palace in Cairo was attributed to him.35 Al-~Ayni 
also had other daughters, one of whom, called Zaynab, died in 849/1445 and was 
buried in her father's school, while other daughters whose names are not recorded 
were married to scholars.36 It seems that he had relationships with many women 
after Umm al-Khayr's death.37 
(b) His early life as a scholar 
Al-~Ayni was brought up within a scientific and religious milieu. His father 
encouraged him to memorize and recite the Holy Qur'an. The first scholar who 
28 'Iqd, Ms. Oar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, access no. 8203, 26: p. 287 in his father's biography. 
29 'Iqd, 26: p.287, pp. 458-468. 
30 Al-f?aw', 6: p.178. 
31 Al-f?aw', 12: p. 146. 
32 Al-f?aw' , 4: p.234. 
33 Al-f?aw', 4: p.156. 
34 'Iqd, 28: pp. 337-338. 
35 See the introduction to 'Umdat al-qiiri fi shar~ al-jiimi' al-$a~z~ li'l-Bukhan-, ed. Mu}:lammad Zahid 
al-Kawthar1, Cairo, no date, p. 8; Al-f?aw', 1: p. 345. 
36 See the biographies of Mu}:lammad b. AbiBakr b. Mu}:lammad al-Maqdisi (841-891/1437-1486) 
and Mu}:lammad b. 'Ali al-Qahiri (d.867 /1463) al-f?aw', 7: p. 196, 7: p. 179 respectively. 
37 See Ma'tilq, pp. 55-58. 
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taught him was Mu~ammad b. (Ubaydallah (d.793/1391)/8 and thereafter he 
memorized the Qur'an after the readings of I:Jaf~ under the supervision of al-Mu(izz 
al-I:JanafT (d.792/1390).39 By the time he was seven years old,40 he had learned the 
elements of transcription and writing under the supervision of Ma~mild b. A~mad 
al-QazwTnT. He then learned basic jurisprudence from his father Abu'l-(Abbas.41 He 
also studied logic and the morphology of Arabic under Shams al-DTn Mu~ammad al-
Ra(T.42 At the same time, he studied al-Mu[a$$al on grammar, al-Kashshaf on the 
exposition of al-ZamakhsharT, and some other grammatical texts under jibrTl b. 
~ali~ al-BaghdadT (d.794/1392).43 He also continued studying al-Mi$ba~ on the 
grammar of al-Mutarraz'i under Khayr al-DTn al-Qa~'ir (d.792/1390) and the I)aw' al-
mi$ba~ of al-Isfara'inT under Dhu'l-Niln al-Surmar'i (d.777 /1376). He embarked on 
prolonged study of such texts of jurisprudence as al-Qudun and took classes with 
M1kha'11 b. I:Jusayn al-TurkumanT (d.798/1396) and I:Jusam al-DTn al-RahawT. In 
addition, he studied Arabic rhetoric and other Arabic texts under (AlT b. al-Kha~~ al-
Surmar'i (d.788/1386). In 780/1378, he took the Ta$rf[ of al-(IzzT and al-Fara'i~ al-
sirajiyya (which covered the law of the distribution of estates), as well as certain 
other disciplines under Mal;mild b. Mul;ammad al-(AyntabT (d.805/1403). He became 
proficient in many fields of study and at this stage of his life took on the office of 
judge on behalf of his father.44 
(c) His travels in search of knowledge 
Like many scholars before him, al-(AynT travelled widely in the cause of 
learning. The details of some of his earlier travels are obscure, but it seems that his 
first journey of this kind was to Aleppo in 783/1381, that being the nearest major 
city to his homeland, and the place where he studied the main texts of 
jurisprudence under jamal al-Din Yusuf b. Milsa al-Malat1 (d.803/1401), alongside 
the explanation of al-Fara'i~ al-sirajiyya under I:Jaydar al-RilmT. He returned to 
38 'Jqd, 26: p. 434; Ma'tiiq, p. 58. 
39 'Jqd, 26: pp. 414-421; Ma'tiiq, p. 58. 
40 'Jqd, 26: p. 450; Ma'tiiq, p. 58. 
41 Al-Manhal al-$iifi, Ms. 8: p.362 8 ; Ma'tiiq, p. 58. 
42 Al-Tibr, p. 375; al-Dhayl'alii, p. 429; Ma'tiiq, p. 58. 
43 'Jqd, 26: p. 440; al-r;>aw', 10: p. 131; Ma'tiiq, p. 58. 
44 Al-r;>aw', 10: p. 131; al-Tibr, pp. 375-376; al-Dhayl'alii, p. 429. Ma'tiiq, p. 59. 
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taught him was Mu}:lammad b. 'Ubaydallah (d.793/1391)/8 and thereafter he 
memorized the Qur'an after the readings of ~af~ under the supervision of al-Mu'izz 
al-~anafT (d.792/1390).39 By the time he was seven years old,40 he had learned the 
elements of transcription and writing under the supervision of Ma}:lmud b. A}:lmad 
al-QazwTnT. He then learned basic jurisprudence from his father Abu'l-'Abbas.41 He 
also studied logic and the morphology of Arabic under Shams al-DTn Mu}:lammad al-
R~i'T.42 At the same time, he studied al-Mufa~~al on grammar, al-Kashshaf on the 
exposition of al-ZamakhsharT, and some other grammatical texts under JibrTl b. 
$ali}:l al-BaghdadT (d.794/1392).43 He also continued studying al-Mi~ba~ on the 
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M1kha'11 b. ~usayn al-TurkumanT (d.798/1396) and ~usam al-DTn al-RahawT. In 
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learning. The details of some of his earlier travels are obscure, but it seems that his 
first journey of this kind was to Aleppo in 783/1381, that being the nearest major 
city to his homeland, and the place where he studied the main texts of 
jurisprudence under Jamal al-DTn Yilsuf b. Milsa al-Malat1 (d.803/1401), alongside 
the explanation of al-Fara'i~ al-sirajiyya under ~aydar al-RumT. He returned to 
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39 'Iqd, 26: pp. 414-421; Ma'tuq, p. 58. 
40 'Iqd, 26: p. 450; Ma'tuq, p. 58. 
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'Ayntab in 784/1382, where his father died.45 After that, he moved to Bahsana, to the 
north-west of 'Ayntab, where he studied under Wali al-Din al-Bahsani, and then to 
Kakhta, where he studied under 'Ala' al-Din al-Kakhtawi. Finally, he moved to 
Malatiyya, where he studied under Badr al-Din al-Kashafi.46 Thereupon, he returned 
to his home city for a while, and travelled to Mecca for the pilgrimage. On the way, 
he visited Damascus and afterwards went to Jerusalem (788/1386), where he spent 
ten days with his master, Shaykh 'Ala' al-Din al-STrami (d.790/1388), whose 
companionship he accepted on a journey to Egypt. There, they lived together in the 
madrasa known as al-Zahiriyya al-Barquqiyya in Cairo and al-'Ayni eventually 
became the head of the servants in this madrasa, with a rank equal to that of deputy 
to the shaykh.47 At this time, al-'Ayni seized the opportunity to study under his 
master several jurisprudential texts and their explanations.48 While in Egypt, he also 
studied jurisprudence under Al).mad b. al-Kha~~ al-Turki (d.809/1407) and Prophetic 
hadith under Siraj al-Din al-Buluqtni (d.805/1403).49 
He also read the Qur'an according to several manners of recitation under 
Abu'l-Fatl). al-'Asqalani,50then studied the authentic Prophetic traditions of al-
Bukhari and Muslim under Zayn al-Din al-'Iraqi (d.806/1404), as well as the other six 
books of the Prophetic Traditions with the Musnad of al-Darimi and 'Abd b. J:Iumayd 
under Taqi al-Din al-Dajawi (d.809/1407). He completed this course of study in 
804/1401.51 Apart from these courses, he studied in 808/1406 the Sunan of al-
Darqutni and al-Nisa't, with some other traditional works, under Nur al-Din al-FuwT 
(d.827 /1424).52 Thereafter, he read al-Shifa' by the jurist 'Iya<;l in 809/1407, and some 
other traditional works under Ibn al-Kuwayyik (d.821/1418), as well as Shar~ ma'an"i 
al-athar by al-Tal_lawi and M~ab"i~ al-sunna by al-Baghawi, under Taghri birmish al-
Turkumani (d.823/1420).53 In addition, in the field of grammar, he studied al-$i~a~ 
by al-jawhari under Siraj al-Din b. 'Umar and Nur al-Din al-Haythami.54 While he was 
45 Al-Manhal al-$afi, Ms. 8: p. 3528 ; al-I;>aw', 10: p.131; Ncqm al-'Iqyan, p. 174; Ma'tuq, p. 60. 
46 Al-r;>aw', 10: p. 131; al-Tibr, p. 376: al-Dhayl 'ala, p. 430. Ma'tuq, pp. 60-61. 
47 'Iqd, 26: pp. 310-311; Ma'tuq, p. 61. 
48 Al-I;>aw', 10: p. 131; al-Tibr, p. 376: The introduction of 'Umdat al-qari, pp. 3-4; Ma'tuq, p.62. 
49 Al-I;>aw', 10: p. 131; al-Tibr, p. 376: The introduction of 'Umdat al-qari, pp. 3-4; Ma'tuq, p. 62. 
50 Al-I;>aw', 10: p. 131; al-Tibr, p. 376; Ma'tuq, p. 62. 
51 'Jqd, 27: p. 356; al-I;>aw', 10: p. 131; al-Tibr, p. 376; Ma'tuq, p. 62. 
52 Al-r;>aw', 10: p. 132; al-Tibr, p. 376, al-Dhayl 'ala, p. 431; Ma'tuq, p. 63. 
53 'Jqd, 28: p. 101; al-r;>aw', 10: pp. 131-132; al-Tibr, pp. 376-377; al-Dhayl 'ala, p. 431; Ma'tuq, pp. 62-63. 
54 Al-I;>aw', 10: p. 132; al-Tibr, pp. 376-377; al-Dhayl 'ala, p. 431; Ma'tuq, pp. 62-63. 
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living in Cairo, he travelled to Damascus in 794/1392 for short visits to study some 
parts of al-Bukharr's authentic Prophetic Traditions under al-Najm b. al-Kishk al-
~anafi (d.799/1397).55 He also travelled more widely in Syria and in particular to its 
northern borders. Al-'Ayni himself mentions these travels in 'Umdat al-qar"i.56 
In the event, his sojourn in Cairo was unfortunately unsuccessful, especially 
after the death of his mentor al-Sirami, for some scholars had been envious of him, 
which forced him to stop teaching in al-Barquqiyya and shortly thereafter to move 
back to 'Ayntab. However, the troubled situation in his homeland now forced him 
once again to leave for a while: the rebellion fomented by the governor Mintash al-
Ashraff7 in 792/1390 against Sultan Barquq and his siege of 'Ayntab dramatically 
changed the personal circumstances of al-'Ayni, who remained loyal to the Mamluk 
Sultan in Egypt. Hence, after the revolt had failed, al-'Ayni decamped from the 
castle of 'Ayntab with his brother A}:lmad, and headed first to Aleppo and then to 
Egypt in 793/1391.58 
(d) His work in government and education 
Al-'Ayni successfully produced works dealing with issues of government and 
education, as well as works of compilation. He was a conscientious scholar and had a 
successful career in education; he was a teacher of Prophetic Traditions in the 
Mu'ayyadiyya madrasa from its very foundation59 until his death in 855/1451. 
Moreover, he taught jurisprudence in the Ma}:lmudiyya madrasa.60 As for his career 
in government, he held three official religious posts. First, he was appointed a 
controller of prices and measures (mu~tasib) in 801/1399; secondly, he acted as 
inspector of pious foundations (nc1fir al-a~bas); thirdly, he served as chief jurist. 
These three government positions proved very attractive to some greedy semi-
educated scholars and to yet others who were not even part of the scholarly 
community. Hence, in this period there are numerous cases of people who paid 
bribes to obtain these offices. Al-'Ayni, on the other hand, was irrefutably reputable 
55 Al-I)aw', 10: p. 132; al-Tibr, pp. 376-377; al-Dhayl 'alii, p. 431; Ma'tiiq, pp. 62-63. 
56 See the introduction, 1: p. 3; Ma'tiiq, pp. 62-64. 
57 He was the deputy of the sultan in Malatiyya in 788/1386 he was killed in Cairo in 795/1393. 
58 'Jqd, 26: pp. 405-406; Ma'tiiq, pp. 64-66. 
59 It was established in 819/1416 and attributed to al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh. See, 'Al"f Mubarak, al-Khitat 
al-tawfiqiyya, Xviii, Cairo, 1969-2000, 2: p. 127. 
60 It is well-known nowadays as ]ami' al-Kurd"f, was established in 797/1394-5. See al-Durar al-
kiimina, 5: p. 97; al-Khitat al-tawfiqiyya, 2: p. 134. 
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in this respect so far as persons of standing were concerned. Thanks to his 
reputation for capability, perseverance and assiduity, he was appointed to these 
offices several times and in some cases for a long period. He was first appointed as a 
mu~tasib in 801/1399, replacing al-Maqrizi. One month later he was dismissed, but in 
due course he was reappointed no less than 15 times to this office. The last occasion 
was in 846/1442, and he was dismissed the following·year. He was appointed for the 
first time as the head of the a~bas office in 804/1402, was dismissed in the same 
year, but then reappointed in 819/1416 and held the post until 853/1449. He was 
appointed twice to the judiciary, first for the period 829-833/1426-1430 and then for 
the period 837-842/1434-1439.61 
(e) His relationship with the Mamlilk authorities 
Al-<Ayni lived through the reigns of nine Mamlilk sultans: al-Zahir Barqilq 
784-801/1382-1398, his son Faraj (d.808/1406), his brother al-Man~ilr (d.815/1412), 
al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh until 824/1421, al-Zahir Tatar, who died in the same year, his 
son al-~ali}:l Mu}:lammad until 825/1422, al-Ashraf Barsbay, who deposed him and 
ruled until 841/1437, and his son Yilsuf, who was deposed in 842/1438 by al-Zahir 
]aqmaq, who himself reigned until 857/1453.62 Al-<Ayni's own relations with the 
Mamlilk sultans stretched back to the time of al-Zahir Barqilq's succession. 
However, he was closer to later sultans, such as al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh, al-Zahir Tatar 
and al-Ashraf Barsbay, and indeed he composed some panegyrics in their honour. 
Furthermore, his knowledge of the Turkish language enabled him to be persona grata 
with these sultans. He translated al-Qudilrf, the J:Ianafr legal treatise, into Turkish for 
his master al-Zahir Tatar and read his Arabic chronicle by translating it orally into 
Turkish for his master al-Ashraf Barsbay.63 Furthermore, al-<Ayni garnered the 
praise of some of his masters. For instance, al-Ashraf Barsbay stated that Hwere it not 
for al-'Aynf, we would not know our religion and we would not know how to manage our 
authority". On the other hand, he was guilty of occasional administrative and legal 
61 Ma'tuq, pp. 66-67. 
62 Al-Maqr1z1, Khitat, 2: pp. 241-244; Ma'tuq, p. 76. 
63 El2, sv, al-'Ayni, (W.Marc;ais), i: pp. 790-791. 
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mistakes - but these were rare in comparison with those made by other 
contemporary scholars.64 
(f) His relationship with contemporary scholars 
The life of al-(Ayni stands out as an overwhelming testimony to the close 
relationship between the scholar class and the Mamluk sultans. This particular 
scholar played a leading role in the intellectual movements of his century and was 
in contact, although on rather bad terms, with two of the most outstanding Islamic 
scholars of the period, al-Maqrizi and Ibn :t~ajar. Since he supplanted the former in 
the office of al-mu~tasib, thereby incurring his hatred, he sustained a long-running 
and very lively argument with him. However, the relationship with Ibn :t~ajar was 
still more fraught, arising from Ibn :tlajar's disputed commentary on the $a~f~ of al-
Bukhari.65 Much of this controversy among scholars sprang from either the nature 
of doctrinal diversity or mutual envy; it prevailed even among outstanding scholars 
and resulted in their exclusion from governmental professions. While this was not 
al-(Ayni's case, we do nevertheless see this kind of issue arise between Ibn Taghri 
Birdi and Ibrahim b. (Umar al-Biqa'1 (d.885/1480), and later between al-Sakhawi and 
al-suyuti.66 
(g) His madrasa 
Since al-(Ayni believed that the founder of al-Azhar was a Shfi, he delivered 
a legal opinion which interdicted prayer there. This is why he established his own 
madrasa and mosque near al-Azhar in Ramagan 814/ December141167 and endowed 
his library there for its students. This madrasa became a renowned centre for 
students and teachers after his death, but today it is only a mosque.68 
h. His death69 
Al-(Ayni had a long life of 93 years, most of which he spent writing his numerous 
64 Ma'tuq, pp. 66-76. 
65 EI 2, sv, al-'Ayni, (W.Mar~ais), i: p. 791. Mu}:Iammad Mu~tafa Ziyada, al-Mu' arrikhiin, p. 10, pp. 20-22. 
66 Ma'tuq, pp. 167-171. 
67 Al-~ayrafi, Nuzhat al-nufiis wa'l-abdan, ed.J:Iasan J:Iabash1, IV, Cairo, 1970, 2: p. 290. 
68 Al-Khitat al-tawfiqiyya, 2: p. 260; Ma'tuq, p. 81. 
69 See, the sources for his biography. 
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works and teaching students, as well as discharging his governmental duties. He 
died on Tuesday 4 Dhu'l J:Iijja 855/28 December 1451. 
(i) His teachers 
He studied under several masters in most spheres of the Islamic sciences, 
and some of these men were the most popular in their fields. 70 
(j) His students 
In their turn, some of his students counted among the most outstanding 
scholars in intellectual circles during the Mamluk period.71 
(k) His works72 
Ultimately, then, the richness and the sheer range of al-'Aynt's works 
establish him as a high-level encyclopaedic scholar, working within several distinct 
spheres, but also contributing significantly to the development of the Islamic 
sciences. He is recorded as having contributed no fewer than 80 works, some of 
which, such as 'Umdat al-qan, al- Maqa~id al-na~awfyya and the chronicle 'Jqd al-juman, 
are particularly distinctive; the last of these will be discussed in the next chapter. 
70 See, Appendix no.1 ,pp. 1101-1102 
71 See, Appendix no.2, pp. 1103-1108 
72 See, Appendix no.3, pp. 1109-1114 
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Chapter 2 
The great universal chronicle known as 'Iqd al-juman comprises as many as 
19 volumes, which were signed and endowed by the author himself. 1 The first 
volume starts with an explanation of the concept of history, then moves on to the 
names of the various regions and nations, the sky and the stars, all in alphabetical 
arrangement; it ends with the story of creation. The second volume tells the stories 
of the Prophet Abraham and subsequent prophets and apostles until the lineage of 
the Prophet Muhammad. The third volume marks the inception of Islamic history, 
starting from the Prophet's time to the year 11 /632 The following volumes 
continue in chronological sequence until the year 850/1446. 
(i) Extant copies of 'Iqd al-juman 
In f!lY attempt to trace the surviving copies of this historical work, I am very 
grateful to the compilers of earlier catalogues, and above all to Brockelmann, who is 
acknowledged as the leading expert in the field. The Arabic edition of his work 
Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, despite its numerous typographical errors, 
provides comprehensive testimony to his capacities in this domain. Naturally, 
Brockelmann was not able to trace all the extant copies of al-'Aynt's historical work, 
as he did not scour all the world's libraries, catalogues and indexes in his own time, 
especially the Turkish material; thus, his great work does contain some mistakes in 
referring to copies which were not available to him.2 The movement of manuscripts 
within and between libraries, research institutions and private collections would 
alone account for such mistakes. I have done my utmost to trace all the extant 
copies of 'Iqd al-juman, starting with the available catalogues and indexes. It was also 
of crucial importance to visit the libraries, particularly the Turkish ones, which in 
1 Al-Sakhawi", al-I;>aw', 10: pp. 131-135; al-Badr, 2: p. 159; Kashfal-~niin, 2: p. 158. See for instance 
Brockelmann's point of view, GAL, SII, 2: p. 51, Arabic ed. 6: p. 194. See also Ibn Taghri"birdl's point of 
view, al-Manhal, Ms. vol8; Ibn al-'Imad, Shadharat, 7: p. 288. On the other hand, some historians 
suggest that it covers 20 volumes; others say that it runs to between 23 and 25 volumes. See 'Jqd 
al-juman, ed. al-Qarmut, p. 42. There is yet another popular shape to this work which covers four 
large volumes. 
2 See for instance, GAL, SII, 2: p. 51, Arabic ed. 6: p. 194. Brockelmann refers to some copies at the 
Escurial Library and Cambridge (Arabic ed. 6: p. 194). 
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fact lack modern catalogues, especially the Slileymaniye and Bayezit Klitliphanesi.3 
Fortunately, the Topkapi Saray Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi and the Turk ve jslam Eserleri Miizesi 
Y azma both have their collections covered by new catalogues. 
Copies of 'Jqd al-juman are relatively abundant and are to be found in many 
libraries. In this chapter, I will try first to identify the author's existing copy, then 
proceed to discuss other valuable and complete copies. Next, I will consider other, 
semi-complete, copies and then attempt to list every single manuscript volume 
which belongs to this work. Finally, I will enumerate the volumes of this work in 
Turkish and Persian translation. 
(ii) The author's copy 
It seems likely that this originally comprised 19 volumes, some of which are 
unfortunately lost. Those that survive may be listed as follows: 4 
1 Volume 1: 231 folios of 31lines each, written in 825/1422; Topkapi Saray Museum, 
Ahmet Ill, no. 5920/ A.2911/al. 
2 Volume 11: 238 folios of31lines each, written in 825/1422; Topkapi Saray Museum, 
Ahmet Ill, no. 5921/ A.2911/a2. 
3 Volume Ill: 297 folios of 31 lines each, written in 825/1422; Topkapi Saray 
Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5922/ A.2911/ a3. 
4 Volume VI: 229 folios of 31lines each, written in 828/1425 and covering the years 
61-95/681-714; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5923/ A.2911/b 6. 
5 Volume VII: 229 folios of 31lines each. Date of writing uncertain. Covers the years 
96-150/715-767; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5924/ A.2911/b7. 
6 Volume VIII: 218 folios of 31 lines each; written in 830/1427, covering the years 
151-225/768-840; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5923/ A. 2911/a8. 
3 Most of the Si.ileymaniye indexes were published during the last decade of the 19th century, and 
are not still completed, which is why I had to use the library cards in my search. This method is also 
adopted in the Beyazit library. 
4 For some reason, I could not gain access to the Topkapi Saray; therefore I returned to the 
catalogue of the Topkapi Saray Museum to trace the author's copies. See Fehmi Edhem Karatay, 
Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi Arap~a Yazmalar Katalogu, IV, Istanbul, 1962-1966,3: pp. 392-400. 
This section was translated into Arabic by Fac;lil Bayat in Al-Mawridjoumal, 4, ii, 1975, pp. 250-252. On 
the other hand, the rest of the Turkish libraries have been examined by the researcher and the 
copies have been checked. It is worth mentioning here that Dr. Barbara Schafer was the first to trace 
and assess most of the Turkish copies of this work, which belong to the period of al-Malik al-Na~ir 
Ibn Qala'un. See Beitriige zur mamlukischen Historiographie, pp.48-49. 
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7 Volume IX: 233 folios of 31lines each, written in 830/1427, covering the years 226-
330/841-942; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5926/ A. 2911/ a9. 
8 Volume X: 228 folios of 31lines each, written in 831/1428, covering the years 331-
430/943-1039; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5927/ A. 2911/a10. 
9 Volume XI: 224 folios of31lines each, written in 831/1428, covering the years 431-
520/1040-1126; Si.ileymaniye, Esad Efendi no. 2317. 
10 Volume XII: 227 folios of 31 lines each, written in 831/1428, covering the years 
521-578/1127-1182; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5928/ A. 2911/a12. 
11 Volume XIII: 441 folios of 26 lines each, written in 832/1429, covering the years 
579-620/1183-1223; Beyazit, Veltuddin, no. 2390. 
12 Volume XV: 397 folios of 31 lines each; date of writing uncertain. Covers the 
years 689-707 /1290-1308; Beyazit, Veltuddtn, no. 2392. This volume is seriously 
damaged by the running of its ink as a result of humidity. 
13 Volume XVII: 187 folios of 31 lines each; date of writing uncertain. Covers the 
years 725-745/1325-1344; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet III,5 no. 5929/A.2911/ 
a17. 
14 Volume XVIII: 217 folios of 35 lines each; date of writing uncertain. Covers the 
years 727-835/1327-1432; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5930/ A.2911/ a18. 
15 Volume XIX: 249 folios of 31 lines each; date of writing uncertain. Covers the 
years 799-849/1397-1445; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5931/ A.2911/ a19. 
It follows, then, that volumes 4, 5, 14, 16 and probably the final copies which 
cover volumes 17-19 are missing. In this respect, it is worth mentioning here that 
there are two volumes preserved in the Topkapi Saray library which are considered 
as the author,s holograph. However, they were written earlier, in 799/1397, and 
thus preceded the date recorded for the writing of the first volume of this large 
history. This is probably why both these sections, which overlap with the contents 
of Volumes I-IV above, are referred to as parts of the first draft of 'Iqd; alternatively, 
they can be considered as summaries of longer volumes. 
These are the volumes in question: 
1 Volume I: 282 folios; written in 799/1397. Covers the period from the Creation 
s Volumes 17 to 19, even if they are considered by the cataloguers of this library as the author's 
copies, are out of chronological sequence, especially no. 18, which seems to be a summarized volume. 
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until the year 11/632; Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5941/ A.2911/d.l. 
2 Volume II: 299 folios; written in 799/1397. Covers the years 11-66/632-686; 
Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5942/ A.2911/d.2. 
(iii) Particularly valuable copies 
As noted above, there are several copies of this historical work in the world's 
libraries, some of which are regarded as especially precious. The copy in the 
Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5945 A.2912/l-4, which is in four large 
volumes, is considered to be the most valuable. This copy, except for the lacuna that 
occurs in the period between 736 and 797/1336-1395, is accurate in comparison with 
other copies. It was transcribed in the last decade of the 9th/ 15th century from the 
author's own copy.6 The transcriber of the first, second and third volumes and the 
first half of the fourth is anonymous, while the transcriber who completed this copy 
from that point until the end is known to have been Mu}:lammad b. A}:Imad b. 
Mu}:lammad al-'Aynt: al-An~art: al-Khazrajt. This copy was transcribed in naskh, but is 
of small size, thereby generating some difficulties in reading. The details of this 
copy are as follows: 
1 Volume I: 564 folios of 35 lines each, covering the period from the Creation to the 
year 21/642. 
2 Volume II: 608 folios of 35 lines each, covering the years 22-332/643-944. 
3 Volume Ill: 530 folios of35lines each, covering the years 332-623/944-1226. 
4 Volume IV: 581 folios of3Slines each, covering the years 624-850/1227-1447. 
Many other copies exist, but are frequently characterized by lacunae. Details of 
some of these are as follows: 
1- Carullah Efendi, Stileymaniye, nos. 1588-1591, in four large volumes. This copy is 
analogous to the original holograph copy in the Topkapi Saray Museum. It was 
transcribed in 1132/1720 by several scribes. In this copy each volume comprises 
6 The cataloguer of this manuscript supposed that this copy had been transcribed in the 10th/16th 
century. See, Fehmi Edhem Karatay, Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi Arap~a Yazmalar Katalogu, 3: 
p. 399. In fact, however, the transcriber of the last part of Volume IV indicated the date (893/1488) 
and his name. 
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separate parts, which were considered by the scribes to be the divisions created by 
the author himself. The details of this copy are as follows: 
1 Volume 1: 740 folios of 39lines each, covering the period from the Creation to the 
year 23/644, in 8 parts. 
2 Volume 11: 673 folios of 39 lines each, covering the years 24-330/645-942, in 9 
parts. 
3 Volume Ill: 755 folios of 39 lines each, covering the years 331-620/943-1223, in 9 
parts. 
4 Volume IV: 839 folios of39lines each, covering the years 621-850/1224-1446. 
It too was transcribed in naskh, which is intelligible despite the frequent mistakes. 
2- Giiln~, Stileymaniye nos. 61-64, in four large volumes. It is identical to the above-
mentioned copy, but is less important than the other copies. The transcribers state 
that it had 32 divisions, as was the case in the author's own copy. Volumes I, 11 and 
probably Ill were transcribed in 1114/1702; the fourth, which was apparently the 
work of several scribes, is mistakenly dated 893/1488. It also has many lacunae, 
especially in Volume IV, as in the Topkapi copy (736-798/1336-1396). 
3- Ha0 Be~r Aga, Stileymaniye nos. 454-457, in four large volumes. This copy was 
transcribed in 1128/1716, although the fourth volume is wrongly dated 893/1488 by 
a scribe called Muttahir b. Mu}:lammad. It seems to be transcribed from the Gtilnu~ 
copy, and is in the same script. This copy has been examined by some researchers, 
especially its last part, and has been termed a late copy "copie tardive".7 
(iv) Other copies 
There are three other copies, which are marred by inaccuracy and 
incompleteness: 
7 See Baybars al-Man~ur1 al-Dawadar1, Zubdat al-fikra fi tarikh al-hijra, ed. D.S. Richards, 
Berlin and Beirut, 1998, xxxiv. 
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1 Vel"iudd"in, Beyazit Library (Turky); there are 23 volumes,8 with the access 
numbers 2374-2396. This copy was transcribed by several scribes in different 
hands, and has some lacunae. 
Except for the author's two volumes, the oldest volumes from this copy, 
which cover most of the last parts of this historical work, were transcribed in the 
year 892/1487; yet they are also deficient. 
2 Dar al-kutub al-Mi~riyya,(Cairo) no. 1:f 8203. Its 28 volumes were transcribed in 
1358/ 1939 by Ma}:lmud l:famdl. This copy is modern and has not yet been 
examined.9 
3 Dar al-kutub al-Mi~riyya, (Cairo) no. 1584. This version is popularly known among 
Egyptian scholars as mulaffaqa (counterfeit), i.e. faulty and abridged. This copy is 
in 25 parts, covering 69 volumes. It was transcribed by several copyists in different 
hands, some of which resemble those of the 9th /15th century, especially the last 
parts, which were copied in the handwriting of al-'Aynl's brother A}:lmad b. 
A}:lmad, while others were executed by a certain Mu}:lammad b. A}:lmad al-
Akhm"iml. This copy has not yet been examined in its entirety. The volumes that 
cover the fifth and sixth centuries A.H. are insignificant. 
(v) Other volumes and parts of volumes 
There are many volumes containing part or all of this work which are of less 
significance than those enumerated above. These are located in numerous libraries 
all over the world.10 
(A) In Turkish libraries 
Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill 
1 Volume 11: 233 folios of 31lines each, covering the years 95-520/714-1126; access 
no. 5932 A.2911/b.2. 
2 Volume I: 251 folios of 19 lines each, covering the period from the Creation until 
chapter 29. Access no. 5933.A.2911/c.l. 
s It has been catalogued incorrectly as no. 24 in the library index. See Unidentified, Defter-i 
Kiitiiphane-1 Veliyiiddin, Istanbul, 1304/1887, pp. 135-136. 
9 Fu'ad Sayy'id, Fihrist makhtutat Dar al-kutub al-M~riyya, Ill, Cairo, 1962, 2: p. 129. 
10 It should be noted that the divisional style of several of the volumes listed below, carrying the 
same number and located in different libraries, clearly contradict that of the author of this work; 
thus it is possible that there are corresponding problems regarding the contents. See in particular 
Volume two, which appears to have attracted the most attention from the scribes. For this reason, I 
have listed the volumes as they are marked in the catalogues, indices and library cards. 
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3 Volume II: 274 folios of 19 lines each. It covers the period from the story of 
Prophet Abraham to the lineage of the Prophet Mu}:lammad. It was transcribed in 
896/1490-91. Access no. 5934 A.2911/c.2. 
4 Volume Ill: 309 folios of 19lines each. It covers the period from the pre-Islamic era 
to 4 A.H./626 A.D. Access no. 5935 A.2911/c.3. 
5 Volume IV: 309 folios of 19 lines each. It covers the years from the time of the 
Caliph Abu Bakr to the year 23/644 and was transcribed by Mu}:lammad b. A}:lmad 
al-An~ar1 in 893/1488. Access no. 5936 A.2911/c.4. 
6 Volume XIII: 264 folios of 19lines each. It covers the years 96-126/715-744. Access 
no. 5937 A.2911/c.13. 
7 Volume XVI: 245 folios of 19 lines each. It covers the years 193-226/809 -841. 
Access no. 5938 A.2911/ c.16. 
8 Volume XXI: 245 folios of 19 lines each. It covers the years 431-481/1040-1089. 
Access no. 5939 A.2911/c.21. 
9 Volume XXXIV: 273 folios of 19lines each. It covers the years 736-746/1336-1346. 
Access no. 5940 A.2911/c.34. 
10 Volume II: 307 folios of 31 lines each, transcribed by Mu~tafa b. Mu}:lammad al-
'Attar in 1143/1731. Access no. 5943 B.273. 
11 Volume II: 200 folios of 31lines each, transcribed by 'Al1 b. Ibrah1m in 1127/1715. 
Access no. 5944 R.1557. 
Siileymaniye Library 
12 Esad Efendi no.2517; 213 folios. 
13 Esad Efendi no. 2322. Volume II: 304 folios, transcribed by Sharaf al-D1n al-
Hamaw1 in 1096/1685. 
14 Esad Efendi no. 2346. Volume Ill: 104 folios. It covers the years from the reign of 
the Caliph Abu Bakr to 17/638. Transcribed in Cairo by the author's brother 
A}:lmad b. A}:lmad al-'Ayn1. 
15 <;elebi 'Abd Allah Efendi no. 247; 263 folios; transcribed in 1131/1719.11 
16 Kaside<;i Zade Slileyman no. 373. Volume II; 249 folios; transcribed in 1142/1730 
by Mu}:lammad 'Abd al-Lat1f al-J:Ianball. 
17 Slileymaniye Bookcase no. 830; 217 folios. It covers the years 717-799/1319-1397. 
11 See Unidentified, Defter-i Kiitiiphane-1 ~elebi 'Abd Allah Efendi, Istanbul, 1893, page number unclear. 
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18 Si.ileymaniye Bookcase no. 831; Volume XI; 304 folios of 19 lines each. It covers 
the years 61-73/681-692. 
19 Si.ileymaniye Bookcase no. 832. Volume XII, covering the years 74-95/693-714. 
Other details as no. 18. 
20 Si.ileymaniye Bookcase no. 833. Volume XV; 227 folios. It covers the years 151-
192/768-808. 
21 Si.ileymaniye Bookcase no. 834. Volume XX; 273 folios. It covers the years 387-
430/997-1039. 
22 Si.ileymaniye Bookcase no. 835. Volume XXXIII; 257 folios. It covers the years 725-
735/1325-1335. 
23 Reistilklittab, Slileymaniye no. 678; 455 folios of 25 lines each, transcribed in 
1146/1734 by Am"fn al-D"fn (Abd al-Ghafilr. 
24 Unknown volume. 751 folios of 45 lines each. It covers the years 629-851/1232-
1446.12 
25 Ayasofya, Slileymaniye; one volume, no. 2938. 
26 Raghip Pa~a, no. 998. Transcribed in 1013/1604 by Abil Na~r Mu}:lammad.13 
27 A~ir Efendi, Slileymaniye no. 678, Volume II.14 
Tiirk ve is lam Eserleri Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi 
This library has 8 volumes dating from different periods, all of which were 
transcribed in the 9th/15th century, which inevitably gives them special importance. 
They are as follows: 
28 Volume II; 242 folios; transcribed in 881/1476. Access no. 2165. 
29 Volume V; 333 folios; transcribed in the 9th/15th century. Access no. 2166. 
30 Volume XVI; 273 folios; transcribed in 893/1488. It covers the years 708-
728/1309-1328. Access no. 2157. 
31 Volume XIX; 283 folios; transcribed in the 9th/15th century. It covers the years 
331-386/943-996. Access no. 2158. 
32 Volume 22; 314 folios; transcribed in the 9th/15th century, it covers the years 481-
521/1088-1127. Access no. 2159. 
12 This volume was recorded in the library's card index but its number was not clear. 
13 See Unidentified, Defter-i Kutuphane-1 Rag hip p~a, IstanbUl, 1892, p. 78. 
14 See Unidentified, Defter-i Kutaphane-1 A~ir Efendi, al-Suleymaniye, Istanbul, 1889, p. 44. 
23 
34 Volume 25; 218 folios; transcribed in the 9th/15th century. It covers the years 579-
591/1183-1195. Access no. 2160. 
35 Volume 26; 420 folios; transcribed in the 9th/15th century. It covers the years 591-
621/1195-1224. Access no. 2161. 
36 Volume 37; 303 folios; transcribed in the 9th/15th century. It covers the years 799-
813/1397-1410. Access no. 2162. 
37 Volume II is located in Isparta, Khal11 Ijamid no. 202. It has 264 folios and was 
transcribed in 1132/1720.15 
(B) In libraries outside Turkey 
38 Dar al-kutub al-Zahiriyya, (Damascus) One volume; 238 folios; transcribed in the 
1zth /18th century. Access no. 4166.16 
39 Al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, (Cairo) Volume II; transcribed 1132/1720. Access no. 
[1349] 22903. 
40 Al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, volume XI; 377 folios; transcribed 1310/1893. Access no. 
442 Aba:fa [ 6736]. 
41 Al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, volume XII; 296 folios; transcribed 1310/1893. Access 
no. 442 Aba:fa [ 6736]. 
42 Al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya. Volume XIII; 300 folios; transcribed 1310/1893. Access 
no. 442 Aba?:a [6736]. The last three volumes- 11, 12 and 13- cover the period 
61-203/681-819.17 
43 Bankipur,( Patna India) Volume II; 360 folios; transcribed in 1143/1731 by Mal:tfii?: 
b. Mul:tammad al-Sarwarl. Access no. [15/974].18 
44 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Volume II; 325 folios; transcribed in 1153/1740. 
Access no. 1542. 
45 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale; volume of 243 folios. It covers the years 621-679 
/1224-1280. Access no. 1543. 
1s For both TUrk ve islam Eserleri Mi.izesi and Isparta, see Ramazan ~e~en, Mukhtarat min al-
makhtutat al-'arabiyya al-nadira, Istanbul, 1997, 2: pp. 259-260. 
16 See Yiisuf al-'Ushsh, Fihrist makhtatat al-maktaba al-?ahirfyya, History, part I, Damascus, 1947, 
p. 316. 
17 See Unidentified, Fihrist al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, vol, V, Cairo, 1949, 5: p. 497. 
18 See Brockelmann, GAL, SII, 2: p. 51, Arabic ed. 6: p. 194. 
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46 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, volume of 186 folios. It covers the years 799-
832/1397-1429. Access no. 1544.19 
47 Leiden, University Library, Volume II; 229 folios; transcribed in 888/1483 by 
Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd Allah al-RahawT. Access no. or. 2365. 
48 Leiden, University Library, volume described as an abstract from the 
geographical part of this work or another historical work by al-'Ayn1; 8 folios. 
Access no. DCCXL. (cod. 1156 warn).20 
49 Yale University Library, Volume II; Rescher collection. Access no. 214.21 
50 Princeton University Library, Yahuda section in the Garrett Collection, Volume II. 
Access no. 4396. 
51 St Petersburg, Institute of Eastern Studies; three large volumes (11-IV). Access no. 
177(c350).22 
(vi) Versions in Turkish and Persian 
Turkish 
1 Be~ir Aga, Stileymaniye; 409 folios of 39 lines each, covering the period of the 
Prophet. Transcribed by Sal1m Mu}:lammad Sal1m. Access no. 467. 
2 Be~ir Aga, Stileymaniye; 502 folios of 39 lines each, covering the years from 
629/1232. Transcribed by Sal1m Mu}:lammad Sal1m. Access no. 468. 
3 Be~ir Aga, Stileymaniye; 405 folios of 39 lines each, covering the period from the 
3rd to the 5th/9th-11th centuries. Transcribed by Sal1m Mu}:lammad Sal1m. Access no. 
469. 
4 Lala Ismail, Stileymaniye; 8 volumes; access nos. 318-325. Volumes 1-5, 7, 9 and 
another unidentified volume, no. 325; transcribed by M1rza Zada Mu}:lammad 
Am1n Salim in 1156/1743. 
5 Wahbi Efendi, Stileymaniye. One incomplete volume, covering the years from al-
19 See Bibliotheque Nationale Catalogue, (1883-1895), Paris, ed. M. Le Baron de Slane, p. 291. 
20 See P. Voorhoeve, Library of the University of Leiden and other collections in the Netherlands, Handlist of 
the Arabic manuscripts, 1957, p. 132. See also Brockelmann, GAL, SII, 2: p. 51, who mentions one copy 
under no. 853, 1, which is not found in any other index. 
21 See, 'Adnan al-Bakhtt and others, Fihrist al-makhtiitat al-'arabiyya al-m~awwara, 1986, 3: p. 36. 
22 See Krachkovski, 1.1., Istoria Arabskoi Geograficheskoi Literatury, Arabic tr. ~ala}:l al-D'fn 'Uthman 
Hashim, Beirut, 1987, p. 530; Brockelmann, GAL, SII, 2: p. 52 mentions (only in the Arabic ed. 6: p. 
194; not in the German ed.) that the first volume of this copy is located in the Cambridge University 
Library. 
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~akim bi-amr Allah to the year 431/1040. Access no. 2347.23 
6 Dar al-kutub al-QawmiyyaJ (Cairo) Access no. [893]118 M (Turkish history). 
Volume II; translated by A~mad b. Rajab al-Istanbult ( Rajab Zada) in 1139/1727.24 
7 Topkapi Saray Museum. 12 volumes. Access nos. 556-567.25 
8 Saltmiyya Bookcase (Barnu Pa~a) 7 one volume. Access no. 481.26 
Persian 
There is only one volume in Persian7 and that is to be found in the Stileymaniye 
LibraryJ in the Esad Efendi Bookcase. Access no. 2223.27 
( vii) Editions of parts of 'Iqd al-juman 
Many historians have noted the significance of 'Jqd al-juman7 recognizing it 
as a principal source of Mamluk historiography7 alongside such contemporary 
works as those of al-MaqrtZt7 Ibn al-J!an and Ibn Taghrtbirdt. For some considerable 
time7 howeverJ it did not attract the attention that it deserved. It was only in the 
early 1980s that this situation began to change7 as certain Egyptian scholars worked 
on ie8 and some began to edit sections of it. The edited sections of the work 
currently available are as follows: 
The section between 824 and 850/1421-1446 has been edited by Dr. 'Abd al-
Raziq al-Tantawt al-Qarmut as a PhD thesis presented to the College of the Arabic 
Language at the University of al-Azhar in 1980. This volume was reprinted in 1989.29 
Al-Qarmut continued along these lines by editing another part which covered the 
period 815-824/1412-1421 and was published in 1985.30 
Mu}:lammad 'Abd al-~amtd Raghib edited the part that covered 784-
801/1382-1399 as a PhD thesis presented to the College of the Arabic Language at 
the University of al-Azhar.31 
23 See Unidentified, Defter-i Kiitiiphane-1 Wahbi Efendi, al-Si.ileymaniye, Esad Efendi Bookcase, 
Istanbul, no date, p. 137. 
24 See Unidentified, Fihrist makhtiitat al-turkiyya al-'uthmanfyya allat1 'iqtanatha Dar al-kutub al-
qawmiyya mundhu 'am 1870 hatta nihayat 1980, Cairo, 1987, 1: p. 230. 
25 See Fehmi E. Karatay, Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi Tiirk~e Yazmalar Katalogu, 11, Istanbul, 
1961, 2: p. 420. 
26 See Unidentified, Defter-i Kiitiiphane-I Sallmiyya (Bamii P~a), 1st ed, Istanbul, 1893, p. 33. 
27 See Unidentified, Defter-i Kiitiiphane-1 Esad Efendi, al-Si.ileymaniye, Istanbul, no date, p. 130. 
28 With exception of some historical sketches which were examined by D. Little and B. Schafer. 
29 It was reprinted in Cairo. 
30 The publisher is Matba't 'Ala', Cairo. 
31 For this researcher see Index of King Faisal Islamic Studies Center CD. ROM, al-Riya~, 2006. 
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A particularly ambitious project was carried out by Professor Mu}:lammad 
Mu}:lammad Am"fn, who published four volumes covering the early Ba}:lr! Mamh1k 
period. They are arranged as follows: 32 
Volume 1 (648-664/1250-1266), published in 1987. 
Volume 2 (665-688/1267-1289), published in 1988. 
Volume 3 (689-698/1290-1299), published in 1989. 
Volume 4 (699-707 /1300-1308), published in 1992. 
Next, another researcher, Iman (Umar Shukr1, edited the part which had 
already been edited by Mu}:lammad (Abd al-I:Iam"fd Raghib and presented it as a 
Master's thesis in the University of Cairo. This volume was published in 2002.33 
These editions are the sum total of the attempts made to date to edit the 
sections of the text that cover the Mamluk period. This leaves significant periods of 
unedited text, namely between 708 and 783/1309-1381, and from 802 to 814/1400-
1412. 
The most recent edition was that made by Dr. Ma}:lmud Rizq Ma}:lmud, who 
edited the section covering the early Ayyubid period in two volumes. The first, 
which covers the period between 565 and 578/1170-1182, was published in 2002. The 
second covers the ensuing period (579-589/1183-1193) and was published in 2004.34 
Thus, the bulk of the text dealing with the A yyubid period has so far not been 
seriously examined or edited. 
(viii) Editions ofVolume XI 
In the present edition, which covers the period between 431 and 520/1040-1126, I 
have used what I believe to be the best six copies to achieve an optimal text: 
• 1 Esad Efendi al-Siileymaniye, Volume XI, no. 2137; 224 folios. This is part of the 
author's own complete copy and was transcribed in his usual naskh. Despite some 
difficulties that are due to the author's style of writing, it is clear and easy to read, 
having few scribal errors. I have treated it as the principal copy in the present 
edition and refer to it as "Cl$l". 
32 The publisher is a1-Hay' a a1-Mi~riyya a1-'amma li '1- Kitab, Cairo. 
33 The publisher is Maktabat MadbUlt, Cairo. 
34 The publisher is Dar a1-Kutub wa '1-watha'iq a1-qawmiyya, Cairo. 
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2 Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5945 A.2912/3. This volume is the third of 
the four large volumes which cover the years between 332 and 623/944-1226; it is 
transcribed in standard naskh. I have worked only on the years that are identical 
to those of the main copy. Despite the difficulties due to the small script, this is 
the most valuable copy after the author's own holograph. The transcriber here 
follows al-'Ayn1 word for word. For this reason, I have treated this copy as the first 
auxiliary copy. It is referred to as" 1i ". 
3 Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, no. 5939 A.2911/c.21. This copy covers just half 
of the period (431-481/1040-1088). It is also at once valuable and intelligible, and 
seems to be transcribed from the author's copy in a standard type of naskh. I 
regard it as the second auxiliary copy and refer to it as" 2i ". 
4 Tiirk ve isHim Eserleri Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi, no. 2159. This is labelled Volume 22 in 
this library and covers the second half of the main copy (481-521/1088-1127). It 
was probably transcribed from the author's own copy and is written in a standard 
naskh. I have used this copy only as a supplement to the above-mentioned ones 
and refer to it as " r 77 • 
5 Vel1udd1n, Beyazit Library, no. 2388; 433 folios. This copy is complete, but it has 
some scribal errors, and was probably transcribed from the author's own copy in a 
standard form of naskh. It is quite clear that the transcriber was well educated in 
this field, for the work in general maintains a high level of accuracy. Hence I have 
used this as an auxiliary copy and refer to it as ".J 77 • 
6 Carullah Efendi, Siileymaniye, Volume Ill, no. 1590. This covers the years 331-
620/943-1223. I have used it only for the period that is identical to that of the main 
copy. This copy is less important than the one just discussed, but it is intelligible, 
and was transcribed from the main copy in a standard form of naskh. I refer to it as 
" 77 
~· 
(ix) The methodology employed in the present edition 
During the editing process, I made every effort to verify the whole text 
covered in this thesis so as to make this edition as accurate and reliable as possible. 
To that end, I adopted two basic and well-tried methods. The first was the usual 
close comparison between the main copy and other carefully chosen copies; the 
second and equally important method was a minute comparison between al-'Ayni's 
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text and relevant texts by other medieval historians. 35 As things turned out, the first 
method proved less successful than the second, because the author's own copy is 
available, and is moreover lucid, intelligible and undoubtedly valuable. This made 
the other versions of the same text somewhat less useful. 
They did, however, come into their own whenever I encountered a mistake, 
an ambiguous word or technical term, and similar minor difficulties. Particularly 
useful in this regard was the Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill copy (no. 5949 
A.2912/3) which is, I think, the best copy of al-'Aynl's history for this period. The 
reason for this is that it was transcribed from the original copy, following it word 
for word. The other copies, notably the other copy in the same library (no. 5939 
A.2911/c21) and the one in the TUrk ve islam Eserleri Miizesi (no.2159), although 
less important, usefully complemented each other. Other copies in Istanbul, 
Vel1uddtn no. 2388 and Siilyemaniye Carullah no.1590, are less important. However, 
they were still helpful, particularly in the case of certain grammatical or linguistic 
difficulties. It was thus the comparison with other medieval sources that was most 
useful in establishing a reliable text, and it also provided considerable information 
about the nature and quality of the sources which al-'Ayn1 used in compiling his 
history. 
(A) Abbreviations and other technical issues in the present edition 
In the present edition, I attempt to correct every mistake in the main 
manuscript text and mention this in the footnotes. Therefore, the title of the source 
(or sources) consulted for the correction in question is noted beside the incorrect 
words and names. Furthermore, the auxiliary copies have been frequently used 
alongside the original copy so as to find the best solution for the correction. I did 
not mention the innumerable mistakes of these other copies in the footnotes, unless 
they occurred in the original copy itself. In this context also, when the comparison 
between the original copy and the other copies . showed them to be completely 
identical as to the errors within the texts, I refer to them together as "u~al". 
I have divided each page into three parts: the first is the edited text, while 
the other two parts are related to the footnotes. The first part of the footnotes 
section is dedicated to the comparison between the original copy and the other 
35 With the exception of sources 1 (al-Makin=Ibn al-'AmTd, rankh.) and, 2 ( al-HamadhanT, 'Unwan 
al-siyar), all the other sources are available. 
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copies as well as the works of other medieval historians; the second is reserved for 
definitions and commentary. In addition, I have divided the text into paragraphs 
and used extra punctuation, so as to set out each historical event as a separate 
episode from the next, and allotted a serial number to the biography of every 
scholar or noble who is listed at the end of each year. 
I have identified and where necessary commented on every Qur'anic verse, 
Prophetic tradition and verse of poetry. Furthermore, as part of the comparison 
procedure outlined above, I have tracked every historical event to its source, with 
due annotation in the footnotes. In the present edition, I also used brackets [ ] 
for the added words and sentences which are required to elucidate the context, and 
this too is explained in the footnotes. Words, sentences ~nd paragraphs written by 
the author himself in the margins of the manuscript text have been placed between 
< > signs, while the numbers of folios belonging to the main copy are placed 
between parentheses with the identification of the edition, thus: (1/ .J) or (1/..b ). 
(B) Issues that emerged during the editing process 
While editing the text, I encountered various difficulties in transcribing 
certain popular names and places. Al-(Ayni sometimes writes the name of a leader 
such as Qutulmish or Qutulmish in one paragraph, but then changes it in the next 
paragraph to Qutlilmish or Qutlumish. There are indeed many examples of names 
which are written in different ways. I have tried to achieve consistency in this 
matter in the main text, while noting the variant forms in the footnotes. 
An even more pervasive problem is that of using bin or ibn between names 
and surnames, in cases where the author has chosen to ignore it. Even though I have 
managed to correct some of these cases, one must admit that this remains a 
controversial matter among scholars themselves. I have tried to observe the 
following guidelines for the use of ibn: 
1 Between two agnomens or titles (laqab), as in (Amtd al-Dawla ibn Fakhr al-Dawla. 
2 Between two patronymics (kunya), as in Abu'l-Qasim ibn Abt (AlL 
3 Between patronymic (kunya) and name (ism), as in Abu'l-I:Iusayn ibn Bashran. 
4 In an incomplete name with its nickname or locative (nisba), as in Ya}:lya ibn 
Manda. 
5 At the beginning of a line. 
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(x) A critique of the text 
The study of al-'Ayni sheds a certain amount of light on the methodology of 
some Mamh1k historians. Al-'Aynt himself employs a creative and systematic 
method when categorizing his historical materials. He mentions the names of 
Islamic authorities alongside the appropriate 'Abbasid caliph and thus respects 
chronological order. Next, he clearly presents historical events from different 
sources, indicating the most important authorities in several regions. By this 
method he manages to include at least two-thirds of the significant events in any 
given year. Then, under the impressive title of "list of disturbing events", he notes 
such catastrophes as earthquakes and epidemics. In addition, under the catch-all 
title "note of other events", al-'Aynt summarizes many events that occurred 
throughout the Islamic world, starting with events in the caliphal capital, then 
extending his scope to include others occurring outside the capital. Next, at the end 
of each year, he mentions the leader of the Pilgrimage who is appointed by the 
'Abbasid Caliph and the situation of the pilgrimage, and specifically of the pilgrims 
from Iraq. Finally, he terminates the year by listing the notables and scholars who 
died in that same year. 
The importance of the present edition becomes particularly clear when it 
follows closely the author's copy, which was written in 831/1428 in Cairo. In fact, 
this copy consists of the author's very own commentaries and explanations, with 
some words added in the margins by other scholars and transcribers. Furthermore, 
this volume is an archetypal chronicle in that it depicts significant historical events 
in Islamic territories. Thus, within this particular volume, al-'Aynt traces the destiny 
of the last kings of the Buyid family, who controlled the 'Abbasid caliphate, then the 
period from the advent of the Seljuqs until 520/1126, known as the time of the Great 
Seljuqs. 
Furthermore, this volume is very important in that it deals with the arrival 
in the east of the Franks (the crusaders) and their wars in Bilad al-Sham against the 
Muslims from 491 until 520/1098-1126. Al-'Ayni describes their strong grip on the 
region, especially after their estabiishment of principalities in parts of the Syrian 
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coastal areas and certain neighbouring territories, particularly jerusalem.36 Indeed, 
he extends his remit to other places such as Egypt, North Africa, Spain and Asia 
Minor; and further afield to India, Turkistan and even the western borders of China. 
The importance of this volume is also augmented by its inclusion of more 
than 52 historical fragments from al-Hamadhanl's lost book 'Unwan al-siya~7 • It also 
includes 17 fragments concerning Egypt, Syria and Northern Africa from unknown 
sources.38 However, six fragments concerning Iraq from Mir'at al-zaman of Sibt Ibn 
al-jawzi are not mentioned in the available copies.39 Moreover, al-'Ayn1 twice 
consulted two sources which are no longer available, the first being Tarfkh al-
'Asqalanf and the second 'Uyan al-ma'arif40 Thus, this volume acquires extra 
importance, thanks to these lost and unknown historical fragments. 
The volume is also significant because it reveals the nature and the quality of 
the sources which were adopted and consulted by al-'Ayn1 in this part of his history. 
Thus, for example, he consulted a remarkably good copy of the Mir' at al-Zaman,41 
whereas he used a poor copy of al-MuntQ?:am.42 Al-'Ayn1 used, in major parts of his 
history, the Zubdat al-fikra fitanl<h al-hijra ofBaybars al-Man~ur1 (d. 725/1325), which 
is still unpublished. Comparing the copy we have of this history ofBaybars with that 
which covers the period 400-489/1010-109643 , we find that Baybars adopted in his 
work the same kind of structural and historical approach as Ibn al-Ath1r did in his 
work al-Kamil, often following it word for word. However, his Zubdat very frequently 
reflects his use of other sources, especially Egyptian ones, and he sometimes used 
the Mirat al-zaman in matters concerning Iraq and Syria. Clearly, then, al-'Ayn1 filled 
the gaps in Ibn al-Ath1r's al-Kamil by using Baybars al-Man~url's Zubda. Likewise, al-
'Ayn1 used Ibn Kath1r's al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya for every year, and to good effect, as 
36 In fact, he mentions the beginning of this period, first by following al-'A?'im'i, ran""kh Ifalab, in 490/ 
1097. See edition P. 567 and the exact date in this edition: 491 /1098. 
37 The remaining had been collected from 'Jqd al-juman volumes (9, 10, 11 and 12) and other sources 
in a separate work. 
38 See the edition, P. 110, P. 215, P. 230, P. 236, P. 256, P. 300, P. 339, P. 365, P. 366, P. 407, P. 492, P. 
605,P.674,P. 730,P. 736,P. 753,P. 871. 
39 See the edition, P. 203, P. 271, P. 272, P. 284, P. 285, P. 288. 
40 The first is by Ibn J:Iajar al-'Asqalan'i (773-852/1372-1448) and probably entitled Jt~afikhwan al-
~afa bi-nubadh min akhbaral-Khulafa'. See Shakir Mu~tafa, al- rankh, 3: P. 160. The second is probably 
the work of the jurist al-Quc;la''i (d. 454/1062), 'Uyun al-ma'arif wa- funun akhbar al- Khala' if. This 
book, however, ends with the death of the caliph al-Qadir (d.422/1031), but we consider it most 
important that it continues after the author's death. 
41 See footnote no. 38. 
42 See for instance the list of the deaths of the notables in every year. 
43 Feyzullah Efendi, no. 1459. 
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well as Ibn Khallikan (Wafayat al-a'yan), Abu'l-Fida' and al-'A?Tmi.44 In addition, al-
'AynT used extensive materials belonging to the Zubda and Mir'at in the historical 
structure of his work, while al-Munta:{.am became his most fundamental source for 
the death lists of notables and scholars. 
Al-'AynT was a proficient historian, for he carefully interspersed his 
historical narrative with his own commentaries, explanations and comparisons. 
This is clear from his use of the introductory term qult for such extraneous material, 
or qala al-raw"i, a phrase which occurs 26 times in this volume. Al-'Ayn'f wrote 
quickly,45 so it is not surprising that mistakes do occur, although these are rare. I 
have found only three mistakes which are the result of misinterpretation or 
summary of other texts. For instance, he writes "Ibn Kath'fr said", when in fact his 
narrative is taken from Baybars or others, and this happens some 20 times. 
(xi) Analytical and statistical approaches 
In this volume, al-'Ayn'f refers to his sources 2362 times. He identifies them 
in 783 places, while on the remaining 1579 occasions he does not. Thus, almost 
exactly one-third of the time he declares his sources, and twice as often he does not. 
In all, he uses sixteen different sources in this volume,46 but the most important of 
these total nine, which he consulted extensively. They are: Ibn al-jawz'f, al-
Munta:{.am; Baybars al-Man~ur'f, Zubdat al-fikra; Ibn Kath'fr, al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya; Sibt 
ibn al-Jawz'f, Mir'at al-zaman; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-a'yan; al-'A?'fm'f, Tar"ikh lfalab; 
Abu'l-Fida' (mentioned as al-Mu'ayyad), al-Mukhta~ar; al-Hamadhan'f, in his three 
works 'Unwan al-siyar, Dhayl tar"ikh al-Tabarf and Dhayl tankh al-wazfr Abf Shuja';47 and 
Ibn al-'Am'fd, Tar'ikh. Other sources, which number 40 in all, are mentioned once or 
twice via the above-mentioned original sources. This situation is tabulated in detail 
in the analytical and statistical tables below: 
Sources Identified % N/I4s % Total % 
1 al-Munta:{.am 97 12.38 649 41.4 751 31.7 
2 Zubdat al-fikra 149 18.6 353 22.3 499 21.1 
44 
With exception of Ibn al-'AmTd's history, which was unavailable and unexamined. 
45 
For instance, his writing of the I:Ianafi jurisprudence treatise al-Qudiiri in one night; al-SakhawT, 
al-l)aw ', 10: p. 133. 
46 
In fact, his declared sources number more than 49, but many are mentioned only once or twice via 
the 16 original sources. 
47 
For further information concerning al-Hamadhani's works, see volume 3 of this thesis. 
48 N/1 means "not identified". 
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3 Mir'at al-zamiin 112 14.3 175 11.08 287 12.1 
4 Al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya 68 8.6 218 13.8 286 12.1 
5 Wafiiyat al-a'yiin 62 7.9 61 3.8 113 5.2 
6 Al-Mukhta~ar 46 5.87 40 2.53 86 3.64 
7 Al-Hamadhant, 'Unwiin al-siyar 52 7.4 - - 52 2.45 
8 Al-'A?tmt 10 1.2 84 5.3 9 3.97 
9 Ibn al-'Am'id 22 2.8 - - 22 0.9 
10 Al-Nuwayn, Nihiiyat 12 1.5 1 - 13 0.5 
11 Al-Qurasht, al-]awiihir 6 0.7 - - 6 -
12 Ibn al-'Ad'im, TarTkh lfalab 3 0.3 - - 3 -
13 Al-Rushatt 1 0.1 - - 1 -
14 Ibn ~ajar al-'Asqalant 2 0.2 - - 2 -
15 'Uyun al-ma'arif 2 0.2 - - 2 -
16 Ibn 'Abd al-Z:ahir, Khitat 1 0.1 - - 1 -
There are, however, two further sources in this volume which have not been 
mentioned so far but which emerged in the process of comparing texts: Ibn al-
Ward'i, TarTkh, and al-Qift1, Inbah al-ruwah. Yet other sources are identified through 
references to them by other authors: 
Author & Title Number of references Via (Source) 
Al-Hamadhan'i, Dhayl 1 Mir'at al-zaman 
----------------, rarr:kh 2 ----------------------
---------------------- 2 Al-Munta~am 
---------------------- 1 Wafayat al-a'yan 
Al-$abi' Mu}:lammad b. 14 Mir'at al-Zaman 
Hilal. 
---------------------- 1 Al-Munt~am 
Ibn 'Asakir 18 Mir'at al-zaman 
---------------------- 4 Zubdat al-fikra 
---------------------- 2 Al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya 
---------------------- 1 Al-Munt~am 
Al-Khat'ib al-Baghdad'i, 29 ----------------------
rarlkh 
---------------------- 7 Mir'at al-zaman 
---------------------- 4 Al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya 
---------------------- 2 Wafayat al-a'yan 
Ibn al-'Ad'im, Tarikh 1 Al-Qurash1, al-]awahir 
/fa lab 
Al-Sam'an'i, Abu Sa'd. 6 Wafayat al-a'yan 
---------------------- 3 Mir'at al-zaman 
---------------------- 1 Al-Munt~am 
-------- Dhayl tarTkh 1 (unknown). 
Baghdad 
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'I mad al-DTn al-I~fahanT, 4 Mir'at al-zaman 
KharTdat 
---------------------- 1 Wafayat al-a 'yan 
--------Nu~rat al-fatra 1 ----------------------
Ibn al-Habbariyya, Falak 1 Mir'at al-zaman. 
al-ma'anT 
'Ah b. 'Aqtl, al-Funun 4 Al-Munta?-am 
---------------------- 1 Mir'at al-zaman 
---------------------- 1 Al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya 
Al-KindT(?) 1 Mir'at al-zaman 
Ibn al-Azraq, TarTkh 1 Al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya 
MayyafariqTn 
Al-Maqdist, Tahir 1 Al-MuntQ?-am 
b.Mul;ammad 
Abu'l-'Abbas ibn al-'ArTf 1 Wafayat al-a'yan 
Ibn Bashkawal, al-$ila 2 ----------------------
Al-Ma'munT 2 ----------------------
The poet Abu Bakr ibn 1 Zubdat al-fikra 
al-Llabbana 
Zubdat al-tarfkh 1 Wafayat al-a'yan 
'Abd al-Ghafir al- 1 Mir'at al-zaman 
NlsaburT, Tarfkh 
Naysabiir 
Al-BakharzT, Dumyat al- 1 Zubdat al-fikra 
qa~r 
---------------------- 1 Wafayat al-a 'yan 
Al-GhazalT, Sirr al- 1 Mir'at al-zaman 
'alamfn 
Ibn al-AthTr, al-Kamil 2 Zubdat al-fikra 
---------------------- 1 Al-Mukhta~ar 
Al-'AskarT, al-I:Jasan b. 1 Wafayat al-a 'yan 
'AbdAllah 
Abu 'Al\ al-Ghassan\ 1 ----------------------
Ibn Makula 1 Mir'at al-zaman 
Ibn Khaqan, Qala'id 1 Al-Mukht~ar . 
Ibn Na~ir 1 Al-MuntQ?-am 
Al-Turtush T 1 Wafayat al-a'yan 
Ibn al-Mustawfi, Tarfkh 1 ----------------------
Irbil 
Al-AzdT, Ibn Zafir, 1 ----------------------
Akhbar al-duwal al-
Munqati 'a 
Al-ShahristanT, al-Milal 1 Ibn al-WardT, Tankh 
Abu'l-Fac;U b. Khayrun 2 Al-MuntQ?-am 




It is therefore obvious that this volume has considerable value in the 
historiography of the fifth and sixth centuries, as it addresses in admirably direct 
fashion many key points in the history of the period and gives a succinct summary 
of its events. 
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XXI 
A chronological list of major historical events mentioned by al-'Ayni 
431A.H. 
p.1 A military riot against jalal al-Dawla al-Buwayhi 
p.2 Al-Dizbari is dismissed from Damascus and Na~ir al-Dawla Ibn I:Jamdan is 
appointed. 
pp. 2-4 The situation in the Islamic territories 
p.S A Byzantine victory in Sicily; the birth of Dhakht:rat al-Dt:n Mul)ammad the son 
of the caliph al-Qa'im 
p.7 The death ofShabt:b b.Waththab al-Numayrt: 
432A.H. 
p. 8 A continuation of the unrest in Iraq; the murder of Shibl al-Dawla at Aleppo the 
pp 9-18. The advent of the Seljuqs to Khurasan and their campaigns with Sultan 
Mas'ild b.Mapmild b.Subuktakt:n. His murder, dispute within his family and the 
succession of his son Mawdild. 
pp.18-20 A dispute betweenjalal al-Dawla and Qirwash al-'Uqaylt:, 
p. 21 A Muslim victory over the Byzantines 
p. 22 A dispute between the sons of I:Jammad b.Badt:s in North Africa; an earthquake 
in Amid 
pp. 23-4 sectarian war in Baghdad; the Kurd's disobedience against Ibn Marwan. 
pp. 26-7 The deaths of the Patriarch of Alexandria and of the Byzantine emperor 
433 A.H. 
p. 28 The death of al-Dizbari 
pp. 29-30 The death of the prince Ibn Kakawayh and the succession of his son 
Faramurz 
pp. 31-2 The political situation injurjan and Taharistan. 
XXll 
p. 33 A Byzantine victory over the Bulgarians. 
p. 37 The deaths of the chief minister Abu Man~ilr and of the daughter of al-Muttaqt. 
434A.H. 
pp. 38-41 The Seljuqs extend their authority over Khwarazim and some other 
neighbouring territories 
p.41 A dispute between the caliph andjalal al-Dawla. 
p. 42 Earthquakes in Tabriz, Palmyra and Heliopolis. 
435A.H. 
pp. 47-50 The death of]alal al-Dawla and the succession of his son Abil Kalijar. 
p. 51 The wars between Mawdud and other Indian kings; a dispute between Abil 
Kalij ar and F aramurz. 
p. 52 The Turks ofBalasaghiln convert to Islam. 
p. 53 A Russian envoy arrives in the Byzantine capital. 
p. 54 The 'Abbasid caliph is acknowledged in the prayer by. al-Mu'izz b.BadTs in 
North Africa. 
436A.H. 
p. 56 Abil Kalijar enters Baghdad. 
pp. 57-8 the appointment of ministers; Ibn al-Muslima to the ' Abbasid caliph, al-
Juwaynt to Tughril-Beg and ~adaqa b.Yilsuf to the Fatimid caliph al-Mustan~ir. 
p. 59 Earthquakes in TabrTz, Amid and Armenia. 
437 A.H. 
pp. 66-7 The Seljuqs extend their authority in the east; the termination of the treaty 
between the Fatimids and Byzantines; Byzantine defeat in Dabil. 
pp. 69-70 The death of governor of I:Iulwan and Dinawar, Fars b. (Annaz Ibn Abi'l-
Shawk; the death of the governor ofirbil, (Isa b. Milsa al-Hadhbanl. 
XXlll 
438A.H. 
p. 72 The Seljuqs extend their authority towards Turkistan. 
pp. 72-4 The struggle within the Abu'l-Shawk family. 
p. 74 Earthquakes at Dt:yar Bakir and Khilat .. 
439 A.H. 
p. 78 Tughril Beg marries Abu Kalijar's daughter, and Abu'l Kalijar marries Da'ud's 
daughter; the Seljuqs extend their authority towards Asia Minor; plague spread 
through Iraq. 
p. 79 The rebellion of the Banu Qurra in southern Egypt; the rebellious al-A~far al-
Taghlibt: marches through al-jazt:ra. 
p. 80 The renewal of the treaty between the Fatimids and the Byzantines. 
p. 81 The minister Ibn Fasanajus is dismissed and Ibn (Abd al-Ral:It:m is appointed. 
440A.H. 
p. 89 A dispute between the Mirdasids, who held Aleppo, with the Fatimids and the 
defeat of the Fa timid troops. 
pp. 89-93 The death Abu Kalijar and the succession of his son al-Ral:It:m. 
p.93 The Seljuq Ibrah1m Inal marches north to Asia Minor. 
p.94 A dispute between the Kurds and Qirwash. 
441 A.H. 
p. 98 The death of Sultan Mawdud and the succession of his uncle (Abd al-Rashid. 
p. 99 Fatimid troops regain Aleppo from the Mirdasids. 
p.100 The dispute between Tughril Beg and his brother Ibrah1m Inal. 
p. 101 The Byzantine emperor sends an envoy to Tughril Beg to release some 
prisoners of war; a peace treaty is drawn up between them. 
p.102 The 'Uqaylids plunder areas of Iraq 
XXIV 
pp. 102-3 The war between the Mazyadid ruler Dubays and the Turks. 
p. 104 Tariq al-$aqlab1 is put in charge of Damascus. 
442A.H. 
pp. 108-11 The death of Qirwash. 
p. 111 I~fahan becomes the Seljuq capital. The Bedouin enter North Africa. 
p. 112 Their wars with Ibn Badt:s. 
p. 114 Kharij1te rule in (Uman .. 
p. 115 Plague and earthquake in al-Lan and,Janaza 
443A.H. 
pp. 118-20 Sectarian strife in Baghdad .. 
p. 121 Crisis over high prices in Constantinople. 
p. 122 The rebellion of the Banii Qurra against al-Mustan~ir. 
p. 123 The death of Baraka b. al-Muqallid in Tikrt:t. 
444A.H. 
pp. 126-9 The death of $ultan (Abd al-Rash1d and the succession of his nephew 
F arriikhzad. 
pp. 130-1 Earthquakes in Arrajan, Khurasan and al-Ahwaz .. 
p. 131 Al-Malik al-Ral)t:m tries to regain control of his own territories. 
pp.132-3 Widespread chaos in Iraq. 
445 A.H. 
p. 136 A crisis over high prices in Egypt; al-Malik al- Ra}:l1m controls Arrajan 
pp. 136-7 The situation in Constantinople. 
p. 137 The (Abbas1d caliph issues an edict refuting Fatimid claims that they belong to 
the Prophet's lineage. 
XXV 
p. 142 The death of the Byzantine emperor Constantine IX Monomachus and the 
succession ofTheodora. 
446A.H. 
p. 143 Tughril Beg marches north. 
p. 144 The beginning of the dispute between the caliph and al-Basas1r1 .. 
p. 145 Widespread chaos again in Iraq. 
447 A.H. 
pp.148-53 The Seljuqs take power in Baghdad; the end ofBuyid rule. 
p. 153 Al-Basas1r1 starts to correspond with the Fatimids; the emergence of al-
$ulay}:l1 in Yemen. 
pp. 153-4 Fatimid troops control the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem; 
they correspond with Constantinople. 
p. 155 The crisis over high prices spreads through the Islamic world. 
448A.H. 
p. 159 The caliph marries the niece ofTughril Beg. 
pp.160-1 Tughril Beg goes to Mosul and D"fyar Bakr. 
pp.162-7 The beginning of the Almoravid state. 
pp.l67-8 The Fatimid caliph is acknowledged in several towns in Iraq. 
pp. 169-70 The economic crisis and plague spread over the Islamic world. 
449A.H. 
p. 176 Tughril Beg arrives in Baghdad to have the caliph ratify hi~ rule over the 
Muslim world. 
pp. 177-81 The economic crisis and plague again spread through Iraq and the 
eastern Islamic world. 
pp. 184-5 The Fatimids capture al-Ladhiqiyya and Aleppo. 
XXVI 
450A.H. 
pp. 199-200 The rebellion of Ibrahim Inal. 
pp. 200-13 Al-Basas1r1 captures several towns in Iraq and enters Baghdad. He 
acknowledges the Fatimid caliph. The 'Abbasid caliph leaves Baghdad. The killing of 
al-Basas1r1 follows. 
pp. 214-5 Earthquakes in Iraq and Fars; the economic crisis and plague spread 
through Egypt. 
p. 220 The deaths of Chagri Beg Da'iid, al-Malik al- Ra}:l1m, and Man~iir al-Asad1, the 
governor of al-Jaz1ra. 
451A.H. 
p. 222 Peace is drawn up between the Seljuqs and the Ghaznavids. 
452 A.H. 
pp 226-7 Ma}:lmiid b. Mirdas takes control in Aleppo. 
pp.227-8 Tughril Beg arrives in Baghdad; his administrative reforms. 
453 A.H. 
pp. 231-4 The death ofNa~ir al-Dawla Ibn Marwan. 
pp. 234-5 The death of Quraysh b. Badran. 
pp. 234-8 The death of al-Mu'izz Ibn Bad1s. 
p. 238 The death of Shukr al-'Alaw1, the prince of Mecca. 
pp. 238-42 Tughril Beg asks the caliph if he can marry his daughter. 
454AH 
pp. 246-7 The death of Mu 'izz al-Dawla Thimal b. Mirdas, and the succession of his 
brother 'Atiyya. 
p. 248 The struggle between Thimal b. Mirdas and the Byzantines over Arta}:l; 
flooding in Iraq. 
xxvn 
p. 249 Fakhr al-Dawla Ibnjah'fr begins to serve as the caliph's vizier. 
p. 252 The death of M ant' b. W aththab the governor of ~arran. 
455A.H. 
pp. 254-8 The death ofTughril Beg and the succession of Alp Arslan. 
p .. 258 Earthquakes in Syria and Byzantium. 
p. 259 A dispute between Turks and black slaves in Egypt; disturbances in North 
Africa. 
p. 260 Badr al-JamalT visits Damascus and returns to Egypt. 
pp.260-2 Al-~ulay}:lT takes control of Mecca. 
456A.H. 
p. 264 The battle between Alp Arslan and Qutulmush and the latter's killing. 
pp. 265-9 Alp Arslan captures some towns in Adharbayjan and Georgia and marches 
to the eastern provinces of Transoxiana. 
p. 272 Ibn ~amdan fights against the black slaves in Egypt; the economic crisis and 
plague spread over Egypt and Iraq. 
pp.273-6 The murder of the vizier al-KundurT. 
pp. 277-9 The death ofibn ~azm al-Andalusl. 
457 A.H. 
p. 280 Alp Arslan crosses the Oxus with his troops; the wars between Tam'fm b. BadTs 
and the Bant1 ~ammad. 
p. 281 The establishment of the Ni~am'fyya college in Baghdad. 
458A.H. 
p. 283 Malikshah becomes crown prince, and his father Alp Arslan introduces 
administrative reforms in Seljuq territories. 
pp. 284-6 Widespread earthquakes over the Islamic world. 
XXVlll 
p.289 The situation in North Africa. 
459A.H. 
p. 293 Alp Arslan takes control of Faris. The caliph's wife returns to Baghdad; the 
completion of the establishment of the Ni~amtyya college in Baghdad; the economic 
crisis spreads through Syria and the eastern Islamic world as far as Transoxiana. 
pp.295-6 The building of a dome over the tomb of Abu J:Iantfa. 
460A.H. 
pp. 299-300 Battles between Turks and the black slaves in Egypt; Badr al-Jamalt 
departs from Damascus once again; earthquakes in the Islamic world. 
461A.H. 
pp. 303-4 Ibn J:Iamdan gains control in Egypt and is then defeated. The beginning of 
an economic crisis in Egypt. 
pp. 304-5 The Byzantines march down to Syria; the Turks ravage some Byzantine 
provinces. 
p. 306 Fire in the Great Mosque in Damascus. 
462 A.H. 
p. 309 The (Abbastd caliph is acknowledged in Mecca and Aleppo; Alp Arslan 
marches to Syria and then returns. 
pp. 310-12 The economic crisis and plague spread through Egypt and Baghdad. 
p. 311 The Byzantines march down to North Syria and cause damage there. 
p. 312 Badr al-Jamalt besieges Tyre. 
463A.H. 
p. 316 Alp Arslan marches to Aleppo. 
pp. 317-20·The great battle ofManzikert 
p. 320 Atsiz al-Khwarazmt captures al-Ramla. 
XXIX 
p. 321 The Italians control Sicily; the head of the Iraq pilgrimage acknowledges the 
'Abbas1d caliph in Mecca. 
464A.H. 
p. 330 The Seljuqs capture the province of Fa<;lliln al-Rawwad1; al-Muqtad1 marries 
the daughter of Alp Arslan. 
p. 331 Ibn J:Iamdan regains control of Egypt; earthquakes in Baghdad; the economic 
crisis and plague spread over through Khurasan. 
465A.H. 
pp. 334-8 The death of Alp Arslan and the succession of his son Malikshah. 
p. 338 The battle between Malikshah and his uncle Qawurd Beg, and the latter's 
defeat; the 'Abbas1d caliph is acknowledged in Jerusalem. 
p. 339 The governor of Samarqand captures some Seljuq possessions such as 
Tirmidh; the Sultan of Ghazna arrests the uncle of Malikshah. 
pp. 340-1 The murder of Ibn J:Iamdan in Egypt. 
466A.H. 
p. 349 Malikshah regains Tirmidh and concludes a peace treaty with the Khan of 
Samarqand. 
p.350 Badr al-jamal1 enters Egypt; the beginning of his rule. 
pp. 352-5 Flooding in Baghdad and the whole of Iraq. 
467 A.H. 
pp. 358-64 The death of caliph al-Qa'im and the accession of al-Muqtad1. 
p. 365 The Fatimids extend their supremacy over Egypt. 
p. 366 The Fatimid caliph is acknowledged at Mecca. 
p. 367 War in North Africa; fire and epidemic in Iraq and Khurasan. 
468A.H. 
XXX 
pp. 372-5 Atsiz al-Khwarazm1 captures Damascus and acknowledges the 'Abbast:d 
caliph. 
469A.H. 
pp. 379-80 The death of'Izz al-Dawla Ma}:lmud b. Na~r 
p. 382 Atsiz al-Khwarazm1 tries to attack Egypt and is defeated. 
470A.H. 
p. 392 Tutush marches north to Syria and D1yar Bakr; a peace treaty is drawn up 
between Ibn Badt:s and the Ban1 I:Iammad in North Africa. 
p. 393 The birth of the'Abbast:d caliph al-Musta?hir. 
471A.H. 
pp. 397-8 The murder of Atsiz al-Khwarazm1. Tutush takes control of Damascus. 
pp. 398-9 The dismissal of Ibn Jaht:r and the appointment of al-Rudhrawari as the 
caliph's vizier. 
p. 399 The king of Nubia marches north to Aswan; his defeat, arrest, and death in 
Egypt. 
p. 400 The birth of Barkyaruk b. Malikshah. 
472A.H. 
pp. 406-7 Muslim b. Quraysh takes control in Aleppo. The conquests of the 
Ghaznavid ruler Sultan Ibraht:m in India. 
p. 408 The 'Abbast:d caliph is acknowledged again at Mecca. 
p. 413 The death of the governor ofDiyar Bakir, Na~r Ibn Marwan. 
473 A.H. 
p. 414 The rebellion of Tekish b. Alp Arslan against his brother Sultan Malikshah, 
his taking of control of some of the eastern provinces, and the making of peace 
between them. 
XXX:l 
pp. 419-21 The murder of the governor of Yemen, al-~ulayl;l. 
474A.H. 
pp. 422-3 The death ofDubays b. Mazyad and the succession of his son Man~ur. 
p. 423 The caliph al-Muqtadt asks to marry the daughter of Sultan Malikshah. This is 
approved. 
p. 424 The situation in Syria and North Africa. 
p. 428 The death of Da'Ud b. Malikshah. 
475 A.H. 
pp. 429-30 The death of Sadtd al-Mulk (Alt Ibn Munqidh, the governor of Shayzar, 
and the succession of his son Na~r. The caliph al-Muqtadt officiates at the wedding. 
p.431 The conquest of Heliopolis 
pp. 432-3 The death of Jamal al-Mulk b. Ni~am al-Mulk. 
476A.H. 
pp. 436-8 The city of I:Iarran resists the authority of Muslim b. Quraysh. He tries to 
capture Damascus. 
p. 438 Ibnjahtr 'Amtd al-Dawla is dismissed as vizier. 
477 A.H. 
pp. 443-5 The murder of Muslim b. Quraysh and the succession of his brother 
Ibrah1m. 
pp. 445-6 The victory oflbnjahtr 'Amtd al-Dawla over the Arabs at Amid, Khilat, and 
al-jaz1ra. His son takes control ofMosul. 
pp. 446-7 Tekish is arrested by Malikshah after his rebellion. 
p. 447 The birth ofSanjar b.Malikshah. 
XXXll 
478 A.H. 
p. 450 Tutush captures Aleppo; the end of the Marwanid dynasty at Mayyafariq1n. 
Fakhr al-Dawla Ibnjah1r takes over. 
pp. 451-2 The Spanish Christians capture Toledo. 
pp. 452-3 Sectarian war and plague, spread through Iraq; earthquakes in Arrjan. 
p. 454 Badr al-Jamal1 attacks Syria and returns to Egypt. 
p. 462 The death of Man~ur b. Du bays, and the succession of his son $adaqa. 
479A.H. 
pp. 463-4 The murder of Sulayman b.Qutulmish. 
pp. 465-7 Sultan Malikshah arrives in Aleppo; his administrative appointments and 
reforms in Syria; his first entry into Baghdad. 
pp. 467-70 The great battle of al-Zallaqa in Spain. 
pp. 470-1 Earthquakes in Iraq and Syria. 
480A.H. 
p. 478 The caliph al-Muqtad1 marries the daughter of Malikshah; the birth of Sultan 
Mal:tmud; an earthquake at Hamadhan; Malikshah moves to his capital I~fahan. 
481A.H. 
pp. 483-4 The death of the Ghaznavid Sultan Ibrah1m and the succession of his son 
Mas'ud. 
p. 484 The death of Al:tmad b. Malikshah; Malikshah takes control in Samarqand. 
p. 485 The Italians maritime republics capture Zuwayla in North Africa. 
482 A.H. 
pp. 488-90 Malikshah extends his authority over the provinces ofTransoxiana. 
p. 490 The Egyptians capture some coastal cities of Syria. 
XXX Ill 
483 A.H. 
pp. 497-8 The sack of al-Ba~ra. 
pp. 500-1 The death ofFakhr al-Dawla Ibnjah1r. 
484A.H. 
pp. 508-12 The Normans conquer Sicily. The Almoravids take al-Andalus. 
p. 513 The emergence of the Batinis in Fars and al-Daylam. 
p. 514 An earthquake in Syria; the beginnings of the building of the gate of Zuwayla 
in Cairo. 
485A.H. 
pp. 518-26 The death of Sultan Malikshah, and the struggle between his sons 
Mul:Iammad and Barkyarilq. 
pp. 526-31 The murder of the vizier Nl?am al-Mulk al-Tils1. 
486A.H. 
pp. 535-7 Barkyarilq gains supremacy over his brothers; his uncle Isma'11 b.Yaqiltl 
rebels and is finally killed. 
p. 537 The birth of the caliph al-Mustarshid. 
487 A.H. 
pp. 541-5 The death of the caliph al-MuqtadT, and the accession of al-Musta?hir. 
pp. 545-6 The murder of Aq-sunqur. 
pp. 545-7 The struggle between the Seljuq princes Barkyarilq and Mul:Iammad, and 
the bid for power of their uncle Tutush. 
p. 550 The death ofBadr al-Jamal1; his son al-Afc;lal takes over his position. 




pp. 556-9 The murder of the Seljuq prince Tutush, and the succession of his son 
Ri<;lwan at Aleppo. 
pp. 559-60 Shah Malik al-Turk1 plunders some towns in North Africa. 
pp. 560-1 The murder of A}:lmad Khan the governor of Samarqand. His cousin 
Mas\ld takes over his position. 
pp. 564-6 The death of the vizier al-Rudhrawari. 
pp. 566-7 The death of al-Mu(tamid b. (Ab bad in prison. 
489 A.H. 
pp. 568-9 Karbuqa captures Mosul. 
p. 571 The arrival of the Franks in the east. 
490A.H. 
pp. 579-80 The murder of Arslan b. Alp Arslan. The beginning of the Khwarazmian 
state. 
491A.H. 
pp. 584-91 The Franks march east and begin their military operations against 
Antioch, Syria, Ma(rrat al-Nu(man, I:Iim~ and Jerusalem. 
492A.H. 
pp. 596-7 The struggle between the sons of Malikshah. 
pp. 597-9 The murder ofUnur. 
p. 600 The second suggested date of death (see also 481 A.H.) of the Ghaznavid 
Sultan Ibrah1m and the accession of his son Mas(ud. 
493 A.H. 
pp. 602-3 The defeat of Barkyaruq twice, the first by Mu}:lammad at Hamadhan, and 
the second by Sanjar at al-Nushijan. 
XXXV 
p. 604 The conquest of Sfax by Tam1m b. Badts; Bohemond is capured by Ibn al-
Danishmand. 
p. 606 The beginning of the Shah-i Arman state at Khilat. 
pp. 609-11 The deaths of the vizier (Amtd al-Dawla Ibnjahtr, Mu}:Iammad b. $adaqa, 
and al-Gawhara'In. 
494 A.H. 
pp. 612-5 Barkyaruq defeats his brother Mu}:Iammad. 
p. 615 Mu}:Iammad and Sanjar arrive in Baghdad. 
pp. 616-20 Military offensives against the Batints. 
pp. 620-1 Ibn (Ammar captures] abala. 
p. 622 The Franks capture J:Iayfa, Arsuf, Saruj, Qaysariyya and other towns. 
495A.H. 
pp. 628-9 Chaos in the eastern Islamic world; Mu}:Iammad becomes the supreme 
Sultan. 
p. 630 The death ofKarbuqa; Suqman b. Artuq takes control ofMosul. 
p. 631 Disturbances in the whole of Iraq. 
p. 632 The Franks besiege some Syrian towns. 
pp. 632-3 The murder of Qadir Khan the governor of Samarqand. 
pp. 635-6 The death of al-Musta(lt and the accession of al-.Amir. 
p. 637 The deaths of al-Mu'ayyad b. Muslim b. Quraysh and of the vizier al-Dihistan1. 
496A.H. 
pp. 638-40 Wars between the brothers Barkyaruq and Mul,lammad. 
p. 641 Inal b. Anushtaktn seizes power in al-Rayy. 
pp. 643-5 The Fatimids send troops to fight the Franks in Syria. 
p. 645 Saghu Beg rebels against the governor of Samarqand. 
XXXVI 
497 A.H. 
pp. 650-1 Peace is concluded within the Seljuq family. Barkyaruq becomes Sultan. 
pp. 651-3 The Franks attack several towns in Syria. 
p. 654 Some specific events concerning the rulers of Iraq. 
498A.H. 
pp. 660-66 The death ofBarkyaruq. His brother Mul;ammad seizes power. 
pp. 666-8 The murder of Ayaz ; the deaths of Suqman and of Raymond of St. Gilles. 
pp. 669-70 Wars between Muslims and Franks. 
p. 670 The 'Abbas1d caliph is acknowledged in North Africa; the Batin1s pursue their 
campaigns in Bayhaq and its environs. 
499A.H. 
p. 675 Mengubars rebels against Sultan Mul;ammad and is arrested. 
pp. 675-7 Wars between Muslims and Franks. 
pp. 678-81 The situation in Syria, al-J az1ra, and Iraq. 
500A.H. 
pp. 684-9 The death ofYusufb. Tashuf1n and the succession of his son 'AlL 
pp. 689-93 The death of Qilj Arslan and the succession of his son Mas'ud. 
pp. 693-4 The situation in Iraq. 
pp. 694-5 Wars between Muslims and Franks. 
pp. 696-7 Seljuqs send troops to fight Batin1s. 
501A.H. 
pp. 702-8 The murder of $adaqa b.Mazyad and the succession of his son Dubays. 
pp. 708-11 The death of Tam1m b.al-Mu'izz b. Bad1s and the succession of his son 
Yal;ya. 
pp. 711-3 Wars between Muslims and Franks. 
XXXVll 
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An important lost historical source by 
Mul:tammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al-Hamadham 
The fifth and sixth centuries A.H./eleventh and twelfth A.D. witnessed the 
emergence of many well-known and ambitious scholars in the field of Islamic 
historiography. Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al-Hamadhani was one of these, and he 
exerted a great influence not only on his contemporaries but also on successive 
generations of historians and other scholars. Although his contribution is now 
largely neglected, he was a celebrated scholar in his own time and his output was 
prolific. 
(ii) His biography 1 
The full names of al-Hamadhani are Abu'l-Hasan Mu}:lammad b. Abi'l-Fagl 'Abd 
al-Malik b. Ibrahim b. A}:lmad al-Maqdisi al-Hamadhani al-Fargi al-Muqri' al-Shafi'I. 
It is not certain that he came from the city of Hamadhan, although at one stage this 
was widely believed. Some authors, such as al-Laknawi (in al-Fawa'id2) and J:Iajji 
Khalifa (in Kashf), together with some western scholars, attribute his origin to the 
tribe of Hamdan4• He was born in the middle of Sha'ban 463/May 1071 in Baghdad, 
in the district of al-Karkh. His father, who was originally from Hamadhan, settled in 
1 For his biography, see Ibn al-Jawz1, al-Muntelfllm fi tcirikh al-muliik wa'l- umam, XVIII, ed. Mu}:tammad 
A. 'Ata & others, Zed, Beirut, 1995, 17: p. 248; Ibn 'Asakir, Mu jam al-shuyiikh, Ill, 1st ed. Wafa' Taq1 al-
Din, Damascus, 2000, 2: p. 968; Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil fi'l- tarikh, XI, ed . .'Umar 'Abd al-Salam Tadmur1, 
1st ed, Beirut, 1997, 9: p. 10; Ibn al-~ala}:t, Tabaqat al-fuqaha' al-Shafi'fyya, 11, ed. Mu}:t1 'Ali, 1st ed, Beirut, 
1992, 2: p. 860; al-Subki, Tabaqat al-Shcifi'iyya al-kubra, VI, 2 ed. Ma}:tmiid al-Tanna}:t1 & others, Cairo, 
1992, 6: p. 135; Ibn Kathir, al-Bidciya wa'l-nihciya, XIV, ed. AJ:unad Abii Mil}:tim & others, Sed, Beirut, 
1989, 12: p. 212; Abu'l-Fida', al- Mukht~ar fi tarikh al-bashar,II, ed. M. Dayiib, 1st ed, Beirut, 1997, 2: p. 
62; Ibn al-Wardi, rarikh, 11, 1st ed, Beirut, 1997, 2: p. 33; al-I~fahan1, Kharidat al-q~r wajaridat al-'~r. 
XV, 1- Iraq, IV, ed. Mul;tammad Bahjat al-Athar1, Baghdad, 1973-1978, Iraq part, 1: p. 78; al-~afadi, al-
wafi, 4: p. 37; al-Sakhaw1, al-J'lan, p. 118, p. 408, p. 409, p. sso, p. 551, p. 554, p. 670, p. 697; al- 'Ayn1, 'Jqd 
al-juman, Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmet Ill, Ms. access no.5927 /A. 2911/a 10, p. 3; G. Zaydan, Tcirikh, 
1: p. 507; Brockelmann , GAL, Arabic ed, 3:p. 485; al-Zirikli, A 'lam, 6: p. 248; Ka}:t}:tala, Mu jam, 3: p. 463. 
2 al-Fawci'id al-bahiyya fi tarajum al-lfanafiyya, ed. A}:tmad al-Zu'bi, 1st ed, Beirut, 1998, p. 189 (his 
father's biography). 
3 Kashfal-~uniin, 1: p.266, p. 272, p. 280,2: p. 177. 
4 See the introduction to Takmilat tarikh al-Tabari by al-Hamadhan1, ··d. Elbart Kan'an, B. Statements 
by some researchers, such as Brockelmann, have been added to the Arabic edition. L. Massignon, De 
Slane, l:fabib Zaiyat. 
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the caliphal capital at an uncertain date; he died on 19th Rama<;lan 489/9th September 
1096. 
Al-Hamadhani's father was one of the most celebrated scholars of his time, 
specializing both in the branch of law dealing with the distribution of estates and in 
arithmetic. Indeed, he supervised many scholars in these fields of study5• Thanks to 
his high rank, the government minister al-Rudhrawari offered to appoint him as the 
chief jurist of Baghdad, but he graciously declined. His son had profited at an early 
stage from his supervision, and thereafter studied Prophetic traditions with such 
scholars as Abu '1-J:Iusayn A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad b. al-Naqqur (d.470/1078) and 
Abu'l-Fawaris Tirad b. Mu}:lammad al-Zaynabt (d.491/1098).6 Muhammad's father 
had the dubious distinction of being Mu(tazilt, and strong disapproval was visited 
upon his son, on the grounds that he had repudiated the accepted codes of society7• 
Many other scholars were regarded with similar suspicion for being thought to have 
aberrant ideas. Ibn (Asakir, however, on his own initiative, narrated one Prophetic 
tradition via Mu}:lammad b. (Abd al-Malik al-Hamadhan'l in his history, and allotted 
him the status of master shaykh in his Mu jam al-Shuyakh8• Although his biography is 
very short in the sources, unlike his father's, which is both long and valuable, those 
same sources humorously provide a small paragraph on the way he was brought up 
by his father9• His summary biography records his sudden death on Saturday 6th 
Shawwal 521/14th October 1127. He was interred next to his father near the 
sepulchre of Abu'l-(Abbas b. Surayya/0• His recorded date of death, unfortunately, is 
of doubtful accuracy, since there are two biographies in his work (Unwan al-siyar, 
which seems to have been posthumously copied out. The first clue to this is the 
5 Al-Muntcq;am, l7: p. 34; Al-Subki, 5: p. 162; Al-Dhahabi, Tankh al-Islam, (481-490 A.H. 1088-1097 A.D.), 
p. 303. 
6 Al-Muntcq;am, 16: p. 193, 17: p. 43. 
7 Ibn al-Njjar, Dhayl tarikh Baghdad, Ill, ed. Caesar Abii Fara}:l, Beirut, no date, 1: p. 8; AI- Subkt, 
Tabaqat, 5: p. 163; Al-Qurashi, al-]awahiral-mu~iyyafitabaqatal-Ifanafiyya, V, ed. 'Abd al-Fatta}:l 
Mu}:lammad al-l:fullu, Zed, Hajir, Cairo, 1993, 2: p. 469. See also al-Muntcq;am, 17: p. 248. Abd al-Wahab 
al-Anmati, the Shaykh of Ibn al-jawzi, was the accuser. L. M assign on, however, maintains that he 
was an official historian who inclined in thought to al-I:Iallajj al-J:Iusayn b. Man~iir (d.309/922); see 
al-Mawrid]ournal I ,iii & iv, 1972, p. 59. 
8 Tarikh madinat Dimashq, lXXX, 1st ed. 'Umar b. Gharamah al-'Umrawi, Beirut, 1995-2000, iv: p. 281; 
Mu)am al-Shuyiikh, 2: p. 968. 
9 Al-Muntcq;am, 17: p. 35; Al-Subki, 5: p. 163; Al-Safadi, al-Wafi, 4: p. 38. 
10 See his biographical sources. Brockelmann has specified his date of death wrongly as 513/1119; see 
GAL, (Arabic ed.), 3: p. 458. He follows Wilstenfeld, F., Die Geschichteschreiber. However, the editor of 
al-Nibras fi tarrkh Bani '1- 'Abbas, the late lawyer 'Abbas al-'Azzawi, specifies it as 526/1132 but does not 
give sources. See all of this in Kharidat al-q~r (Iraq part), 1: p. 79. On the other hand, Claude Cahen 
also specifies his date of death incorrectly as 515/1121. See The Historiography of the Seljuqid period, in 
Historians of the Middle East, ed. B. Lewis & P.M. Holt, London, 1962, p. 61. 
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reference to the death of Sultan Ma}:lmild b. Mu}:lammad in the biography of that 
ruler, who died in 525/1131. The second clue is the reference to the caliph al-Rashid 
taking over the throne in 529/1135. It is legitimate to suggest that the date of 
Mu}:lammad's death may have been incorrectly given in the early primary sources.11 
It seems likely enough that his work was completed by some other transcribers or 
scholars.12 
(iii) His works 
Al-Hamadhan1 was a relatively productive author and a very competent 
historian. Ibn al-Najjar described him as "the seal of Baghdad! historians".13 The 
sources mention nine works by al-Hamadhan1, as follows: 14 
1 The continuation (Dhayl) of the History of al-Tabari. 
2 The continuation (Dhayl) of the History of the Minister Ab I Shuja' al-Riidhrawari. 
3 The History of Viziers (Akhbar or Tanl<h al-wuzara'). 
4 The Ranks of jurists (Tabaqat al-fuqaha'). 
5 The History of Sultans Mu~ammad and Ma~miid (Saljilqs). 
6 The leaders of the pilgrimage from the time of the Prophet until his own time. 
7 The book known as al-Shu'm (The Calamity). 
8 The book known as al-Fu$iiP5 
9 The History of Kings and States (Tarikh al-muliik wa'l-duwal). 
10 'Unwan al-siyar (The title ofbiographies). 
The first continuation of al-Tabari's History (Dhayl) is an inefficiently 
expurgated piece which traces historical events with some lacunae. It begins with 
the events of the year 286/899, then moves on to cover events from 296 to 318/909-
11 Ibn al-Jawzt, in al-Munt~am, is the first historian to mention his death. However, al-Hamadhanfs 
student Ibn 'Asakir mentions neither his date of birth nor his date of death. 
12 The fact that it ends with the biographies of the Qarakhanids indicates that this work probably 
dealt with events only up to the year 515/1121. 
13 Al-wa{i, 4: p. 38; Al-Subkt, 6: p. 135. See also Kashfal-~niin, 1: p. 266, p. 272; there are some 
suggestions, listing some of Baghdad's historians, such as 'Ali b. 'Ubaydallah al- Zaghilnt (d. 527 /1133) 
(whose name was read incorrectly by C. Cahen as al-Raghilnt. p. 62). See also Rosenthal, A history 
(Arabic ed.), p. 118. In fact, Ibn al-Najjar means that he was the last of those who wrote an appendix 
or Dhayl to the previous works, especially the histories. 
14 We will try to give some details for every work separately, as the sources allow. 
15 This book is mentioned only by the editor of Khandat al-qCl$r (Iraqi part), 1: p. 79; it is not found in 
any available source. 
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930 and from 321 to 367/933-978. This first Dhayl to the History of al-Tabari was 
published under the heading of Volume I in 1958 by Albert Kan'an, and is best 
known under the title of A Continuation of al-Tabari's History (Takmilat tar"ikh al-
Tabar"i)16. Some modern researchers suggest that this Dhayl was continued as far as 
the year 487/1094.17 The reasons for this hypothesis are obscure, especially if we 
relate the matter to the demise of the Minister al-Rudhrawart in 488/1095. He too 
wrote a Dhayl to Ibn Miskawayah's historical work Tajarib al-umam al-khaliyya, called 
Akhbar al-siyar al-taliyya 'ala tajarib al-umam al-khaliyya. 18 
Al-HamadhanT wrote a further continuation (2-Dhayl) appending the al-
Rudhrawari Dhayl called Dhayl tankh al-wazfr Abf Shuja'. This conclusion owes its very 
raison d'etre to the researcher's ambiguous layout of his material, a layout which 
suggests that al-HamadhanT continued al-Tabart's History until the year 487/1094/9 
then continued the procedure by appending to the Dhayl the history of the Minister 
al-RawdhrawrT from 488/1095, probably until 512/1118-9.20 What is left quite 
unclear by this hypothesis is why al-Hamadhani should have contributed to both of 
these Dhayls. Surely it would have been more sensible for him to have limited his 
continuation to either al-Tabari or al-Rudhrawari, rather than switching between 
them? In any event, only one of these two historical works in the annalistic style 
has reached us, namely the first volume of the Dhayl to al-Tabart's History. 
Later histories and biographical dictionaries have preserved some fragments 
of these Dhayls. Thus, we find that Ibn al-]awzt, even though he criticized al-
Hamadhani in the biography he devoted to him, nevertheless relied heavily in his 
work al-Munt~am upon al-Hamadhant's works, especially his historical appendices, 
or Dhuyiil.21 'Imad al-Din al-I~fahan1 also relied on al-Hamadhant's works, for 
16 For more details on this book, see the editor's introduction to this volume. 
17 Brockelmann, GAL, {Arabic ed.), 2: p. 49; G. Zaydan, Tankh adab, 1: p. 507. 
18 We have seen a section of it, covering the years 369-389/980-999, edited by H.F. Amedroz. 
19 There is a statement by al-Sakhaw1, J'lan, p. 670 that Dhayl al-Tabari concludes with the year 
360/971. One may assert that al-Sakhaw1 did not come across the other volumes, because al-
Hamadhan1 writes at the end of Volume I: "There is another volume following the first". 
20 Rosenthal, opts for this opinion in A history {Arabic ed), p. 118. However, he does not mention the 
Minister before him, but Ghars al-N'ima Ibn al-~abi'. On the other hand, there are some biographies 
that have been preserved from this time. See for instance, the biography of caliph al-Musta??hir (d. 
512/1119), AI- Dhahab1, Siyara'lam, al-nubala', XVII ed. 'Umar b. Gharama al-'Umraw1, 1st ed, Beirut, 
1997, 14: p. 366. 
21 For both appendixes, see al-Munt~m, 14: p. 354, 15: p. 5, 265, 16: p. 35, p. 43, p. 55, p. 89, p. 217,17: 
p. 35. It may well be noted that Ibn al-Jawz1 quoted from al-Hamadhanl's works frequently; yet he 
does not explicitly refer to them. 
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example in his Kharzdat al-qQ$r.22 Ibn al-Najjar also did so in his history of Baghdad.23 
Ibn al-~ala}:l mentions him once in his Tabaqat al-shafi'lyya24 and Yaqut does the 
same in his geographical dictionary Mu)am al-buldan. 25 Sibt ibn al-jawzi in his turn 
drew on some of al-Hamadhant's works in Mir'at al-zaman,Z6 as did Ibn Khallikan in 
his compendious Wafayat al-a'yan.27 Al-Futi made 34 references to al-Hamadhant's 
works in his Mu)am al-alqab.28 Others who made use of his works include al-
Dhahabt,29 Ibn Aybak al-~afadt (in his dictionary al-Wafi bi'l-wafayat),30 al-Subkt (in 
his dictionary Tabaqat al-shafi'lyya al-kubra),31 al-Qurasht (in his dictionary al-]awahir 
al-mu4iyya: one reference)32 and finally al-'Aynt (in his 'Iqd al-juman: three 
references). 33 
So far as the history of the Seljuq Sultans, Mu}:lammad and Ma}:lmud, and the 
Tarikh al-muliik wa'l-duwal are concerned, we do not have a substantial account of 
them. The former is mentioned in earlier sources, while the latter is mentioned 
exclusively by al-Sakhawt (loth /16th century) in al-tlan.34 Was this a separate book or 
simply another title for one of his historical works? This riddle is still unsolved. 
Moreover, two other works - al-Shu'm (The Calamity) and al-Fu$iil - have been 
completely lost, and not even fragments of them are known. The History of the Viziers 
(Akhbar or Tanl<h al-wuzara') is also lost, but in this case some fragments have been 
22 The Iraq part, i: 1: p. 78, p. 83, p. 85, p. 91, p. 94, p. 128, p. 140. ii: 3: p. 309. iii: 1: p. 149. iv: 1: p. 128, 
p. 159, p. 161, p. 291, p. 319, p. 344. Iran, (Khurasan) part, 2: p. 79. 
23 Dhayll: p. 12, p. 234. 2: p. 60, p. 247, p. 284, p. 285. 
24 1: p. 348. 
25 Yaqiit, Mu)am al-buldan ,VI, ed. Wiistenfeld, Zed, Beirut, 1995, ]iikan, 2: p. 189. 
26 Vol (440-490/1048-1097), ed. Qasim Yuzbak, p. 220, p. 251, p. 479, p. 487. See also Vol (481 
517 /1088-1123), ed. al-GhamidT, p. 174, p. 191, p. 452. 
27 l:p.284,p.303.2:p.l08,p.116,pp.191-192.3:p.284.5:p.67,p. 72,p.l3l,p.l35,p. 137,p.285,p. 
287. 6: p. 268. 
28 See part 4: i: p. 93, p. 104, p. 188, p. 306, p. 362. ii: p. 8, p. 213, p. 248, p. 461. iii: p. 110, p. 168, p. 
204,p.267,p.367,p.498,p.522.iv:p.8l,p.98,p.274,p.283,p.349,p.541.v:p.l77,p.245,p.247,p. 
326,p.344,p.380,p.453,p.492,p.500,p.50l,p.535,p.559. 
29 rarfkh al-Islam (421-430/1030-1039), p. 41, (461-470/1069-1078), p. lOO, (481-490/1088-1097), p. 
253. See also Siyar, 13: p. 200, p. 221, p. 502, p. 508, p. 596. 14: p. 11, p. 27, p. 30, p. 109, p. 125, p.l28, p. 
299, p. 366. 
30 Al-wa{i, 1: p. 279. z: p. ss, p. 101, p. 304. 3: p. 3. s: p. 369. 
31 Al-subkT, Tabaqat, 5: p. 163. 
32 Al-QurashT, al-]awahir al-mu4iyya, 4: p. 109. 
33 Vol11 (431-520/1040-1126) fol 58/a, p. 276, fol52/a, p. 254, fol64/a, p. 300. In fact, this is an 
enumerated work devoted only to al-Dhiyiil. We may have missed some other sources. 
34 Al-J'lan bi'l-tawb1kh, p. 550. See also, I}:lsan 'Abbas, Shadharat min kutub mafqiidafi'l-tarfkh, 1st ed, 
Beirut, 1988, p. 83. 
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preserved in later sources.35 It perhaps contained biographies of some viziers of the 
fifth and sixth/ eleventh and twelfth centuries. This book was itself a Dhayl to The 
History of Viziers by Ibn al-$abi' Hilal b. al-Mu}:lassin (d.488/1095).36 Tabaqat al-fuqaha' 
(al-Shafi'iyya wa'l-J:Ianafiyya)37 seems to be a biographical dictionary containing 
material for Shafi"i and J:Ianaf1 jurists and covering the period between the fourth 
and sixth/1oth_1zth centuries. Al-Qurash1 refers to it 30 times38, while al-Subki and 
Ibn al-$alal). also used it in their works.39 As for al-Hamadhani's book about the 
leaders of the Pilgrimage over the centuries, only a few fragments have been 
preserved in the 'Jqd under the erroneous title 'Unwan al-siyar40• 
(iv) 'Unwan al-siyar, or al-Ma'arifal-muta'khkhira 
While this work is mentioned in all the sources which deal with the 
biography of al-Hamadhan1, it came to light in a significant way only in the 7th /13th 
century, via the works of Ibn al-'Adim, Ibn Khallikan and Abu Shama; then 
increasingly in the 8th/14th century, through the works of al-Futi and al-$afad1; and 
finally in the gth /15th century, via al-'Aynl's history. 
I myself have worked on these fragments since the mid-1990s, especially 
thanks to the able editorial commentary on the volumes of Bughyat al-talab. Reading 
Shadharat min kutub mafqiida by Professor I}:lsan Abbas, who cleverly traces the 
available fragments belonging to this book in both Bughyat al-talab and Wafayat al-
a 'yan,41 has been of great importance to this research, since this process unfolds and 
35 Ibn al-'Ad"im, Bughyatal-talab fitankh lfalab, XII, ed. Suhayl Zakkar, 1st ed, Damascus, 1988,6: p. 
2755; Al-~afad"i, al-Wafi, 2: p. 304. It is probable that Yaqut, in his Mu]am al-udaba', quotes 
from this book without acknowledging it. See I}J.san 'Abbas, Shadharat, p. 83. 
36 Al-Sakhaw"i, al-J'lan, p. 551, states wrongly that this book is an appendix to Abu Bakr al-~ul"i (d.335/ 
966); in fact, it is an appendix to Ibn al-~abi' Hilal. Rosenthal, History, (Arabic ed), p. 551 in footnote 
29, gives it another name: 'Unwan al-siyar. To my knowledge, he is mistaken. 
37 This addition between ( ... ) is from al-Qurash"i, al-]awahir, while it is mentioned only as Tabaqat al-
fuqaha' in the earliest sources. On the other hand, al-Llaknaw"i first attributes this book to al-
Hamadhanl's father, then corrects himself on the same page: al- Fawa'id al-bahiyya, p. 189. 
38 Al-]awahir al-mu~iyya, 1: p. 8, p. 109, p. 110, p. 324, p. 429. 2: p. 60, p. 75, p. 89, p. 163, p. 256, p. 318, 
p.35l,p.36l,p.399,p.423,p.45l,p.469,p.544,p.579,p.580,p.605,p. 716.3:p.44,p.267,p.304,p. 
392,p.470.4:p.23,p.60,p. 75. 
39 Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyya al-kubra, 4: p. 203, p. 220, p. 221, p. 321. 5: p. 163; Ibn al-~ala}J., Tabaqat al-
shafi'fyya, 1: p. 348. See also Yaqut, Mu]am al-buldan, 2: p. 189. ]iikan is probably taken from this book. 
40 There are 10 texts pointing to the situations of pilgrimage for some years in the fourth and fifth 
centuries. Ibn al-jawz"i, in al-Muntcq:am, has probably relied on this book; see, for instance, 14: p. 248, 
year 366/977. 
41 The Bughyat and the work of I}J.san were published in 1988. On the other hand, an earlier and 
more significant account of this book is given by C. Cahen in The Historiography of the Seljuqid period, 
59-78. Cahen is more specific in elucidating details of this work and its fragments within 'Jqd al-
juman. 
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addresses the intricate nature of the manifold interrelationships of texts that is 
typical of so many medieval works of history. I am particularly grateful to Professor 
Carole Hillenbrand, who has made the interesting suggestion that I should prepare a 
critical edition of Volume 11 of the 'Iqd al-juman, which in fact contains some of 
these materials. Moreover, reading some of unpublished volumes of the 'Iqd al-
juman which are available in Turkey has inspired me to collect, copy, reconstruct 
and edit the parts that have come down to us from this book, not only in several 
volumes of the 'Iqd42, but also in other available sources. 
In this respect, I would like first to investigate the title of this work, as it is 
tellingly expressive. The earliest sources refer to it simply as 'Unwan al-siyar, and it 
is Ibn al-'Ad"im alone, in his Bughyat al-talab, who gives its whole title, namely 'Unwan 
al-siyar fi ma~asin ahl al-Badii wa'l-Ifa~ar.43 Ibn Khallikan refers to it as 'Uyun al-siyar, 
while al-Sakhaw1 in his J'lan calls it 'Unwan al-sfra.44 Furthermore, Ibn Khallikan 
describes this book as a "short history" - al-Tarfkh al-$aghfr.45 Is it, then, a 
summarized history? I think Ibn Khallikan gets to the heart of the matter. 46 Yet 
another title for this work is mentioned in three sources,47 namely al-Ma'O.rif al-
muta'khkhira. Abu Shama unlocks this ambiguity, for he links these titles to one 
another by saying: wa qara'tu fi kitab al-ma'arif al-muta'khkhira wa yusamma 'unwan al-
siyar.48 Therefore, this work had two titles that distinguished it from other works. 
A. The contents of the 'Unwan al-siyar 
Although al-'Ayn1 alone clearly declared that this book was based on an 
alphabetical arrangement,49 some biographies confusingly provide a different 
account, whereas yet others overlap and cover the period from the end of the third 
century to the beginning of the sixth. Most of these materials are organized 
according to families. Thus, al-Hamadhan1 first mentions the head of the family, 
then elaborates by mentioning his sons, grandsons and other relatives. On the other 
42 In fact, the fragments which are available from 'Jqd are abundant and cover the period from the 
end of third to the beginning of the sixth century. 
43 Bughyat, 5: p. 2436, p. 2499. 6: p. 2925. Al-~afadt in turn cites it incorrectly; see al-wa{i, 1: p. 50. 
44 Wafayat, 5: p. 59; flan, p. 670. 
45 Wafayat, 5: p. 59. 
46 I~san 'Abbas, Shadharat, p. 85; and see his questions on this work. 
47 Abii Shama, al-Raw4atayn fi akhbar al-dawlatayn al-Nii.riyya wa'l-$ala~iyya, 11, ed. Ibrahtm al-Zaybaq, 
1st ed, Beirut, 1997, 1: p. 99; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, 1: p. 303; 'Jqd, year 375/985. 
48 Abii Shama, al-Raw4atayn, 1: p. 99. 
49 'Jqd, year 310/922: the biographies ofBadr al-Mu'ta<;lidt & Badr al-J:Iammami 
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hand, some biographies are based on occupations, such as jurist or ruler. In this 
manner, he traces those who are in the same profession, with one following 
another. We find other biographies that deal with individuals such as princes and 
their opponents. This work is essentially a collection of many summarized 
biographies which al-Hamadhan1 has selected from his other historical works. 
We turn now to the content of the book. The sources record 231 biographies, 
218 of which are from 'Iqd al-juman, while 13 are from other sources. Ibn al-'Adtm in 
his Bughyat preserves 10, and Ibn Khallikan preserves 3 alongside seven biographies 
of the Banu 'Uqayl in al-Mosul.50 Abu Shama gives one biography which is identical 
to that in the Bughyat and 'Iqd al-juman;51 al-FUt1 and al-$afad1 each preserve one52 • In 
fact, there are some biographies that are identical in all the sources, while others 
are mentioned so to speak at random. An example is the first biography (282/895), 
which is that of Khumarawayh b. A}:tmad b. Tulun. The last biography mentioned is 
dated 529/1135 and includes the succession of the caliph al-Rashid al-'Abbas1 after 
the death of his father, al-Mustarshid.53 Although we do not know the date of the 
earliest biographies in this book, the main body of the work- with a few exceptions 
such as the one just noted- goes up to the year 515/1120-1.54 
B. The quality of the content of the 'Unwan al-siyar 
This work contains biographies not only of those of high rank but also of 
those who were relatively undistinguished. A number of categories may be 
proposed. 
1 Caliphs 
a. The 'Abbasids 
There are 10 biographies, starting with that of al-Muktaft (289-295/902-908) and 
ending with the homage offered to al-Rashid (487-529/1094-1135). During the 
50 Wafayat, 5: pp. 260-269. These biographies are, in fact, identical to those mentioned in 'Jqd. 
51 This biography is of the Minister Ni?am al-Mulk al-Tus1. 
52 In fact, al-~afad1, while he mentions this book in the introduction to his dictionary (1: p. 50), does 
not clearly acknowledge it when citing some biographies from it in the body of the dictionary. This 
becomes clear when we make a comparison with what is found in 'Jqd in relation to these materials. 
53 These biographies appear exclusively in 'Jqd. The two paradoxical biographies that refer to the 
death of Sultan Mal;mud b. Mul;ammad al-Saljuq1 (525/1131) and to the homage ceremony of the 
Caliph al-Rashid Man~ur in 529/1135 absolutely contradict the prescribed date of death of al-
Hamadhan1 (521/1127) and thus were probably added later by some transcribers. I consider them as 
parts of this work and mention this paradox in the footnote. 
54 See 'Unwan al-siyar, the end of the biographies of the Qarakhanids. 
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period 381-529/991-1135 there are four caliphs for whom no biography is given, 
namely al-Qadir (d. 422/1031), al-Qa'im (d. 467 /1075), al-Muqtadi (d. 487 /1094) and 
al-Mustarshid (d. 529/1135). 
b. The Fapmids 
This section includes 7 biographies, starting with 'Ubayd Allah al-Mahdi and ending 
with the caliph al-Mustan~ir (322~487 /934-1094). There is also a biography ofTamim 
b. al-Mu'izz (d. 375/985). However, the biographies of al-Zahir li Din Allah (d. 
427 /1036), al-Musta'lt: (487-495/1094-1102) and al-Amir bi a}:lkam Allah (495-
524/1102-1130) are missing. 
c. The Umayyads of Spain 
Here there are only three biographies, namely those of al-I:Iakam b. al-
Mustan~ir (d. 376/986) and his sons al-Mu'ayyad Hisham(d. 403/1013) and al-
Musta'In Sulayman(d. 407 /1016). 
2 Kings and Sultans 
a. The Buyids (320-440/932-1049) 
There are no fewer than 20 biographies concerning this family. The missing ones 
relate to 'Imad al-Dawla Abu'l-I:Iasan 'Alt (d. 338/950), Rukn al-Dawla Abii 'Alt al-
I:Iasan (d. 366/977), Qawam al-Dawla Abu'l-Fawaris (in Kirman 403-419/1013-1028), 
and Abu Man~iir Fiiladhstiin (who ruled from 440/1049 and was deposed by 
Fa4lawayh in 448/1056).55 
b. The Saljiiqs 
There are 12 biographies of the Great Saljiiqs, dealing among other things with their 
origins and the beginning of their authority in Khurasan. The missing biographies in 
this family are those of Chaghri Beg Da'iid (d. 451/1059), Tutush b. Alp Arslan (d. 
488/1095) and other Saljiiqs in Asia Minor, such as Qutulmish (d. 456/1064), his son 
Sulayman (d. 479/1086), grandson Qilt:j Arslan (d. 500/1107) and great-grandsons 
Malik Shah (d. 510/1116) and Mas'ud (d. 551/1156). 
55 Zambaur, E. V, Muhammedan Dynasties, Arabic tr. Zakt M.I:Iasan, Beirut, 1980, p. 323. 
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c. The Qarakhanids ofTurkistan 
There are 11 short biographies concerning this family, although some of its 
members are not allotted a biography.56 
d. The rulers of Egypt 
Nine biographies relate to the rulers of Egypt from 282/895 to 358/969, the year 
which saw the arrival of the FatimTds under their leader jawhar al-$iqill1. The 
biographies of some rulers appear to be missing. 
e. Princes and kings of various regions 
There are 83 biographies of this type, organised by family. 
f. Rebellious princes 
There are 3 biographies of princes who acted against the authorities. 
3. Other notables 
a. The Governors of Baghdad (Imarat al-umara') 
There are 5 imprecise biographies of the governors of Baghdad. 
b. Ministers 
Thirty-five biographies cover at least half of the ministers who served the 
BilwayhTds and Saljilqs, some of whom probably also served the caliphs. 57 
c. The Chief jurists ofBaghdad 
The extant biographies cover most of the chief jurists of Baghdad, especially in the 
fourth and fifth centuries, although some of the chief jurists of the sixth century are 
missing. There are fifteen biographies in all. 
d. The notables among the 'Abbastds and Talibtds in Baghdad 
Thirteen biographies deal with the Naqabat al-'Abbasiyyin wa'l-yalibiyyin. 
56 See their biographies in 'Unwan al-siyar. There are explanations of the ambiguity regarding this 
family. See also, C. Bosworth, The Islamic Dynasties, 1967, Edinburgh, pp. 111-114. 
57 Zambaur, Muhammedan Dynasties, pp. 324-326, pp. 338-340; Shakir Mu~tafa, Mawsii'at duwal al-'alam 
al-islam'iwa- rijaliha, IV, 1st ed, Beirut, 1993, 1: pp. 299-303. 
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e. The chiefs of police in Baghdad 
There are five biographies of those who held the office of chief of police (al-shi~na) 
in Baghdad, some of whom are otherwise unknown. 
Incongruous though it may seem, this book can be seen as essentially a 
collection of summary biographies, stemming from various sources, especially the 
'Iqd. More so, the quantity of these biographies that have survived seem to have 
constituted more than half of this lost book. However, some of them are incomplete; 
indeed, they sometimes comprise no more than one sentence, which normally 
contains the date of death or a single attribute of the person concerned. Full 
biographies are relatively rare. 
C. The sources of the 'Unwan al-siyar 
Al-Hamdhant, or rather those who preserved his materials, offers at most a brief 
account of the sources they drew upon. It is probably accurate to say that the very 
nature of this book prevented them from doing more in this respect. It has 
therefore not been possible to trace all the sources that are mentioned in the 'Unwan 
al-siyar. Al-'Aynt and Ibn al-'Adim, however, have done more than most other 
authors to note the sources of this book. They are as follows: 
1 Thabit b. Sinan b. Thabit al-sabt' (d. 365/976).58 
2 The jurist Abil 'Alt al-Mu}:lassin b. 'Alt al-Tanilkht (d. 384/994).59 
3 The Minister al-~a}:lib Abu '1-Qasim Isma'tl b. 'Abbad (d. 385/995).60 
4 Abil Mu}:lammad Rizq Allah b. 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Tam'i'mt (d. 488/1095).61 
D. The significance of the 'Unwan al-siyar 
This book may fairly be considered as a principal source for the history of 
the sixth century A.H.; in addition, it reflects the nature of some lost sources that 
cover this period. While it takes a severely summarized form, it has nonetheless 
58 The biography of 'Izz al-Dawla al-Biiwayhi. 
59 The biography of the Minister al-Muhallabi 
60 The biographies of the Ministers al-Muhallabt, al-Shtrazt and Ibn Fasanajus. 
61 The biography of the Minister Nifam al-Mulk al-Tiist, Bughyat al-talab, 5: pp. 2499-2500. 
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preserved within its pages accurate information about numerous Islamic figures. 
This material sometimes goes into more detail than is found in later sources, 
especially those which drew on the selfsame texts, such as Ibn al-Jawz1, his 
grandson Sibt and a wide range of other historians. This work is particularly 
precious because it sometimes preserves biographies which are not available in any 
other source. 62 Consequently, the 'Unwan al-siyar should be recognized as a valuable 
work in the field of Islamic historiography. 
In this context I would like to refer to a relevant if minor issue, namely that 
when al-'Ayn1 in some years of his chronicle narrates material about the leader of 
the pilgrimage and the general situation of the pilgrimage, he does so under the 
title 'Unwan al-siyar. This is absolutely erroneous. Perhaps the copy of the 'Unwan al-
siyar which he used was appended to some other work which dealt with the 
pilgrimage, so that it was mistakenly assumed that such material was from the 
'Unwan al-siyar itself.63 For this reason I have collected the fragments that belong to 
the lost book about the pilgrimage and have placed them separately at the end of 
the book under their correct title. 
( v) Conclusion 
This work has attempted to clarify the incomplete material presented by some 
medieval historians and analyse their strategies. The aim throughout has been to 
construct a solid base of reliable information into which discussion of fragments of 
lost texts can be slotted. I have tried to devise an appropriate methodology that 
takes proper account of the varied nature of these fragments, which is why I have 
collected, copied, reconstructed and edited all these historical fragments from their 
putative original sources, then reorganized them in alphabetical order. It is my 
hope that this process will have illuminated the way that certain medieval Islamic 
historians went about their work. 
62 See, for instance, the details concerning Sam~i' al-Mulk al-BuwayhT, the head of the police in 
Baghdad, Qarakhanids, Ibn TCimar et al. 
63 These 10 fragments give accounts of the pilgrimage in the years 317,342-348,349,353,354-361 
and 364, when the Iraqis missed the pilgrimage, and 366-388; it also includes some biographical 
material concerning the al-J:IamadanTs family in al-Mosul (405 & 462 /1015 & 1070). 
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~ :4.l ~ ~4ill ~ly~l wk:.J ,,:)1~ 4.l ~jJ /5),:)1~ [~~I] .J~\.S ) ~I 
,,:)l.fi~IJ ~yJI (6)c~ 0-a ~.J ~ ~ ~J l}IIUll ~J .lA~ \~ Jti ~.~\ .. ,·,1j 
. ~.)JI u~ I _,.3\.S 
~ J~l u-a ~~ 'i~l ~J ,(ljS) (?)I~J u~ =~~ll J~ ~ ui :J~ utsJ 
.~lyJI ~~~ 
u-a ~ ~ c.S..r.J ~~~ ~ wJ ~ ~)ts ~ ~Y ~J '~J~ ~ \~ utsJ 
·~.J ~ ~) ~ uJ~~ I.J-l\.SJ ,\~ L&.b.J -f'J~ jp...ll_r Ujl_,.b.ll .)~ 
~ 4.l hiJ '~.J ~I ~~ ol;.l.;)J ~,:) ~ r-1 _,l ,WGJI .JI~ ~l_jj~l t__,bi u\.SJ 
• .)~,:) Wli ~ ~ w _,11 
.~ ,c)l_,ll ~~ "'il" ~~~ c) (a) 
4-4iJ -A221 ~ ~J c) ~~.>"~ ~ .1lJ .~ ~ ~l ~~ cJM4aJI~i JAJ ,.# cr"Wl c.r-'4-JI ~ ,~4 ~ (1) 
~ -A252 ~ ,-..;.- c) ~ ~ ~ ~lJ ~4 ~ ol!J ~ -A248 ~ ~'il ~J c) .tJ ~J ,~~~ ~ c.!J~ 
·($~1 _JJ\...4.. ~J 54~ (-A260-251) ~'il ~...)~ ,228 ~ y.t~.lll ~ :foii -~W4 ~j ~ J:i!J ,~4 jia..ll 
,::J-w'il &;~ ~~ foiJ -~ d~ ~ 4fo JJi ~~ ~J (168/7) ~yi_,l4 c)l_,ll :foii -A328 ~ ~ ~ c)~ (2) 
·IS~j _JJ\...4.. ~J 219~ (-A330-321) 
~J .;~ 'UJJJts '~l A.l1A ~~J ,\:iy!r uL..fiJ 4.;:. ~J u~~J ~w Jl.R.ll ~ ~ ~l ~l [Fars] cJMJl! (3) 
~ 336~283~ ul~ ,~_fo..J .86~ ~'il ~ ~...;Ull ~ f'+LA u .. i~IJ ~~ :foii c;l~'il ~.:~..>ill c) ~ 
-~ 283~ ~~ foiiJ ~~~~ ~ 
J:!iJ ~- U 6A ~~ ~ ~_,.1ll ~~ ~_,!- _,.J J/43~ -A451 ,450 ~ (2317) c5J.iil .ll.wi ~~ 'U~ Jk. (4) 
..11~ c) ~..IJ ~I .>"4 tlWI ~ ejLi ~"L:. ~ ~~.>"~1 6A ulSJ ~~4 ~~J ~ ~ yi.l ·ci_,...Jll o'i.,.J ~~ 
212~ (-'460-451) ~'il ~...;~ :foii .c)~ ~fo u~ ~~ ..1:1 ~ ~ ~1 4Jaill o~ ul J#. ~Wl 
.(1357-1347/3) ylhll ~ ,~ ~l c)! U~J ~Ji Jol~ ~J 
.(49/8) J,..l.SJI 'U~ Jk. ~ -A436 ~~~~ :.fo,ii -A436 ~ u~J c) (5) 
~ 4-i\ J~ .lA~ ~~ ~J ,~ W4 ~ ~~ u-- un_,1:1 rf-l; ~ (107/4) cJMJJ&li t~ c) ~JJ =c.,W. (6) 
.~ o..IL.. (351/3) ~.:~J&ll uL..J :foii ~~ t.Js ~J ~ ~ ~ e~ 
.~.;aJ4 ~ lA~ c) ~4- L. ~J ,Jol~ c) ~ Uii tl :I~J U.,..S (7) 
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[o~ ~\ ~' wlhL..J\ ~~ 4.l_j.U\ ~ ~\~ 6: ~ J1 4)1)] 
~ ~l.".:l.J ~.J.l\1 ~ ~.J '~ ~~ ~~ ~.J yb. [o~ t?i] utbl...JI cbii.J ... 
~ ~J.J ,~ w~ r1 J~ A..lA ~.J ,o~l ~\.9 ,~ &)-' ~.J ~ ~ 
~ . ~ .. '"\1. i L-lli . (2) :, .... ~ .1\1 \:j ~ .. 1.. J. -t '~ • <-ili . k' 
'-:? ~.J . ~ ~ .J ~ ~ '"&-:' ...>: r-' ~-' ~.,.; ~ 
.~ &).J L»lw_, ~ 
**** 
lF. ~ J\~ o.;L4}(3)1 
~ I·· tfl ' .l.:.'".l\ ·\~ (a) · I ~ i (S)~ .1\\ U ~~~ o La\ (4) -< .... ' ~ l * '"&-:' ~ .J ~ u ~l' ~ J ~ . .) l' r-=-:' . if.J 
Li ~=-'"''=- \ =- =-·~ .. ~_, .)6-Ul ~ 
~J c)J Ji:uJ wla LJ9 , ~ yW 0.a .JA .J , ~ yll (6) u.Jj.fJ ~ \.9 _,ll ) o~ J .J-' * 
• (9) ~ .J~ .J 'ul ~ LHJ c)J .J (8) '-? ~_r.JI c)J .J (7) ~I.J 
:IY.· ~~~c) (a) 
JJoi ~ ~ ~.J .o.l:!$. JJ~ t:.P ~ ~1_, 4Ji f':!.1t.JI cY.! 4.l ~.; Ji..l_, (1956/4) f':!.1t.JI cY.'i ~ ~...;L:i c) y.!.Wl ~ t:.P (1) 
6) ul.hlwl\ ~ ~ O~.JA.J .U::,~~ (p k.l!J J:ii c.!JJ\:S~ ...J ~ ol.&Sl..G ul.hlwl\ oJ\.9 c)4 ulS .~i IY. ~j IY. J_,.-... U:!.ll\ 
~.J 201~ ,34~ (-'490/481) ~'il ~...;L:i (380-378/8) c}.4lSll :pi .-A487 ~ r).J~I tSJ~ c) (~ cJ.4 ~I) 
.~.fJJJ~ 
-A488 ~ c.!JJ\:S~ ~ c...i~ c) J:ii.J 458 ~ JJ_, ~.J ~ ~1....2 c}~ ~) y1i cY. ~ ~~~ A.J_,.lll [l.:i (2) 
.(378/10) u4i_,l4 c)l_,ll :~i 
.(2912/2) I!UWI ~~ ~~ ,491~ -A329 ~ U:!.1ll c;_, (2386) ,lJ (18) ~ u~ s. (3) 
~ 4..1:i! .lll!lll ~ ~I.JAi ~1)1 ~ J.).J ~I.J ~~~ Ji ulS.J -A326 ~ Jl~ ~ .-.IJA~I .»-i ~~~ :vSJUI ~ (4) 
.~_; jJ~ ~., 64~ (-'330-321) ~'il ~...;L:i :pi . .)6-&l ~).~ ~l,;ll ol!_, ~ -A329 ~ Co:J+J c) JIAI 
. .-.Wl c...i_p. c)~.; c_r't c...i_,... (5) 
~ oJA'il c)ji ~'ti ~ ulS.J ~ ~l_p. cJ.4 ulS Jl~ ~ .-.IJA~I .»-i viJUI u.Jjji .-.l!_,n~i .;ilW\ ~.J :vSJUI UJjji (6) 
rY- c) Jl~ ~ o)J ~ ut... -'333 ~ .u.-_, ~4 ~ ~ .;Ji:. «<ll\ .Jl.J -u~J c) -A331 ~ i...l:!i.J ..)6-&i ~)., 
.~Ji jJ~ ~.J 24~ (-'340-331) ~'il ~...;L:i '(156/7) c}.4lSll :~ JIJ»!. cY.} Jl~ oJLt} ~ A.ili..J -A334 ~ 
~ .-.IJA~I .»-1 ulS.J i...IJL. k,~ ulS.J ·<.t"""'4all ~ u~ o~i.J ulS «1~ ~cr-i ~'IJ cY. .1.-... fo.~i :~'IJ cY.} (7) 
c) -A330 ~ ul~ cY.! A.J_,.lll ~u 4.l:ii ,.,.1~ i-»-l -A329 ~ tS~I OJA J~ ~ ~.J ~1)1 ~ ~ ~ -A324 
.~.; jJ~ ~.J 289~ (-A330-321) ~'il ~...;L:i -A330 ~ (104/7) c}.4lSll :~ Jl~ y.) ~J 
~ i~_, ~ ~I)J m_, rl.li.t.J e~ o~ ~~ cJ.4 («~-11.J=ll c)l_,ll c)) «<~ y.jia: cY. .1.-... cY. ~~ ~~~~~ :«<-11..j.il\ (8) 
c) ~ ~.J:! 41 o~l J:ii ul ~ i..._,.-... c)ji ~...;W ~ c) lA~ o~ Y.J.P-.J J.JAj 4J UJ=!".J u~ ~ o)j_,l\ vl.J 
.~.; jJ~ ~.J 11~ (-'340-331) ~'il ~...;L:i (112/8) u4i_,l4 c)l_,ll (127/7) c}.4lSll :pi -A332 ~ Jl.,..:. 
.AJ_p.i ~ c) c...i~ Ji ~ Ja.l.J ·{+. _;Ji;._, ~~ ... ~:,. c)! ~1 ~ J~ ~ c)4 ~ ~.J ~ JJ_J l.ls (9) 
962 
~w -o.J~'/1 ~ rt!iJ ,(a)(I)~.J~ :4..1 J~ ~ y~i u-a ,~~ ~.J ~~ .iliJ • 
• (3) .. ~1 · I 'I Ji:J > , (2)La 
~ .) (.);1~ ($'~ ~ _,; 
l"t...al ()Ay~ ~ o.):i..- .;#- A..JJA! UJLSJ -A329 4..l.... o.1iill ~j c)! Jl~ 3 ()A .ll~ ~ ~~JA~I oJA! u-1~ :~ ~.)JS (1) 
~()A l>~li .ll~ ~ ~.1.1~ ~~~~~ ~~! ~ ~ ).l c) ~J ~~()A~ ~j c) ~!J cY1J ~! ~ 
.-A330-329 ~ (102-96/7) ~I.S.Il :foi .~ ~ ~i uti! .h....l~ ~~c)! ~>.li.iJ 
.~ o.l.A ~ l"~i .ui (149/1) A.c.~JAll ,~ JSW.JS~ (2) 
.(101-98/7) ~I.S.Il :~ .-A330 4..l.... ~~I r:;#J c)! -A329 4..l.... ~j c) 4a1lll W.1ll c.;AJ (3) 
963 
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(C:?.JJ~\ ~\~ ~ ~~ ~L6 .J:I\ ~\ J:A'i\ 4->i ~(I)) 
.~ ~)J ~fo.J ~~~fill~ ,ilijJ ,~lftJ ~~ ~IJ ~I ,ilij ... 
~)J c.S~J ~ (2>ut.::..) ~ t}.fJ ,~ ~~J AJLa fo. e::~ -o~l ~ utsJ 
·~&)J 
•••• 
[ ·~ L .n:.£t\ \ ~\ ~ ~3)] (.J _) • ~ .J:I • • • ..)J 
& } 
,~1 Y.l ~J ,yt.::...=JI ~6. ~ o~G·:U ,~1 ~La~ u~.J~ uts ... * 
,~\ L,l\ ~jJ '~Y. ~j (4)pJJ.lll ~] ~lb ~ ~I ~ e::ft utsJ (a)~l ~J 
) ~I ~J .~ (6)[~1 y~] ~li\1 ~ ,(5)~1..;-JI y~ ~ ~t!J .J~ts ~ ~i ~J 
~I c.S~ ~ ~j ~ (?)(b)~.J4-J\ y\jj ~ ~ w_.» y~ ~ [4.\J.lll ~] ~lb .. " " 
~ ~ yiJ ~ ~~ .U ~_;.J _.1416 ~ ul~ ~ (139/5) ~ (4t) yllNI ~c) yiJ~I ~ 'vb.Jill ~! (1) 
t:P ~ (323/4) JJ4-JI ~~.J Lr.~ ~! ~ cF-i t:P ~484/3) U!Jll ~I_,!~ ~~.J (203/5) Lr.~ ~~ ~ 41 t:P 
~ ~ .t...l'ti.J.J J'i~~l C:fJ~ ,._."tt. cF-j ~ yllNI o~ ~ c) oUS.J 'Ln~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ .t.wll OM.J:. 
. .u ~.; (>.4 ~ Uil rl.J ..... 447 ~ .Jl ..... 440 
ci~.J 'U~ ~ ((>.4Wl UJill c)) i:b.~ ~~ ci~ ~~ ~ ~.J ~'il (.)MJLi ~~ .J.JS ~~ (>.4 [Anjan] u4-) (2) 
·rlW' ~~ :foi c_;1~'il y~ c) ~ 306u-::a '305u-:=a ~.fo.J :foi .foJ ~.J ~ ~ ~ lf:!:iJ:Ui.J ~~ 
JU uts.J ·.J/221u-:=a ,J:Jf220u-:=a _.428 ~ ,__.422 ~ (10/2911) c.!J\lll ~~ 4.1~ u~ ~ :foi .~ ul~ (3) 
o.JP. foi ~ UJI+rw' OJA&' ui.S.J ~ .JAU 4J.jJll ~ ul! i.»-"i .li.u 4.......) ur:-~ u~ ~~.J ..... 427 ~ ~J c) Oj4i 
tlJ (535/5) ~ vb_,an J:J+ .J76u-::a ofi.i.ll o~J (256/26) YJ~I ~~ (780/7) J..\Sll _.428 ~ u~ ~ ~ :c) 
·crJill ..311~ ~ U~ OMJ4 ~.J (5638) 
."~43\· u~ ~~ ~1_; c)~~ ~~ ~ ~_; ~IJ (4) 
-~~ Y4 (307/1) ~ u_,iy :~ -~~ Y4 c):!~ )J yl~i (>.4 .JA.J [Bab al-Maratib] :y.ji.JAll Y4 (5) 
~ o.-lll C:fj 18 ~ ~~ o.1l_,.. .~WI tip.n ~~ ..311 .JA~ tlWI ..311~ ~ ~~ U.J~.J OMJLwJI cr-'4-JI tip.n .JA.J (6) 
OJll.j oli.J ~ ..... 422 ~ ~ .u ~.J ..314 ~WI oJli.J 6-- ..... 421 ~ .1fAll ~ji 'IS.lll\ .;W :.0 ~ .1l.j ~~ ~i.J ..... 391 
1.5J~ c) o.1l_,...J ..311 .JA~ tlWI ~~ ~ ~ ..311~ f""''WI ~~ ..311 .JA~ C:fJ:iiAll o~ ~ _.467 ~ .t...~'ti.J ~ lf..1 ~!.J 
~c) _.487 ~ .t...~'ti.J ~ lf..1 ~!.J _.467 ~ .JA~I ~_,:; ui.J+).J cJ:!all oJ ~~ .1l.J ~~ ~~.J _.446 ~ ~.J~I 
·f:.'..J\:ill c..:.LiS JS c) ~J~l.J .296u-r263u-::a ~ll\ ~ :foi -~~ 
~~.J c.!Ji ~.J .Jf-i J.J~I ~_,..ll ~ ul! ul~ l...f.lal u~ l.l..f.:! L..J 3 ~ c) u,Jiy J$. [Al-Mubarak] :l!l}+..ll (7) 
(51 ,50/5) u_,iy ~ -~ ~.J ~I.J U:H ~ ~"tln.J (~I 9) (;.wl.) ~ ~ 
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[~al·~ J\ .)~.J ~~\ .)~ 4)1)] 
: w ~i , c.J;F. ...r..wJI t:;l _,.le ~ .fi~ .J 
~ ~ cY.).9 o.JlaJ c)c ~ ,(3)~~ (a)'·;_, .. ,. Jl ~ _JA ,~1 ~Lo.::JI (2) .J.l:' * 
.J.l:' <Y. (4)~ ~J.J ~ W)l.:l_, o~ <.Shj ~ ~ ~~ .J~I ~ ~] .~ wla.J 
(b)[~ W)l.:l.J ~.J &) ~ ~ ~.iJJ ~.WI c.j.J_J; t:;ts_, cY.Jl9 o.JlaJ J.J 
:_p..~I.J 
.(
7)&.,.JI ~~ <.JA ,(6) ~ ~j \~ F.l) t:;j" ·~Y .fi~.J ,w c.?'·;_, .. ,. Jl (5) .J.l:' * 
~ uts.J .~~ ,.;_, .. ,.JI ~ ~~ ~ ,(s)~ ~ u\...Jc c;-l: ~ ~w1 ~F. 0 ts.J 
.o-l:_;; la~~ ~_iJ ~.J '~~ ~ ~.)Ly )lj 4jjl_?, CJA Jl_,};ll 
.. 
. oJyJI.J ~~~ t.s~.JA uts.J 
[J.a\SJI <.JA] (9)~.J ~hl jY. ~_?.. lJ.9 ,\..a~~~ c)c ~1~1 ~-' 
t' .. , .'JI,.5l ·, J~ ~~.J y 
t~YI O.J~ ~.?. ~ 
t ~I J__..b:j t ~I ~ 
t' " bYI.J JL.....a~l t 81b4.J 
t~l 'i.J ~ 'i.J ~~ 
tWi ~ ~b-~ cYL.:J\.J 
\_,_c~ La~~~ ~j IY.J.J 
~j o.l......A .J '.Jl_;.:JI LPJ 
~~ ,.5} • 4•'1..1' g .~ ... ,9 Cl c....Ji 
~ • ..J • 
l........a.lS.J '~~~ 4lc w~ 
tA.J~ ~j ' s'~ ~tls 
0~~ ~ ~ rl La L.J¥ 
)W\ ylb ~ ~~ ~~ ~.J 
<.S.J_,l\ ~j ~ _,l ~ .J.l:' y 
. .)~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ .J JS,l ..)At! 
.u4!..9 -A364 4..l..... ~(b) :~· -A364 4..l..... ~ c_rl..9 ~c) (a) 
~l:iS ,j ~ UA~ UA. Ji.i.ll.J (2912/2) ~ ~~ 4.b~.J '-A310 4..l..... 276(.)14 ,275(.)14 ~.11\ c_rl..9 (2386) ,lJ (18) ~ (1) 
.~u..,~~~~ul~ 
.~ ui~.J (oi.JAll r:P "...Uil) uU.... ~ ~u.., ~ c.r-1 r:P ~ ~ ~Ji -~1.., c_r"Wl ~ .li..r J.Pu ~ r+Ji .lil.., (2) 
~ ~ c.rlJ ~J'lA:., ~ UJJUt O~J ~J'lA:., ~l.J UJl_,l, ~ ~~ f'.li, ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ _;Sj \.4S _,.J 
~! ~4 ~ ~_,i -'310 4..l..... jl~ c) uL..J 'uL..Ji.J (JoiJli (l.ls) u~ o'l.,i Jl.;a.l\ ~ ~ ~JI..t.i. ~! J:ii Wi -A290 
~ L•f·it.sJ 'er~~ ---i ~~ oL- -li..9 -'311 4..l..... Ul:!iJ (228/13) ~.J .~~ ~ ~ :~i "w"ti... .1.-... 
.~o.l:I.IJ 
~ "-"IJ -'242~ o.aill ~j c) 9-lj..Lw ---i JJ.., .~4 ~.,..J\ ~ ..»-~1 ~! ~1 ()-I~ ~~ p. (Jol.l~ t.F""~ ~ _,.J (3) 
c.J:!la"il ~c) ~"\iJ ,;.a.~ ~}J -'279 ~ ~J p. c_r"U c.J:!la"il f'~  ~ 'J~ :J.I!J ~:lf.l JU:! JJJ 
J.l~ ~J 61(.)14 (-'290-281) ~'i' ~...;l:i ,237 -235(.)14 Y"'~ ~ :.fo.j\ -'289 ~ JJ~I ~J u.- ~ uWl 
·cS~i 
·cS~i J.l~ ~.., 329(.)14 (-'380-351) ~'il ~...;l:i (108/2) Jl~ ~...;l:i ,-A364 4..l..... ul:!!J (241/14) ~ :~ (4) 
·cS~I J.l~ ~J 132(.)14 (-'290-281) ~'il ~...;l:i ,(94/10) ul:!ifo. c)l_,ll ,-A289 u4!..9 (8/13) ~ :~i (5) 
.~c) J~_,.. ..>#-~ I:U. ~.J oJ~ J.l~ c)~ Uii ~ (6) 
~ ulS.J -'278 ~ c) ~~ ~ c).fJ.J -'227 4..l..... JJJ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ J.!iJ ~ ~ .1.-... ~4 Ji~ (7) 
·cS~I J.l~ ~J 232(.)14 (-A280-271) ~'il ~...;l:i (127/2) Jl~ ~...;l:i (303/12) ~ :.fo.j\ .Jiall .;iiJ.J ~ 
.~i c.r-4 ~ _,..i ~4 Ji~ ~ ~ (8) 
()4 ~ ,~jlj :.fo.j\ .~ Jlj)l~ ~ t.& 4llll..9 -A487 4..l..... c).,J ~ ~.J.J ~ ~ c) u~~l o:U. Ul:!i .lilJ (9) 
.ull.JJAll ~ ~ 54(.)14 ,53(.)14 ~ JLp.i 
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[4Js;, .=;JI y~\ ~.J Jl~ ~(a) ~..H J::A~I 4Ji (1)] 
J}'il ~.J ~ ~ .)\~ LJ-4 ~..?-J .ohiJ ~ 41<; .... . ~.l\ ~ (
2)~.fo ~ J_,c ... • 
~t§iJ '~J)I ~ ~ (3)o~ ul..bUI 4.fJ.JJ '~ ~)J (..l;/130) ~J 6)lj ~ 
. .)~.) J\ ~~ ~ ~ oJb\]1 ~ h4 ~I ~ 
~ :J:iJ ,~ ~)J ~ ~ uL..a.a.J ~ ~ (4)~.)-UI LJ-4 Yfl~ ~4ll hi ~J 
·~Jc..ShJ 
~~~ hi Jj§J ,o~l ~ Yjk. utsJ ,(s)(b)~_,i ...»o\]1 .)1~  o~ JJJ • 
.~ ~)J ~J ~ ~ ~J ~I ~t.siJ '~ 4.ti9 ,~k. 
,~ o~ ~J ·~~~ (7)~ ...»o\]1 ~J 41<·, ..... ~.n (
6)~) ~i 0\..bUI .).) • 
.~ ~)J ~J ~) ~ ~J\]1 c..Sj4 ~ (S)c..Sft ~ wlaJ 
(10)(9) . ~I ,l,w , * 
• (.}IIJ~ ·~ 0 • ~JJ 
**** 
[o~ 6: cJJ..;\.:S..H ~~ ~\ c:J:.ill US..; wlhL.JI 4Ji ~(It)] 
(~498 ~i) o.Jfi.l.JI ~I ~ __?,'1.1 ~.J ~ ~\:l ~I ~~ ~J.JY5-Y. ~_il ••• * 
·.J~J ~ ofo. ~~~I ~J t~JJ 'ui~J ~ 0Jfo.J ~) OJ4CJ 
·~J~ ~ \.J~ utsJ ,wk.ju.JI w.foJ ,~yi ~ YJ..rJI w..abJ 
.J~~~ c) I~ (b) .c)l.,l\ :pi·~~· ~~~c) (a) 
¥J (115/10) u4ifo. c)l.,l\ :)JJ JH J/130~ ....A~490 ~ ,.l:J/46~ ....A~452 ~ (2317) ~.1lii .111.wl ~~ u~ ~ (1) 
:pi Jl~ c)! ~ fs:+A ~ JlyU\ c) ~ JJi JAJ . ....A~490 ~ .u:iiAJ ow.slA u~ 4.1JJ u'i4-J J4S c.)A ~~ ~ 
.~ Jl ~~ ~J oi.A.4 ~)J ~_; .l:ii.l ~J ....A~452 ~ ,.l:J/46~ ~ 
.s:-lbl\ u~ c)~.; pi (2) 
.~ u~ c)~.; .foj\ (3) 
~ ~i c) ~ ~~ lfJ Jti.a..J (208/3) ~ u_,il:f :pi JJAJ ~~ cJ:H ~ ~ ~l ~JA [Sarkhas] :uAJ'-'1 (4) 
·~ ualhi ,437 ~ ~~ :pi ~"W.;JI 4i~J:!'il JJ~ ~ c}~ 
.~ !....i:ii ~J ~~~ c) JJJ 1~ -~i .ual..r ~JI ~ (5) 
.~ u~ c)~.; ;J (6) 
~ -4456 ~ c:JJ....J ~ uthl...J\ 4JJ ~ ulS ~; J.lill ~~~~~c)~ oJ4i-i cr1..yl...Jl ~i ~ .»-~1 (7) 
cij:. ~ Jl~ c)! lp c.)A J...._,.lij (228/8) .u.. ~ ~ ~ c.)A ....A~464 ~ ....S~J (191/8) ~)\ c.)A Jl~ \f.-_,.li 
c.)A ~ ~ji ~ 107~ ~,..n ~l ~'tt..o.J c)J ~-uJ __,sj Ji 4J ~.; c.)A ~ !....i:ii ~J (247/8) lAJAi ~ -'466 ~ 
·~Jo'_,sJ\ -I ~l ~ -4456 ~ ~ J~ ~ ,_.451 ~~~-I ~i ~ ....A~450 ~ - ..... 447 
J .(142/4) ~ u_,il:f (~ 30) ~1.) o~ JI~J ~ U\JlJ OJL~ ~.:~) ~ cr-I.Joi c.JA o~ ['Ukbara] :lp (8) 
·~ !....i:ii ~(9) 
101~ ,255~ ~,..n ~l Jll.t....J :pi c:JJ....J ~ c.JA ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ...J ~ Ji ~ ul-! JS.1l4 J:!~J (10) 
.101~ ~,..n ~l Jll.t....J .380~ uL..jll olJA -A469 ~ c}JJWI J'il.r..J\ UF- ~ (....AI469-464) U:H 1... ~...;Ull ~ UJJ 
~Jolll ~ ~ ,255~ ,107~ ~,..n ~l Jll.t....J -4475 ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ....A~471 ~ .11l.w ~Jo'_,sJ\ c)!~~~ 
~ 108~ ~,..n Jll.t....J -A486 ~ J~ o.&J ~ ,108~ ~,..n ~l Jll.t....J 461~ uL.jll olJA ....A~482 ~ ~Jw. 
.J.lill t:P 108~ ~,..n ~l Jll.t....J ....A~487 ~ ~ UJS:i:!i ~ .J.lill t:P 
u:- ~ ~~J 4.; ~ ....s ~.; JilJ ,.J:J/150~ -A498 ~ (2317) ~.1lil .111.wi ~~ u~ ~ :)J ~~ ul~ (11) 
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.(2)[~ 
~ ~) 4.::JtJ\ ~'i_, L.l.ltS_, '~'i_, c)j ~.)J '~-' ~ ~ ~ j\~ c)j jlc_, 
>~, -;:.""':. 
-~~.J 
~ A.:l.Jij_, c)~ J c)c ~ t?tbll ojl)_, -.uc ~~ ~r ~ t) yW U.a ~.J 
-~ 
.~ u~ ~ t>..)AC-' ~ ~-' ~w_, c..S~l ~ (3) ~ ~ wLa_, ,.uc ~~ 0ts_, 
..)AC ~ o~\ ~\j ~ ~_,j ~ ~~ O.J~ A.:l\.;J_, o~ uts_, .fo .F ~-' 
-~~L.H~ 
.(5)(b)~ t?tbl\ c.$A-' .Jfi~\ W_J_)'l-4 L,Hj ~ ~~ 0~ (4)c.$~_,..J\ ~_)l_, 
.""-i£:." ~'11 c) (b) 
4.;n o~ ~J.J.J .1i.l_, ~ _,f79~ -'364 ~ Ul:,..ll ~ (10/2911) ~ ~i ~~ 'U~ .w:. :.fojl ~ ul~ (I) 
-i !ijl~ ~ c,raWI 4Ji J..i 12f91~ .-.369~ ~ ul~ c:P ~\ ~ 4-W_, 'U~ ~t ~~ c,raWI 4Ji ~ 
. .-.381 ~&is_,~~~ 
~\ c:.H JA&- ~ c.r.\ ~ ~~ ~_,:; -A306 ~ .lS_, c_,l~ !iJ\~ u_,p c:.H ~i c:.H ~~~ ~ .j~\ o~ c,rati ,Jtl.j 
.;Jl..A. ~J 35~ (--'400-381 ) ~"il t:a ..}:i (368-365/10) Jl~ i:'..J\:i :.fojl -A381~ ~ &t..... c) c).,:;_, ~la.iJ 
-~Ji 
.lif91~ -A369 tl.... ~ ul~ c:P ~ u~ .w:. (2) 
.(367/10) Jl~ i:a..J\:i :.fojl . .u.. &t.....ll ~~~c) (3) 
tl.... r~ c) c).,:;J ..-.359 ~ .lSJ .F-WJl !i.,.....,..ll '-""".,.. c:.H ~ y!l.WI!ij ~lhll c:.H ~ ~ .jlt c,raJ\ ~fi (4) 
-~ u_p. c) ....s r+~ u.,....J (420-414/4) u~'II ~l:!S., :pi Jl~ -i ..-.406 
.12f115~-A381~ ~ ul~ c:P ~ u~ .w:. c:P (5) 
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( (jj\~\ ~~ ~ ~ ~W\ 4.fJ ~(1)] 
j.JJ ~ Jjc-' ~ ~ ~~.J jl~ _j ~'i .J L..Uts_, 'c.J:P.J t.J.J ~-' ,~.l.a c_s1:. 
.~ LJ~ O~J ~ ~., ~_, c:.;W ~ ~_iJ_, ,j\~ ~j W.J_ytA c.Y.J 
**** 
[J\Ji..a 0~ • \ \ ~1 • c.S.P- ~ ,JJj 
~, ~Q ~ ~4a-l\ ~ ~~¥- ~ ~-~ ~\ ~~~\ o~\ ~U4.fJ ~1 
[(2) (j~~~ ~jil\ ~-;\~\ ~' ~l ~\¥-
~ c:.;LS_, .~ ~w_, ~ c.folc_, .\.J~-' ~ ~ c..S.b.J o~l ~~ J_,_, ... * 
.~ti c.Y. (4)~411 ¥-J ,~\jll (3) ~(a)~~~-' '~Y ~ Y.J\~1 ~ c.Y.J ~I 
**** 
.·~!"cl~ ·cr.'~!"~~~ c) (a) 
~ ~~ ~ ~~~ o~ ~\! 4Ji ~ 4fo o~ ~ .11lJ __.369 ti.w (10/2911) ~ ~~ ~~ 'U~ .W:. (1) 
r:).SJ Jl~ ~ F-~ ~ ..... 369 tl.w ~ c) c.;f-1~ ~Jolll ~ ~ ~jl~ ~ ~ A ....... ~~ ~WI ~.J .U.J..)I-4 
c) ~ Uii tlJ .2730" (__.380-351) ~'il f:a...;\:i (374/7) J,-LSJI {268/14) ~ :foi ~ o~ y~l! uoaJlA c) 
.oJWa:i...aAll jJ~ 
o.U_,.. ...... 447 tl.w (2317) ~.ilil .-.....i ~~J ..... 417 tl.w (10/2911) ~ ~~ ~~ u~ .w:. :~ '~ ul~ (2) 
J\ _p.\ u\j.J c.r~' ~1 ~cr-i ~ ~~ oW:IiJI F-~ c.rl.JJ ,__.405 tl.w ~J c) o~ F-~ c.rl.JJ __.319 tl.w o.-iSI ~j c) 
(-A420-411) ~'i' f:l...;l:i ~ .~-wJ uW '-F- --4416 ~.J __.417 tl.w J.,..:a c) c)~ oW:IiJI ~ ~.:~J_,.!JI cr.l 
.~ji jJ~ ~J 417(.)" 
-A261 ~ .1lJ ~ ~ --1 u.J.JUll ~ljll ~JI~ ~lA cr-i ~ .biJll ~ ~ ~ JA&- ~~ ~ ~J&lll ~ ~J (3) 
.~ji jJ\...4.. ~J 334(,)" (--4350-341) ~'i' f:i...;l:i :~ ..... 345 tl.w c)~J 
.---A351 ~ c}~J -A265 ~ .1lJ ,~JI~ ~"iJ ~_,..~1 ~J ~ dJjjA ~ ~"\! ~ <}411~ ~ ~~ ~WI ~WI ~J (4) 
.~ji jJ~ ~J 58(.)" ( ..... 380-351) ~'i' f:a...;l:i ~ 
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['i.JSLA w:l ~ w: ~~ ~~¥' ~\ o~\ ~ll 4}1)] 
~ ~ Y) uts ,y_pLa LHl ~ LH ~~ ~1¥-) o~l ~t! o~ JJJ ... • 
~ o~l y~ o'i~ ,~t!J ~ ~~ .J~WI ok.~} ~ 'Y.JI~I ~ LH} ~ <.JA o~l 
~Y ~ ~J '~ ~J ~~ y~ ~till o~} ~ ,4.1a ~)J LJ:?~ ~ ~.)C f'~ 
, 
·~ 
~~ ~..r ~~~ ~ia c)l ~ 0tsJ '~JY-A ~.;b c.)c ,~~~J .d.k.\1 <.JA 0tsJ 
Y~ ~ O~J '~ ~)J ~)J ~ ~ Jl~ LJA ~ <.JAt:lll y~~ ~ ~y -~ 
~~~I <.JA ~J ,\~IJ \~ tS~ ~ LJ:?~J ~ o~l y~ JJJ / 2)j_) 
.~ 
•••• 
[ ni.A\.11\ - '~ • ~ ~~~ t o~\ ·u ~ -:(3)] c.r ~ ~ . ~ c,rA • ...>J 
o.Aill '-$~ ~k. y~l f'~ ~ ~J '~~~~~ ~ LH ~~I¥- ) o~ c).fJJ ... • 
~J 't.$.JJ~I (4)~1 ~ e,)c ~I y_) ~ utsJ [--A447 f.$\] ~I o~ <.JA 
·t.$~1 (5)~1¥-
<.JWJ ·~J ~ ~ y~l ~ r-1.19 ,~\.:ill y~l JJ ~ ,~~~ <.JA .J~ ~] ••• 
. ~w <.JA ..#<.)A~~~~~ ~_;c\ ~~~~~ =J~ (6)~~) ~w1 
~ ,OyJyJIJ o~l rofiJ ,~IJ ~IJ ~IJ LJ:?~I ~ ~k..JI ~ 'o.J~I ~ utsJ 
.y.JI ~ut!~ 
:J.Ji ~ ~IJi.ll .J.fo ~ ~.~ta.s ~~ ~-~ ul~- JS.l:! rJ ~ u1 J#. ~.;si -4422 tw c) ~Ji.ll o~ U.IJJ (1) 
lfJ ~J -4417 tw ~ ul~ t:P ~~ o_JSj lA ~ ~ ~~ ~ ul~ c.)4 ~ Ul1.i lf..a1 t:+JJ •U!J• 
(80/8) .11~ f:iJU :foil .-A368 ~ .llJ utij4~ ~i c.)4 ..»-~1 ~ UJJ cr-i ~ c.)4 JAJ .-4447 tw -'422tw 
.~Ji J.IL.At ~J 147~ (-4450-441) ~'il C;-a...;U (351/15) ~ 
.(518/1) ~:foil ~,Ji4 c.)4j c) .>ill..~ ~i ~~J ~ ~ ~.:~.) .11~ ~ ~ Ji [BabAbriz] J.)ii ~.:~4 (2) 
-AJ98 ~ uli..IJ ~ .llJ (27/14) F-~ ~i J¥-M ,_.447 tw (2317) l:f~i .~a.wi ~~ 'u~ .w:. :foil~ ul~ (3) 
~ Ji ~jl\ ul eA UW:a} ~Ji J.IL.At ~J 247~ (-'480-471) ~'il C;-a...;U :.fo\-4478 tw c) c)~J -4400 tw J.!iJ 
.F-~ ~i J¥-M c) -~ ul~ c.)4 ~ ~ ~ ~ l!lllj,sJ ~ r:J~ ~~ c;~~ "F-lflil! ~~· ~.:~us c.)4 .tJ ~Ji c) 
f:i;U :)Li -A428 tw c)~J -4362 tw .llJ C:f.ll~ C:fJJ.1i.ll ~i (H ~ (H ~i ~ ~i ~ .yWi ~L.'il JAJ (4) 
.~Ji J.IL.At ~J 211~ (-4430-421) ~'il 
425~ (-4440-431) ~'il f:i;U :foil -4436 tw c)~ C:f~ ~ (H c;s:. (H ~ ~~~ ~i ~ .yWi JAJ (5) 
.~Ji J.IL.At ~J 




[~W:J\ w\JS: ~ ~' ~ ~ fo. ~' ~w\ ~.}3)] 
~ ~ o~l ~\.! ,~Lul~l ~ cY. ~ ~I¥- ~ o~l ~\.! ~ c)J ... • 
'~~~ yt.... I o\ t~ ~ ~J ,(4)ob ~\ <.)A ,~L!JI t).fo. cY. .fo.JI cY. ~ 
yl..JJ ,~Lul~l ~~¥- ~ ~ ~~~ ~ 0\SJ ·t.J}IJ rWI U:H ~ .~iJ J;thl\J 
~~~ c)c. 1;.~ rlJ ' 0~J ~~~ ~ ~ ~ rlu\SJ '~~~ &.J ~ ~~1 ~ ~ 
. '}/ '~ . \b6 . ~ -' ,a...wc . I. ·.ts (5) L..Ubl\ \ ~ \J;gb . \Sl . \.§ . 
l.)--Q J .. u u.a ... r .. .. ~ ~ . .. c.F .. u ~ .J.J 
.(6)[~\ ~.J-U~J o.Al\ Y~ u\SJ ~~ ~~ 
.J 148 ~ (480-471)~'il f:.a...;l:i :pi ( --'476-393)criWJI c,?jl~ U.....J:! ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ J~l 4i ().!.111 ~ _,..J (1) 
.~,;JJ~~ 
.(27/14)~~ ~i ~= pi (2) 
c.?~ ulfo. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~WI Jl.J ·.J/100~ --'478 ~ (2317) c.?.l.i91 Ja.ui .h~ 'u4ll.W:. :pi-~ ul~ (3) 
,J\~ ~ ~~ ~ji.J 'ul~ ~~ ~W\ cr.i.J c.?~ ~ cr-i ~ .t.:W.J --'420 ~ J\~ ~ ~J.J o~ --'400 ~ c.rWJI 
ut-jl\ oiJA ~i ~ ~J (27/17) ~ ·J/126~ --'488 ~ u4ll .w:. ~ :pi --'488 ~ u~ ~~ t) t)_,:iJ 
t) ~.ll\ Ji.i JilJ ,~,; JJ~ ~J 276~ (--'490-481) ~'il f:.a...;l:i (160/14) ~~ ~i ~ (398/8) J,.\Sll ,268~ 
.~.;~~ ~ ui u_,J ~,; t) c;l~ {P 279~ F'i' f:.a...;l:i 
c}y!&...Jl .h......._,n U.1A 6A r~ ~.J (300/2) ~ c.:a_,i~ :pi .~WI Jf.l ~.;11 JAJ ~ uw r.lii 6A [I;Iamat] :oL.t.:a. (4) 
.229~ u'i.:hi ,_,wl..lll~ .~ ~i :.fo,ii ~ 6A ~ t) ~ ~ 
·c.?~ ~cr-i c.?i (5) 




[ ~~\ "&ts ~ .. ~\ '_j(l)] ~ .. .J..r • jJ ~ '-er 
.{3)\..atc U:L>~·-' ~\ o.l.a c)c~\ ~L:J\__, ~ c)c .J..,S\.S ~~\(2)--' ••• 
~ ~\._r... fo. ~ ~ ~\ ~\~\_, .)__,g\.S j\:w,~\ ~.b. :.)..,S\.S J;S., (4)~ Jt§_, 
·~.J: ~ <-.il\ fo. ~ <.?~ c)c ~ ~., ~__,; ~ 
~--' ~)'\ <Y. ~ <Y. (5)~ <.Y~.J\_,il\ Li\ ~~\ ~--' '<.?~)'\ .J__,sts wLa w_, ... 
(7) ··- _ \\ ~ .. _ . ~W\ (6) ,&. .. i .. \ ;. 1. . t§\.9 . (a)~ . ;. .... ;.\ . \ 
~ ·--e-:- l)A ...r ~ cS ~ .)~ '+;' ~ ~~ J ~$' l};)$' 
.~W\ 
:~ op ~~r (59/5) u~J c) (a) 
~ ~~J 4Ji ~ 4.l r+Ji .li.lJ ,!C/60(.)4 !ef59(.)4 --'356 ~ Ul.)All ~ (10/2911) ,~ ,__j ~~ u~ .lk:. {1) 
·~..>#-J ,~~!'er""'" .;All ~J.I_,lll u~ ~! ,o"i~ '.JJ-1ll JiS '~a~ t.P 
4-l.Jolll c) ..J.JA'JI t.ji 4J o~ ui u-11 o~ c)JiJ ~'J4 yi.WI ~ ~ ~ fo. ~~ ol,fo!.i ~ u~ .;._,9~ 4-3\ ~~ ~J {2) 
t:-' ..},j :fo.!i --ll357 ~ J.!iJ --ll356~ c) .~..J"tiJ ~,..~()A .)A'JI FJ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~J .J.?.~ .YJ.IJ ~ ~ 
c:J ~J {105-99/4) u~'JI u~J I!UI.is ~Ji .;J~ ~J --ll357 ~ 166(.)4J --ll356 ~ 149<.J4{--ll380-351) ~'il 
. .I..J"tiJ ~ ~l&. 65 U..i~ .u.... 
.--ll356~ .~..J"tiJ ~J --ll334 c.)4 ~'il ~~~ ~ ~~J 0.14 ~ ~~ (3) 
.~\:WI .;J~ c) ~ c..iii rl :.;._,9~ J:SJ ~ (4) 
~IJ --ll357 ~ ~ o~~ ~ p ~~~ ~~ ~J JA'JI ~jiJ --ll346 ~ c) J.IJ ~~'il ~ ~ ,__j IJ'I)_,i.ll 41 {5) 
c)ji .sJ J.!iJ{62/5 u~'JI u~J) --ll377~ JJ'JI ~.J c) .~..J"tiJ ui J.!i u~ c) 358 ~ J"A4 ~WI ~J ~ ~ 
.144(.)4 .JJ4-ol.;:)iii .--ll-417 ~ JJ'JI ~.J c) 
-~ u~ c) ofo.!'ti yA4 .t.l_?J.I r+Ji (6) 
-~~ r+IJi c) ofo.!i (7) 
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[.;LL.,\ ~l.J u~.;:b y~\ ~J~'i\ ~~ crl;.il\ ul4a.U\ ~ ~ 4.; ~(I)] 
~ ~ _iwlj ':?~1 .JA .J 'u~l cY. ~ (3) ~I.J (2) ~.lll y I yi 0-a ~ 0-a J) * 
-··,~ .. · ~_?.! 
.~ U)l.:j.J ~ ~ ~ J:l!J ~LaL.JI ~i cY. y..a..l r~i ~ .J~4 
\..JJ; (5) LHJJ9 ~i FJ /b)[~.lll] ~J~ cY. (4) ..)~ (a)o~ rt!J • 
.4.1a ~4 ljl~JJ ,~1 ~J ~luu.J ~~..) 
~ ~J ,~ ~J oy.tc ~ ~ ~ ~~ .JYJ cY.J (6)~JbJA ~L..o ~ ~~ 
o~ ~ r~ ,J~~I ~ ~\.i: J ~4 y:li.JI JLJ o~4 ~IJ u~i.J ':?)1 
,\fo \~~. ~~y~l u-a ~J "·-=-1~j u-a ~~ ~ ~ uts.J .yl_,lli.J cl=JI ~J ill.J 
!(7) ···'-~1 ';/ ~',.~ . ~ ui :J ili . ts ~ .. Y.:r.Ju.. ~u.J 
.J.G\iSI 6A o.lY.J (b) .ci.b. ~ (~!] Jli.o.ui ~ .lJJ (a) 
6A ~J-P- _JSj J ~ ~ d~ t:P Sw J:,ii ~ .U r+.fJ .alJ '--'309 ~ (2912/2) !!J\ll\ ,_j tb~ 'U~ .lk. (1) 
·~ ,_I (UM.>!:!-! .u.J) ~j ~ 
~ ~~ ~ ~~ J,....J JJ y.a:iWl ~~ U:!.ll ~,.j.JI· ---1 4.i~~ l~"t.SJ 'ul:i.w~ ~J ci_,w~ c.PJ~~~ ~ 6A u~~ ~J _,.J 
.--'309 ~ ( 669 /6) J.G\iSI :pi . · FJ 
yJ:. y.Ji.?. c)~ .....J ~Lwll el¥1 ~ ~ c}AJI ~ ~ uLS .liJ ~ yi ,.,....~ ~ _,.J ~J~ '-""""" ~ =~ (3)+(2) 
• • . _j # .lll .l .iti._.. .• :t .. tl . t •... tl • ..... •."-! ,( .•."-!" i 1.- tl ~ • • ~~ ..LA 1.- tl lA! • :._ 
Y.F' Y~ r..r ~ ci J~ ..Je""" c.,r._,....J-' vo--• I.T'J ~=~ J ~· ~~ # rv- ~· '0U.r ~ 
.~1.>.!'i1 ~ JW c) .221~ tb.J~ ,208~206~ ~.fo.J (544/2) ~ u_,iy :pi <)l~ji ~ 
~ ~lJ lA.#J <)I~JiJ ciJIJ ullw~J u~~ lf.l.. ~w. c..§bu.o ~ ~ ui e.~l ,crl:!..l.l\ 'YJ~ ~ Jli...vl (4) 
.[(lA~ lAJ 730/6) J,G\iSI c) W) --'316 ~c) crl:!..l.l\ JY.J ~ ~~l.l..)o4 ~ ~ J:il ~ ~ o~ 
.,_lW! ~~ :~i ~,.>.!'i' ~ JW c) <)I~Ji ~ 6A Y~ c) ~ ~'i' uw ~~ 6A [Qazvin] <)I~Ji (5) 
--'323 ~ 4.l:i1A ~J (11-7/7) (762-758 ,734-730 ,727 ,726/6) J,G\iSI c) 0~ :foj\ '~ JY.J ~ ~~l.lj4 (6) 
.~ u_p. c) ~.fJ cri:i u_,...J (38-33/7) 
·--'323 ~ 4.l:i1A _fij c) (33/7) ~~ foj!J ($~i J.l~ ~J (760 ,758/6) J,G\iSI :pi (7) 
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( ~\) u~ 
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(I)[~\~~ ~4 y\W\ ~\ 4->i vAJ 
~ ~ ~ ~\JJ ,~4 ~t:ill .JA ~1_, (a)[--A322 ~ ~i] ~I o~ ~J 
·~.)_?..\\ 
~J ~ o_?.Y\<.S..)4 U.o u~ WuJ ~~.J~I .J~ ~ (a)[~4 ~t:ill ~i] o.P ... 
..)~ • • _t:. ~ ~~ ~ . -~1 ~ •• LA\\ ~ . _j w\...o .~ ~ · ~ <.S • (..)A u~ . .. ~J ~ c.:r -' -' u:~J 
.~4 '·a"',.JI ~ ~~ c)l LJS..)J (b)[~~-'~-'~~ o_?.YI 
.~LJ · \)\ t "' ~ ~ • (c)~ ,l,w ..)\~ L..uiJ . ~ t..F-' ~ "' . LJ:A~ . . "' ·-' 
**** 
[~l+J\ .;l..G~ &.al 4}1)] 
~~\ ~~~ _,__.; ~L:t ~~\ Lr.lJ ~ Lr.l ~~ Lr.l ~~~ Lr.l ~ Lr.l ~ 
. .)La _,b Lr.lJ ~ w ..9~1 
.~ ~J"-A yt..uu~l w~ 0ts_, ,~\ rtJ ~ ~UJI_, ~~~ ~t:il <)_, 
.~ ~ 'iJ l.ls ·~.JA· ~~~c) (c) . .;Jl..AAll OA oJY.j (b) .J4-l\ ~ oJY.j (a) 
r+.fJ J&SJ (2912/2) ~ ~~ ~~ :Jii\J -'322 ~ 406(.)4 ,40504 ,40204 ~ c}J (2386) (18) ~~ u~ ~ (1) 
~ .,.J ·~ ,j,i&- 'cijP.J\ ~~ 'cjJ.,...._l\ 'c}~ '~ ,oi,JAll "·.i}.L&l\ ~ (P Sw ~IJ 4.fJ ~ .tJ 
JAI ,_,J,J1 JJii lf...-1 ~J ~~ ~~J -A287 ~ r.)J~I cSJ~ CJo~~Au.. c) ~J 1»4 ~ ~~ ~ ~~~ .# ~\:ill cr-4aJI 
~J ~~~ ~J -A322 ~ ,_,JJ~I cSJ~ c) ~ ~ ~ ~!J -A320 ~ Jl~ c) 1»4 ~ ~~ J:ii.. ~ ~ 
·cS~I .;J~ ~J 17704 (-'340-331) ~'il f:a_;l:i .241(.)4 ~.lll ~ :~i -A339 ~ "-'"tiJ ~ 
~ ul.i&- u.- ylWI c)"-'~~~ ~ Jii c,r1~ uW.JA c~i u.- c~ ~ cl~ ul ~J (107/2) u~,l4 c)l_,l! (P (2) 
.oJ#. c)~ c...iil ~J .tJij,.:; l!llll 
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(~ ~ ~ ~~ ~\)\ ~4aJ\ ~\ 4_; c)(I)) 
,~ ~1_,..J u~J ~ ~ <~ (2)~)1¥-> 0i ~J c9.JJ .~ ~.fi 0ts_, ... • 
(3)~_,.._) ~j}l ~ ,~llt~ 'lj ~ '1 J ~1)1 Uh_, '.J~.) Uli ~ ~ .J..fo.J 
:f'.)l;l\ Jt!_, '~.J}I JY..J JQti:.j ~1)1 ~ W.S_, LJg '~ ~ y~ ~(a) ~fill 
'~ r-fi ~ ~-' ,~1 ~1_, ~ lYil:JI c.?Y J (b)w.)) !~l..;ci y W4. y 4..1 J9 
·~ ~ ~)1¥- c.:;lb\.9 ~j ~_, .\~ I~ t:;l.S_, 
~ .U_,_, ,~~ \A~_, ,~1 .JI~ ~I .J~I r-*=' tl) 4Jj ~ Y:C ~ t:;l.S_, 
[..;91}1 l>A] yl~l ~ ~ Jw ~¥ ,~1 .Jb l.>A (4)4..:.J~I 
.) .L....:JI ~ o\..rul la '" .. ' _, . ·~ f'-r 
~IJWI~~~_, 
•••• 
c.?i.J c.?~ ~yJI ~i 
Jlo ~ ~blj _p..~l La_, 
[w~ ~ ~' ~ ~ ..>:JJl\ 4}5)1 
_J_, ,~_,~1 w~ _J \~j_, ul.S (d) .J~..J (c)[ub.l~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~j}l] ... 
t:;l.S_, .~t!) c)c \J;g~ o~l ~ ,o~4-JI ~ ,J~ ~j_, t:;l.S_, .W ~_,~1 y~ 
,. 
~ wlo lYil:JI c)c ~-' .J~I ~j ~-'~I~ t:;l.S_, .yLJ,JI_, yl~ ~ 
.~ 0~_, ~ o~_, [--A416 ~ c.?i] ~~ o~ l.>A uL.a.a.J ~ ~ .)1~ 
.;J~ :foil·~~~~ t) (d) .;J~ DA oJ4J (c) ."uJI)" J~~~ t) (b) ."cr,fl" ~~~ t) (a) 
~ .4J f'+.; Ji.l, (2912/2) t!UUl\ ~~ l.b_,hi... . ....A329 ~ 48loa ,480oa U:f.1ll c;, (2386) ~J (18) ~ u~ s. (1) 
-~ ui,S. ,c;~ ,~IJill c.r-1 'cilP.JI ~! 'JJ.111 y.s ,~ ~! ,~ ~~ :lf.i.. o~ ;JL.A. (p ~ 
c)~.J ....A322 ~ ~W\ ~ ~ ~I.J ....A297 ~ ~J t) .ll.J All4 ~ ~! ~ (j'l~~i All4 ~1)\ ~ ~.J 
.~.; ;J~ ~, 267oa (-'330-321) ~'il ~..;l:i tA U~'i4 ~u ;J~ :,foil -'329 ~ 
oJjjll c;.J W,;...J i~.1.w ~15 u'Q .~ ~~~ J.I,.J,ll _,i.I~.:U"W ~~~cl~ ~ J,JIJ ~ r..r4' ~ ~)\~ J.I,.J,ll ~.J (2) 
.(214/18) u\:i_,34 c)I,Jll :~i . ....A348 ~ t)~ l+.!i ~.J All4 ~ljU ....A314 ~ ~ ~! ~ c.r-1 ~ ~ 
,_.jS _,j u'Q.J ,_41.J i~ ....A329 ~ c}:WJJ l....i.w:U.J Ul~ ~ljU JJJ ~fl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fo.:t.~i J.I,.J,ll _,._, (3) 
-~~~ ;J~ ~J 287oa (-'350-331) ~'il ~..;l:i :foil~ 77 (p ....A343 ~ Jl~ t) c)~ oj->".J 
.oJ~ ;J~ t) lfai_,.. ~ Uii rJ [Al-Badriyya]:~ (4) 
UI,S. (p ~ ~ .4J f'+.; Ji.I.J J/198oa -'416 ~ (10/2911) t!UUl\ ~~ l.b~ 'U~ s. :foil ,~ ui,S. (5) 
.(21/12) ~~J ~~~ (690/7) J..lSll .lf.a"4i.J t) u~ (173/15) ~ :~i .~ ,~ 
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,&hJI _;.ai ~~ ul.S J ~ '.J~iJI ~ ~j ~~ ~J .J~ ~_,~1 jc .Jj~J W ... 
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~~ L.....a_,; ~~ ~ ~-' '~~ ~fi ~-' 'o.Jij__,ll ~j O.J~I 0.a :lYIUll J~ 
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ti..., (54/8) J..\ill :pi u\..9~ .6.a.ti ~ -A437 ~ u~J c) ~"U_, ~ -A401 ~ 6A ~ 4..1.,~ ~~ (.)oii}A !!!~ -'~' (1} 
.321(JoC J..94--IJ -A437 
._,f12(JoC-A437 ~ (2317) ei.uii J~.t.o~i ~~ 'U~ .lk. (2) 
4.l.... ~ .j Ji;. ~ ~ o~~ ~ c)~ ~ &I~! ~ ~.li ~ ~ ~ I_,J~..9 -4 -11A1 fo o~_, ol.i_, ~ (3) 
'-"'1 4J_, o.JS~..9 ~ &I~! c.>- i.1Jl.b.. o.1.4 ~ ~~ .j Ji;. ,jl.$. 01 .1.-... 01 Y~.)WI ~ ~ ~IJ..9 ~~ ~ 4i ~ -A438 
~W\ t.r.i ~ .)Wii..9 Ur'.i..9l)l ~i ~ ~.fo ~ -A442 ~ c) ol.;i..9 ,~ &I~! ~ ~J ~ ,~ 01 ~ ~~I t.r.i 
~ J .Ji. ~~ t) ~"' ~ ~)I .&..31 J.wiJ..9 ~ ~ ~ .j Ji:. --'444 ~ ~~ u\S eijJ\ ~ 
-4 .1~ c.Jl..ll c) ~"U_, P-..9 ((.JoiJ\fJJI) J,.\ill .foji J-1~ c) OJ~t ~"' -A446 ~ ~ o.fo.u.lll ~ u~ ~.fo 
·~d.,S.~~ 
t.r.i u\S..9 Y~..9 ~J cj.laJ.. uSJ cj-»- 01! ~ ~U.. ~.fo J..9~..9 lAJl ~ .)Wii o~ uWU.. ~i 01! U:H..9 ~ ~"\S (4) 
.321(JoC J..94--IJ ((.)oiiJ\fJJI) J,.\ill :pi J..9~ ~ ~ ~W\ 
'~ o~., uts., ,U\_,i ~i 6A ~ ~l u\S :~ ~· ~ ~ ul~ .1J..9 .li.l_, (119/5) u~~~ u4i_, :.foji ,~ d.,S. (5) 
o~!"' .tll ~ ~ ~ ~"' -A362 ~ J~ .....s ~~ ~ '~ ~~ uts ~ J~ ~., 4..1_,~ Ju ~'iF"' 
.>'t., 4..1~ ~ ~ 011 ~ ~ .u~.,s:.i c:r- uts., J~ 4..1~ ~ J&S L..li ,~1., c) ~"' -A366 ~ ~ ,~un :'4il., 
,..-~1 YJl+i (358/7) J,.\ill :.foji .ul_,l.... 4~ ~ ~; J=~., -A367 ~ Jl.,..:. c) .11~ c) ~"' ~ ~) ~ ~ 
.~.; J.ll.A.. ~., 385(JoC (380-351) F'i' ~_;\:i '210(JoC ~ ~_;\:i (215/26) YJ~I ~~ (380/2) 
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~ ~ ~ LJ.a .J~\5. ~i ~J ,\~ ~ hi (c)w~ ~ (3)~\.JJ ~ ~ ~ ~JJ 
-~ U~J c.Shi O~J '~ &)J (d)~J ~ ~ U~.J 
.• ~· c)l_,ll c) (b) 
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4.J4i ~ji ~ c) ~"'J -A483 ti.w ~J c) J:!iJ t'~ c) c).,:i J:H.I:iJ t'~J Jk.J t5iJ l.l-ulSJ ~~J ~J ~~JA~' 
118~ (-'490-481) ~'i' ~..J\:i (127/5) u~~~ ~l:iJ (290/16) F3' .-A483 4..i.... u~ .w:. ~ :~i .~~ 
·~~;JL..c...~J 
o)jjll JAi ~jiJ ....A380 ~ ~..;i:i o-11_,.. JQj14~ -A439 ~ J/10~ -A436 ti.w (2317) t5J.iii Ar..ui ~~ 'U~ .1k. (2) 
....A440 ~ u~ .1k. :foil --'440 ~ ~J~IJ -A439 ti.w u~J c) J:iiJ -A436 ti.w UW\ c) Y. W J:!iJ 435 ti.w c) 
~'i' ~\:i :foilJ ~ uiJS. ~~ c;~4Jl ~'.ilill y\:iS o.-~~ ~ ~J (304/2) ~l:i,J4 c)l_,n (316/15) F3' 
·~~ ~ ~J ..... 489~ (-A440-431) 
~ UIJJf-ill ~i ~i c} "''~ c,ri.Joi o.- o~ ~J u~ -er~ t.-s- o~ c)~ [ Qal'at BaniWarram]:~JJ ~ Wi (3) 
t'IJJ Uil ~ ~i f+'~j ~i ~1J4JI .11~1 0.t t'IJJ ~J (516/1) ~ ~_,iy :foil.~ ~j 0.t JLi UJ"lS ~IJJ 4;1..14 
.(184/8) J,tlill :foil -A455 ti.w c)ji 
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~' ~l .)~ ~' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.;.ll\ ~ _;:j.jl\ 4.; ~(1 )] 
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~I y~ ~Ull .JJ.J ,~~~ ~i <.JA ~.J~I ~ o).J '.Jt§_,l4 ~.J.)'tA uts.J ... * 
···LS~I.J 
·~ ~'/ .JJ.J.J ,~\.91:JI <.JA ~ f'~.J ,~i)l oj..?..J ~1__, ~I.J .Jt§_,ll 4.k. foiJ 
,~ Q 1t;c w~.J~ Ub ~ ~~ rl...@ uts.J ,4 ~.J ofo r~.J ~ uts.J 
~ rl.J '.J.J~\.J o\Al\ ~ ~~.J .).JA~\ rAj~~.) i;.~.J ,~\ ~ts.l\ ~ o~~.J 
w.at§ ~ ~ o,' ,1 .. ~ ~~ L..Uts ~LJS •\j ,jj\)\ .. ('ll • ~ ---l <....Jk.J . <.JA.J '"(t-:1 ~ U.c: ~ <..JA • • .. 
=t~1 LHl (2)~ ~ r~'/ 1 ~~ ~_,l4jt§ ~ ~\j ~ ~ '~~~ t~ rlio o~ 
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•••• 
[c;.;~\ ~\ ~ 4)4)] 
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.~ ~w.J ,~ ~w ~.ft.b ~~ ~ ulbLJl.JJ.J '.J..}.l4 ~~~ <.JA ~.ft 
.c.::Jb. .IY. ~. ~~~ c) (a) 
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.i~J ~ ~J il.... O..)A&-J . ....A493 ~ ()' J\~ c)~ ~~~J ~ )J c) ~J 
t..l (14/14) ~~ .»A :pi (....~a477--A400) tjJI~ ~1_,11~ cY. ~ cY. ~ ~ ~WJ\ ~ _,. t~ cY.l ~ ~~ (2) 
.(15/14) ~~ .»" :pi....A542 ~ ~~ c;s:. ~W\ ~~ ~ ~~ 
·~¥ c:P ~ (132 ,131/5) u~~~ u\:iJ c:P (3) 
cY.l (.)MJHI 'ulia. cY.l c:P Sw ~IJ 4Ji ~ .tJ r-+Ji JiJ 'J/57~ -A456 ~ (2317) tj.illi .lLI.ui ~~ '~ ~ (4) 
-~ 
u~ ~ JAI JIJ&ll c) ~ ~.JJ u,l _,.J ,~ ~)J ~ Jli ,.~ o..)A&- ulSJ ....~a456 ~ o-o ~ tij 16 c) Jli (5) 
JJ~ ~J 422~ (....~a460-451) ~'i' f:i;\:i (189/8) ~LSJ\ .li+ J/168~ ofol\ o~J :pi .~ ,.~ ~~ ,;;J.-) yli 
.~1 JJ~IJ ~ cY. ~ Jl ~ cY. ~ U:H lA:!i ~~ c)~ JJ~ ui ~ ~J -~Ji 
.(482/4) ul~ ~ u,i4 :pi ~~c) ~..fo c,rl~ o-o [Kundur] J~ (6) 
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.. > . ' .:: '-''1 b. .. ~~~~.). ~J 
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~ ~ OWJ c.j.:J~ ..l.t..ll_iJ 
-;lt:.t! ~~ Jw -:.l.:.i 
~ . -~~J 
y.:J~ ~ ulJ ~) ;; ~ ~J 
~ ~ J ~\) cs---i4J 
I ' 4:.!1o-4 ';/j lYIL:J\ ~ ~ 
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~\..j\~.lJ •• ~ 
.... ~ t.)---4 • J 
~w rLAi.ll ~~ ~ ~J 
~-le lYI\.:JI t} J~l ~ .J .J~ J 
• ~l.wJ\ lA~\ oJu' (b) ~I o~ l.. '-' ~.t.:. .n ~ ~ .• .. -:.t< "--·.hi.w • t.n . .J (a) <-' ~ • -!) t;+J . u-J ..,...--. # • • ~ u:--~ ()AA.,.., r.r 
,;;p ;w ~IJ 4~ ~ .0 ('+~ JiJJ ,~/185~ -A511 .tl.... (2317) 15 .Wl Ja...i ~~ 'U~ Jk. :foil ,._»wJl ui,S. (1) 
~J 210~ (-'520-511) ~'i' f:.'~u 647~ ul..Jll oi..>A (622-619/8) J.olill :)ill FoiJ.iJl c.r.i ,~ ui,S. 'c.JM~ 
-~~~l...4.. 
~ c) ~ ~ _pW. Y.P- ~ u~ c.r.l ~ ~ ~~ c5J~~I ~ ~ ~~ c.JM4-JI c.r.i ~ ~ ~ ~~ _pWJ\ _,taJ (2) 
-~~ ~l...4.. ~J 182~ (-'520-501) ~'i' f:.'~u :~i -A507 .tl.... ~j .;#:- J.!iJ \..~c)~ c}~ 
15J~~~ ul c.r~~~ Jl..all o.I.I..PJ\ ur:- ;w 15 J~~~ 4.; c) (c.JM~ u~l ~) (2362/5) F-4-hl ~c) u.,il:f JS.l iiJ (3) 
-u~ .)J_y.M ~ UiiJ __,.J F' ofo.J ,ow.sl.. ~ ~ u~ ~ ul~l o_y&. ~i c)~~ 
~~ o_,.i W oFoljil\ ~J ~ o..>FS ul~ c) 4-a1i ~ ~¥J ullJ.>il\ ~ (144-140/2) c5J~~I ui.J:!-l c) t..Jii\ (4) 
.OF-J.jL. ~J oJ.,u...J\ ul..l1l!J ~ ~j ~ ~ ~ ~J ul~ ~ 
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l~t -o:»'J 0'J JC CJA .)..?~ 
I~ -o~l yiJU~\ ~1..;; 
l~t ~~ ~~t l,)A tJ.J~ 
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~~ ~ ~J ~k,)l ~\jj 
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1.)~1 &.,JI tJ)I c} 0J~ 
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(JQj186)~b~l ~';/~I ~~I ~ ~J I~ ~\!_,ll 0~ ~~I r.A 
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\~1 ~)LJI .)~1 ~ LaS ~.) CJA ~~I ~I.).J ~ 
I~ ~I ~ ~W .)l_y. ~ ~.J~I ~ ~J 
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~ ~..? ~ ~ .... <.S-r (.)A~ .. 
I~ t:!l · .:. ' (a) · .. ';/ , '- -'1 ~ t:!lh.4 ut.. b .) I " ~ ~y J ~.. .. . ~ CS. .)..}UI 
I~.)J y~ 'Jj J,u{\ rlJ ~ ~I ~1.! ~ ~4 
I~J ~tt. J ~ ~ ~ <YW\ <.S_,b{\ ~ ~.{\J 
I~J .Jk, ~J)I ~ ~~ 
I~ ~I.J.)~ ~ La~~ 
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I~ ~~J~4 \~ ~~ 
<.S.ib...: ~J '~ ':/ ~J 
<.S-*' l,)A ~J ~ ~ ~)J 
lfo\ rl ~~I ~ .J.{\ <.?~I I~ J 
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6: oW:a ~ 6\..b..L., w:l J~ ~lll\ ~' c.J:.ll\.j ~.1.1\ ~ w~\ 4}1)] 
[o~ 
o~ cY. ~ cY. ..)~ ~WI ~\ ~.lliJ ~.lll ..?--a * 
~I~ ~y (J/187u-o) ~~ ~J ,~~~ ~yJ~J ,~1 ~~ ~ 4.J yb 
.:u.a tj)J ~J ~ ~ Jl~ c.)a ~~IJ ~jl:JI ~I r-~ o.llya u~ '~ ~ 
4 ,l;c uc ~~ .u~ ulSJ 'r-Y' ~ :lj ~ uJ~J ~w wla r-~ ~ uts)2) ••• 
JI_,_:JJ ~~ ~_,\ _).)J ,(J)~ w.» ~~ ~ o~ cY. ~ ~~~ ut.bL.JI 
**** 
[ J.j.j\J w:l ~.) ~\ w: o~ w: J~ w~' 4.; ~(4)1 
.~o~J~~~~ c)A~J ••• 
~ ~~ ~~ c!ll\ls 'J/187 ,:iJ/186~ --ta511 ~ (2317) ~J.iji Awi ~~ u~ .w:. :.fojl ,~ ul_,&. (1) 
Y.J c!ll\j ~ d_,&. ~~ .;S.l:! ~ --ta525 ~c) ~4- ~ i~ Y-J..J:. c_r"Ull JilllJ (!) --ta525 ~ :iJ+ J/11~ 2911/112 
~4 .W..fo-31 (H! ~ ~4 .W.I)I ~ c,4 c:S~i 4Ji ~ ~~ c!ll\.l ~..J ul_,l...u ~ul ~ U.l.JAll oi.!J ~ ~!!..!. ~ 
d_,&. ~~ ~-411 oi.!J ~ ~4- ~I o~tl.. 4Ji ~!!..!. ~ ~I c,4J (~ u.r" ~I) --ta529 ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
->"i ~J u~b .1i ,~ cJ:A.li:WI e~! ~J ,~-411 oi.!J (;-a...;l:i ui Ji tLwlll .1:1o.l cJ.4 o..IY,j ~., --ta521 ~ ~ 
.~.~l.>i 
o.1l\J oi.!J ~ ~ 4.l ('+Ji .lilJ ~ ~ ~J.ijj Awi c!ll\lsJ .....A525 ~ :iJ/11~ 2911fi12 ~ ~1 ~~ ~~J (2) 
J..l~ ~J (29/9) J..LS.ll .(268/17) ~ :~i pi .~ ul_,&. '~Joi.Jlll ,~ (H! '(.)M~ '-P ;w ~~J --ta511 ~ 
·c:S~i 
·c:S~I J..l~ ~J (642-638/8) J..LS.ll :.fojl--ta513 ~ r)iit 1:5..1~ c) c!ll\.l ~~~ u~ (3) 
~lf.iliJ ~~~ ,(381/8) J..LS.ll :.fojl J/122~ --ta487 ~ (2317) ~J.iji Awl ~~ u~ .w:. :pi .~ c:J_,&. (4) 
~ _,.J ·c:S~i J..l~ ~J ~.,.. ~ ~ 35~ (--'490-481) ~'i' (;-a...;l:i ,122~ ulAjl\ (;-a...;l:i ,~~ (H! (158/12) 
~ju cJ11 ~I &Ji ..11~ ~ 4.l ~J ,~1 o~J ~ ~ (H! _,.J o.ll!J oi.!J ~ ~ .tj.1l\J 4.l U..1k. ow.sl.4 (H! ..1~ 
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.-A487 ~ u~ .w:. 
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."-a'"UJ ~...;L:i ~ Uii ~J (14/15) (371/14) ~ :foi 
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(~)\ ~ ~} ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ jLAS JJ.J_jl\ 4_; ~(I)] 
AJ__,.lll J:4 _j ..Jj.J .(2)~)1 ~ ~ <J.a ~I <Y. ~\ ~ JUI _J ,~\ JlASJ 
&..J\.J ~.J ~ ~ Jl~ ~ ..J~ts ~ o..Jij.J ~ ,~ ~ ~ o~~\ ,~_iJ 
W_,l~ ~.J ,o_fo JI_,.J 4i..l , .. ,l. O"'J • (3)(a) ~ ~ ~I ~j o..Jij__, JJ ~ ,~ 
u~.J ~ l>~.J ,~~\ ~..J ~ ~ ,~ &j.J ~j__, ~ ~ ~ ji.JA~~ 
.~ 
**** 
[~.,Sl-4 ~l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ JJ..JJll 4.; (4)] 
()~__, (b)[--A430 ~] ~ ~__, ~ ~ ~__, 'r-~1 ~ ~ ~.; ~~~ uts ... * 
.(6)0\j~~..»- r-A~.J ,~\ L.il.:~ ~ <Y. (5)L.il.:~ .ll__, U.a .JAJ ,~ u~.J ~ 
·C:~ oJ4,j (b) .~ ·~· ~~~ c) (a) 
4.; ~ ~J4 ~ 4Jill o.». ~ c).J ~/14~ -A439 ~ {2317) ~.ill!~~~~ u~ Jk:. :pi'~ ul~ (I) 
'l.r.~ t:.P ~ (268/4) y\ii:ll ~ ~_,ill :pi .".J" J,Ji t.S.J~-M ~ ,j~ ()4 ~ t:-'..y4i U;J ~"U ~~ uiJI.a.uJ\ .J.l 
.86~ (-A450-441) F'i' ~..JU (331/15) ~ (95/8) ~lill 
.(8/3) ul:!ifo. c)l.jll ,~~ ,~ (olW ) "4J.j-111 ~· (244/2) ~c) ~_,ill f+l ~_; f:.I.JJjll ()4 o.)'oMI :~jl~ ~ (2) 
·c_ri-1~ ~jl ~ .Jki.J (3) 
.Jki.J .~/228~ lf.J'4i.J c) ~ 4.1 ~.; J.i.I.J -A430 ~ (I0/2911) c!JWI ~~ ~~ u~ Jk:. :Jijl .~ ul~ (4) 
,~1 ~.J ~ ~ ~ ~ U:.I.J.;i tA 4J.j-111 ~ ~ ,4J.J.lll ~ .>J.J.J ,'i_,sl..a ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~WI .Jil .>J.J.Jll 
~ \.iJ~.J ui.;ill U:ai~ uti.J .(791/7) ~lill ,(272/15) ~ :.foji .~ i:ifo... c).fJ -A365 ~ oJJ.JA uti.J 
.J,-Si ~ ~ (294/27) ul:!ifo. c)l.jll 4!1.11-ls pi.J .JW'il ~~ ~ t.r.l .>JA~I .lli.J .Jki.J 'J~~I.J 
UJill u\.jl~ c) J~l ~ ~ ~ ~ (Jolloi..;Jl ~ t""'WI UlJ t.r.l oJ.II.J ~ Uii.J Ji ~ Uii rJ ~ UlJ t.r.i ~ UlJ .>JA~I (5) 
."'w"\i.J ~..JL:i ~ 1-.iii rJ.J ~..JUll.J yiJI y:iS c) c!JWI 
u~ (118/2) ~ u,ilj ·u~l.J ~J1ll ~J ~ ui.W. y,;i o~ uWy_p ~ ~~ u~.J [Jarbadhagan] :uWY.P.- (6) 
.rJWl ualhl 245~ ~.fo..S :pi ~J:!'i' ~ ~ y.;iJI c) u~ ~ r~ 
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~\~ [W\ O.JlAl 
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(\A~~\~\ J\~\J --A317 ~~~(I)) 
~ ~ ~J Jl~l 0.a hi ~ rlJ ,~ W)ljJ ofo. ~ ~ 0.a ~~ ~ ... 
• (2) .d..hal _;)I lJ.a \.s ~ ~ W)lj .J u:fo. .J 
. . . . (3) ,,.. i ~ ~ W)lj . :. ~ . \S w 
~~~_JAC~~~ _JAC~~. J~~.J~ u .J 
.d..ha\_;)1 ~J -~ ~\ ~.F ~th ~ cY. Jc cY. ~\ cY. Jc cY. ~j cY. (a)~\ 
~ JS (b)uc rg;b,.;_, ,~ ~ ~ \.JA~ J ~L_, ,4-A.fiJ u.~ .cU.k l~ts_, 
·<Yw~ ~ ~ u~~ ,~u.:l ~ ~~ (b)uc_, ,~\y ~ 
.~\ ~~ ~J) ~.J 
LJS -~1 ~..r ~~~ yW 0.a o~..JA ~ cY.l (4)Jc) ~WI .:ll~ 0.a e::..?-i_, 
w.;ts_, .~\ I~~\ .bL ~.J ,~\.J~\ ~ ~ t;?-) r1 :Jl9J t;?-.J o.J\.i:J~ ~yb 
·e:: kJ\ ~ u& ~ J) ~\ 0~ 
(5)~ ~ r~-' '~.JC ~ ~ ~ uts_, '~ ofo. W)lj t?_,LJI ..JAC Jc) ~ ~-' 
.~\~ cY. ~\ cY.J 
~)_, c..ShJ ~ u~.J ~ ~ ..)\~ ~ ~u_, w.;ts_, ,J~)I ~ 0.a Jc) uts_, 
.(6)~ ~.J 
-~ ·~· .;.;.lll c) (a) 
---'317 ~ ~~~~ ~4-i c)~ JJJ JiJ_, ---'317 ~ (2912/2) ~ ~~ ~_,.bi... 'U~ Jk. (1) 
~ l!lll.ls.j (519 ,518/1) .yi --'327 ~ ~~~~ c) ~ yru:. JJj Ji_, (518-508/1) ..1.1\.;il\ .J..)olll ~~ ,~i (2) 
...... 327 ~ (378/13) 
u.-~ u.il ~., 25404 ~~~ ,~ ~~ c4.111.ls_, 36104 (8) 4lWJI JlLwjl ~~) ylU:UI o.w:. ~ ~~ :c) _pj ~ (3) 
.o.;~ .;J~ c)~ ~.; 
(-'350-341) ~'fl f:i;l:i :~ _.345 ~~.:~+.;c) c)~ criWJI o.)ol~ c.r-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~L..'fl _,._, (4) 
·c.S~i .;Jl..c..a ~., 3260"1 
.(348/4) Jl~ ~..;l:i :~ -'350 ~ ~~ c) c)~ ~l+ll c&4ll~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ (5) 
.c4.11\j t) ~ ~ u.ii tl (6) 
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6: ~ o~\ f'lA}J ,<),JS.l\ ~_jlaJ\ (a)k\~ 6: ~ ~\ 4\ [W\ .J:.a.4\(1)] 
[~~fJ ~l+ll ~\ 
,(2)~1) ~ W)t:l.J ~j_, uW ~ ~J ~J ~ c.JA tY~t:J~ ~ ~:lll uJ··· * 
~ ~ ~ ~.J ~~\ j;_yJI ~ <Y. (b)~\ <Y. (3)~ ~~I uts.J * 
.~ wla.J ,~ o)L..a.\1 ~j.J ,y..o.o ~j ~ W)t:l.J ~j.J 
·. · . - 'I \ ( 5) • • ..... 'I .l.1C ( 4) · ·.- 'I .l.1C. o t.:u.J tA uc. .. • .J ~. o)L..a.\1 .,illj.J ·~ ~ ~ ~.J ' o-- . .J ~~ p ~
**** 
[~JoW~.JAl\ ~ ~\ [W\ .J:.a.4f(6)] 
~ ~ 0ts.J·~Y-'I_,.JI (7) ~ ) ,~ W)t:l.J ~j.J ~ ~ tY~t:J~ ~.J·. ·. * 
,~\ 0~ ~ i~ .)~ ~·(S)~~j ~ ~J1o.J H:illlj ~ O.Jlb..l~ ~~.J 'e::l:JI 
oO.J~ 
-~~·~·~~lc){b) 
. .lif34~ --'348 ~ UJ,jAll ~ (10/2911) UlWI ~~ ~~ u~ .w:. (1) 
~.J 4.S.{523/522/1) .1.11_;il\ JJ.l c) tj..).I,..?.J\ oJS.l L.. cS.YJ' ~ U!i rJ c)_,ill tj_,la.ll ~I ~ (H ~ ~ 41 tWl ..):!-01 {2) 
.(522/1) JJ.1ll tj.J.I...?.J\ f"='j ~ ~ ~ o~ ~.J 343 ~ (.)4 U'IU14 ~.J ~I~ ~.J ·~~~· o.1li.J 
~ ~ c:H! o~.J ·J"44 ~ ~Wl c:H .J~ ~~ rL.! u'S. .ut J.ll.w:t..&ll (.)4 ~ :~lf.ll ~.J&ll ~ c:H ~ ~ ~~ ~Wl (3) 
.372~ ,371~ .)1'44 'O'i.J ~..J\.:i tj.l.lS.ll :~ -~ (H ~~~ ~j ~ ~.J -A336 ~ ~J c) .)1'44 ~~ ~~ ~ 
.(2) ~lA (99/3) {290/7) ~ ~ tj~...;i.JI 
-~ U!l ~J UJl~ c:H ~~ ~~ rt..l ut.s .ut (538/1) ~~c) ti~...;i.Jl oA ~~ ~ c:H ~ c:H ~.J&ll ~ (4) 
o~_,JJ {2) ~lA (99/3) ~ ~ ~ .~W\ (H ~ ~l+! ~ ~ o.1li.J ~ ~lf.ll ~ (H ~ (H ~~ (5) 
ol. .)1'44 (JA (.)'1Ul4 ~ Ji u'S..J ~.J&ll~ (JA ~~ ~~.J .(2477) r!J 4Ji :foi ~ c) 4Ji ~~ (H ~ 
.168~ .)1'44 J~.p.i (JA ~ :~i foi(522/1) .;.;.1ll tj..).I,..?.J\ ~j ~ ~ -A348 ~ ~ 
. ....A349 ~ .li/36~ UJ,jAll ~ (10/2911) UlWI ~~ --l ~ ~ u~ ~ foi . .,»wJ~ ,:;~ (6) 
~ (H ..)A&- (H jDIJ\~ 0~ c.rlJ.J -~ tj_,la.ll '~ ·~· "411 (523/1) JJ.l tj..).I,..?.J\ JS.l .li.j ..:u,..,. ~ U!i ~ (7) 
.~ 0~ c,f"o'o4all 
~.JA ~ ~J ~IJ U:H U_,ill &- ts... ~ ~ Ji ~.JA c.;1t :JU.J {129/3) ~ c) u,;il:! lAJS.l [Zubala] ~j (8) 
-~~.J ~ lf.:!i .~ Jii.J U_,ill (.)4 e_Wl 
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[[WI o..;LA}(1)] 
.~'-6JI (a)~ <Y. ~ <Y. j;~l~ <Y\.:J~ ~ [~353 ~ ($i] 4-;9_, 
**** 
[[WI o..;LA}(2)] 
~ W)l.:l_, (3)~_, (.S.Aj ~ ~l ~ W)l.:l_, ~J ~) ~ 0-a <Y\.:J~ ~J· •• 
~ ~ (4) 
·($ .Y-'1 _,..JI ~ .JA <Y. ~I ~I ~I ~ \..bll 
**** 
[--A366tl.... r~ ~~.J ~~ o ..;LA\(5)] 
uW ~ ~j ($_,1JI (c).Jll~ <Y. (b)~ ~I c) <Y.l ~t .Jll~ ) <Ylll~ ~ 
.(d)[~ W)l.:l__,] (6)~w_, 
.·~· ci.b. ·~~·~~I~ {b) 
.~ ~I • ...! ~ ..a.L.. J .J:. ·...111 J.uS:." -t.~~.n . .J (c) IS 'I.F • ~ JJJ I J ~· r---• I.F 
...1!1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (523/1) 15.>'~ .ll\;&1\ Jjlll c) 12f48~ -A353 ~ {10/2911) ~ ~~ ~~ 'u4ll Jk:. {1) 
·~ ~· ~~ Ji ·~ ~ ji.Ja.ll ~ ~ 0~ c;JJ 15_,la.l\ 
J2f49~ -A354 ~ Ul.)Al\ ~ (10/2911 ) ~ ~i ~~ 'u4ll Jk:. (2) 
.(525-523/1) ~ .o~ ~ ~lf.l\ ~ ~ ~~ ulSJ -A360 ~-A354 ~ u--~ ~ ~5->'~ .ll\;&1\ ;;J ~ (3) 
c;JJ -A304 tl,. ~J ~ 15.,...~ ~ ~ tfM.jA ~ &I~! ~ ~ ~ tfM.jA ~ ~ ~J~IJ ~~ yil.WI 15j .JAJ (4) 
~J (75/13) ~l:fi_,14 ~l.jll (71/15) ~ :p\ -A400 ~ ~.fJJ oJ#.J ~ J-41 J.li.:iJ -A354 ~ <.).4 if~-~ ~laiJ ~lill\ 
.~.;;J~ 
tl,. {244 '243/14) ~ ~ 15J.P..ll ~~ o.fi.l ¥ OJ~l J/84~ -A366 ~ (10/2911)~ ~~ ~~ 'U4ll Jk:. {5) 
. t.S~~I ;J~ c) ~ Uil ~J )JJ-1ll :F- ;\J <.J.4 ~ oJL..4 365 ~ ~ ~ ~ JiJ -A366 ~ (248/14) ,-A365 
.~ ~J ~w ~ cA (528/1) .lll;il\ JJJ ~5->'~ !&l ~ ~J {248/14) ~ ~ (6) 
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[~\(1)] 
.~ ~J ~J &) ~~I (a)[~lyJI ~i ~i] ~~J ... 
**** 
[[W\ o.JlA}(2)] 
ul-il ~ c)j <~_,LJI ~~~ cY. ~ ~I (b)[~] cY.J >~i ~~~ _,) lYIUl~ ~ 
• ->~.) Lili ~ c)c o ->.)L..a J ~ y.aj .J ~ J~l ~ ~ u¥ J . ~w J 
'UI~ (c)cY.J ~ ~ ~J~I ~\_j ~ (J)~ (a)[--i\366 ~i] ~~ o1\ ~ ~J * 
~ &) ~·-,_,. .... 0 .. , .. 1 4J1! .Ji.JI ~ yy.aS ,(s)~~~J (4) ~IY.J tAI.,=J ~ 0tsJ 
.~ts w ~ ~ ~J ,;;~ ~~ ~ ~ 
.~ y_y.;o <.JA ->~.) w\'1 ;;~ ~~~ ~ ,~\ 4-9~ ,~\ c)c up_, 
,~_;bl~ LA~i ~J .U.t);JI Jlyo'JI uwiJ .~y!J\ c.:»a_rJ~ ~->J'-:uJI ~J 
:~· J~~~ c) (c) .ibi. ·~ ~ ~ ~·~~~c) (b) .J~ lA~I oJ~ (a) 
J.;Jll ~.>'....P.JI (236 ,234/14) ~ :,)i.Ji_, J2/79~364 ~ Ul,;...Jl ~ (10/2911) 1!1.1\ln ~1 4.b~ 'U~ .W:. (1) 
. ...A364 ~ (337/7)J,.\SJI (527/1) ~.;ill 
_,.J ~wt oJ'.A~ J/100 ,J:,/99 -A373 ~c)~~ o~_, ,_,/84~ -A366 ~ (10/2911) 1!1.1\ln ~~ 4.b~ 'u~ .w:. (2) 
~ (344/14) ~ ~ -A380 ~ O"t.i.l4 <YJA! _JSj:j ~~ U! Li~i j_, ~ WJ Ji,f117~ -A374 ~ c) .&ls 
.(528/1) ~.;ill J.;Jll ~.>'....P.JI -A380 
c)~ Uil ~J . .wi ~ JS.l (528/1) ~.;ill~ ~.>'....P.JI .&ls.J...A366 ~ (248/14) ~c) eJ4il4 ~~1_, ~ .;S.l (3) 
.~~ ~ tll.,i c) 202~ J.J4--U lAJS.lJ .~~ 
~Ua <.r-1 ----1 &'..>il c;.s:, 203~ ,202~ J.J4--U ul JJP .~ Uil ~_, (248/14) ~ c) ~J.P..ll ~~ ~JS.ll.ls (5)+(4) 
.-A352~ ul,p. ~ ul~ ~~ ~.JolSI ~ 4Jli .o_,s ~ utiJ ~WI <.r.i ----1 ~~~ ~..J -A380 ~ .~..a"t!_, ~..J 
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[[W\ ;_,;t.A}(1)] 
~ (3)~_,JI uc ~l..;.l ~_,LJI ~~~~~IcY. (2)~ ~I >.li <Yil:J~ ~ * 
·~~yJI ~till 
•••• 
[pl\ o .;LA}(4)] 
~J ,~1 _)A4 ~t:ill ~J '~ &)J ~J W)l.:j ~ ~ (5)~~ ) ~~I ~ ... 
• L-19 -'1 I~ 'I ~ ~ ~~ -" \ \..ij ~I ~\S • · ·· - -'1 ~ y '-S"'.c: ~ f' . J c..»;~ . 
c5~....P.JilAi -A~404 .ti.... (99/15) F-JI ~~ .,?j \js J2f166(.)1l -A~405 .ti.... (10/2911) ~ ~i ~~ 'U~ .W:. (1) 
.ti.... {+. ~ ~ ~i J\&.j '~ '-;1\ji.l ~ ~ -A~405 lAi -A~404 .ti.... c) {+. ~ A..~i 1.5.>1 (539 ,538/1) .1!\.;i.l\.;J 
.-..406 
.(168/15) F-JI :_,J;j -A~415 .ti.... c).fJ 0~ ~ ~ j4i ~ji ~ cY. .1.1.J cY. ~ cY. ~ cY. ~ JJJ ()A Y.J (2) 
~)\ 4..p.i ()A ~i Y.J -A~355 .ti.... .1lJ .,;s:.WJI 15~_,.J\If""'.jA cY. ~ cY. ~ ~~ Jj u..~ ~W\ ~i ~j411 (3) 
.~.; .;J~ ~J 433(.)1l (-..440-431) F'i' ~...;l:i (294/15) ~:pi -..436 .ti.... c).fJ 
.J2f66(.)1l -..462 .ti.... (2317) 15~i ~i ~~ 'U~ .W:. (4) 
lA c:.F- Y.J .J2f70(.)1l 463 .ti.... :pi .-..463 .ti.... c) pll-»'i 15 .,w~ ~I.All ~i ..?~ ~~ ui Y.J:. ~.Jll ~ ~i Y.J 1js (5) 
-~ Uii ~J -~.;ill~ ~i ¥J (550 ,549/1) .1l1.;i.ll .;.;.13\ c5~....P.JI _,J;jJ (108/12) ~ cY.'i ~~J ~~~c) 
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1 The teachers of al-'Ayni 
2 His students 




The teachers (shuyiikh) of al-'Ayniwere as follows: 
1-'Abd al-Ral:iim b. al-l:fusayn al-'Iraq1 (725-806/1325-1403).1 
2-'Umar b. Raslan b. Na~1r al-Bulq1n1 (724-805/1324-1402).2 
3- al-'Ala' A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad al-Sayram1 (d.790/1388).3 
4- 'Isa b. al-Kha~~ al-Surmar1 al-'Ayntab1 (d.788/1386).4 
5- A}:lmad b. Isma'll b. Mu}:lammad7 Najm al-D1n b. al-Kishik (720-799/1320-1396).
5 
6- Taq1 al-D1n Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad al-Dajaw1 (737-809/1336-1406).6 
7- Nur al-D1n 'Al1 b. Ab1 Bakr b. Sulayman al-Haytham1 (735-807 /1334-1404).7 
8- Qutb al-D1n 'Abd al-Kar1m b. Mul:tammad al-l:falab1 (736-809/1335-1406).8 
9- Mul:tammad b. Mul:tammad b. 'Abd al-Lat1f7 Ibn al-Kuwayyik(737-821/1336-1418).
9 
10- Yusuf b. Musa b. Mu}:lammad al-Malat1 (725-803/1325-1401).10 
11-'Al1 b. Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd al-Kar1m al-Fuw1 (d.827 /1424).11 
12- Mu}:lammad b. A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad7 Abu '1 Fat}:l al-'Asqalan1 (d.793/1391).12 
13-Jibrll b. ~ali}:l al-Baghdad1 al-'Ayntab1 (d.794/1392).13 
14- Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd Allah b. A}:lmad7 Ibn Zayn al-'Arab (d.793/1391).
14 
1 Al-Jazari, Ghiiyat al-nihiiya fi tabaqiit al-qurrii', 11, ed. G. Bergstraesser, 3ed, Beirut, (1982), 1: p. 382; 'Jqd, 
27: pp. 285-286; Ma'tuq, p. 126. 
2 Al-Jazari, Ghiiyat al-nihiiya, 2: p. 248; 'Jqd, 27: pp. 264-265; Ma'tiiq, p. 128. 
3 Al-Maqrizt, al-Suliik li ma'rifat duwal al-muliik, l,iii, II,iii, III,iii, IV,iii, ed. Mu}:lammad Mu~tafa Ziyada & 
others, Cairo, (1956-1973), vol3: part 2: p. 558; 'Jqd, 26: p. 333; Ma'tiiq, p. 130. 
4 'Jqd, 26: pp. 314-332; Ma'tiiq, p. 131. 
5 Al-Maqrizt, al-Suliik, vol3: part 2: p. 885; 'Jqd, 27: pp. 20-21; Ma'tiiq, p. 133. 
6 Al-Maqrizt, al-Suliik, vol4: part 1: p. 48; 'Jqd, 27: p. 356; Ma'tiiq, p. 134. 
7 Ibn }:la jar, Inbii' al-ghumr bi- abnii' al- 'umr fi'l-tiin"'kh, IX, editor unidentified, 2 ed. Beirut, (1986), 2: p. 309; 
'Iqd, 27: pp. 307-308; Ma'tiiq, p. 135. 
8 Ibn l:lajar, Inbii', 2: p. 370; 'Jqd, 27: p. 359; Ma'tiiq, p. 136. 
9 Al-Maqrizt, al-Suliik, vol4: part 1: 475; 'Jqd, 28: pp. 100-101; Ma'tiiq, p. 136. 
10 Al-Maqrizt, al-Suliik, vol3: part 3: 1073; 'Jqd, 27: pp. 215-216; Ma'tiiq, p. 137. 
11 Ibn I:Iajar, Inba: 3: p. 337; Al-.Qaw', 5: p. 313; Ma'tiiq, p. 138. 
12 Al-Jazar\, Ghiiyat, 2: p. 82; Al-Maqrizt, al-Suliik, vol3: part 2: p. 759; Ma'tiiq, p. 138. 
13 'Jqd, 26: pp. 440-443; Ma'tiiq, p. 138. 
14 'Jqd, 26: p. 434; Ma'tiiq, p. 138. 
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15- Ma}:lmild b. A}:lmad b. Ibrah!m al-Qazw1n1 (date of death unknown). 15 
16-J:Iusayn b. Mu}:lammad b. Isra'il, al-Mu'izz al-J:Ianaf1 (d.792/1390).16 
17- MTkha'Il b. J:Iusayn b. Isra'Il al-J:Ianaff (d.798/1395-6).17 
18- A}:lmad b. Yilsuf b. Taw' ,Jalal al-D!n al-Tibban1 (d.793/1391).18 
19- Taghr1 barmash b. Yilsuf al-Turkuman1 (date of death unknown).19 
20- A}:lmad b. Kha~~ al-Turk1 (d.809/1406-7).20 
21- A}:lmad b. Khalfl b. Yiisuf al-'Ayntab1 (d.803/1400-1).21 
22- Ma}:lmiid b. Mu}:lammad al-Rum1, Badr al-D!n al-'Ayntab1 al-Wa'i~(d.795/1393).22 
23- Khal!l b. A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad, Khayr al-DTn al-Qa~fr (d.792/1390).23 
24- A}:lmad b. Yiisuf, Dhu'l-Niin al-Surmar1 (d.777 /1375-6).24 
25-J:Iaydar b. Mu}:lammad b. Ibrah!m al-Haraw1 al-Riimf (d.830/1426-7).25 
26-J:Iusam al-Dfn Abu' 1- Ma}:lasin al-Rahawf (date of death unknown).26 
27- Siraj al-D!n b. 'Umar (date of death unknown).27 
28- Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd al-LatTf b. A}:lmad, 'Izz al-D!n Ibn al-Kiiwayyik(d.790/1388).28 
29- Muhammad al-Ra'T b. al-Zahid, Shams al-D!n (date of death unknown).29 
30- 'Ala' al-D!n al-Kakhtawf (date of death unknown). 
31- Wall" al-D!n al-Bahsan1 (date of death unknown). 
32- Badr al-Dfn al-Kashaf1 (date of death unknown).30 
33- His father Abu'l-'Abbas A}:lmad (d.784/1382).31 
15 'Jqd, 26: pp. 450-451; Ma'tiiq, p. 139. 
16 'Jqd, 26: pp. 414-421; Ma'tiiq, p. 139. 
17 Ibn J:lajar, Inba: 1: p. 521; 'Jqd, 26: p. 468; Ma'tiiq, p. 139. 
18 'Jqd, 26: pp. 411-412; Ma'tiiq, p. 140. 
19 Ibn J:lajar, Inba: 3: p. 227; Al-I)aw', 3: p. 31; Ma'tiiq, p. 140. 
20 Ibn J:lajar, Inba: 2: p. 361; 'Jqd, 27: p. 360; Ma'tiiq, p. 140. 
21 Ibn J:Iajar, Inba: 2: p. 153; Al-I)aw', 1: p. 297; Ma'tiiq, p. 140. 
22 Ibn J:lajar, Inba: 2: p. 253; Ma'tiiq, p. 141. 
23 'Jqd, 26: pp. 421-422; Ma'tiiq, p. 141. 
24 Ibn J:lajar, Inba: 1: p. 113; Ma'tiiq, p. 141. 
25 Ma'tiiq, p. 142. 
26 Ma'tiiq, p. 142. 
27 Ma'tiiq, p. 142. 
28 Al-Maqtizf, al-Sulak, vol3: part 2: p. 588; Ma'tiiq, p. 142. 
29 Ma'tiiq, p. 142. 
3° For the three above-mentioned, see Ma'tiiq, p. 143. 
31 Ibn J:lajar, Inba: 1: p. 274; 'Jqd, 26: pp. 287-288; Ma'tiiq, p. 143. 
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Appendix2 
The students of al-'Ayni were as follows: 
1- al-Kamal b. al-Humam Mul:Iammad b. 'Abd al-Wa}:lid b. 'Abd al-I:Iamtd al-Stwast 
al-Sikandart al-Qahirt al-I:Ianaft. (788 -861/1386-1456-7).1 
2- al-Sakhawt, Mul:Iammad b. 'Abd al-Ra}:lman b. Mu}:lammad al-Qahirt al-Shafi't (831-
902/1427-8-1496-7).2 
3- Ibn al-~ayraft, Abu' 1- Fa~l A}:lmad. b. ~adaqa b. A}:lmad al-'Asqalant (829-905/1425-6-
1499-500).3 
4- 'Isa b. Sulayman b. Khalaf al-Tunniibt al-Qahirt al-Shafi't (801-863/1398-1459).4 
5- A}:lmad b. Ibrahtm b. Na~r Allah, Abu'l- Barakat al-'Asqalant al-I:Ianbalt (800-876/ 
1397-8-1471-2).5 
6- Yiisufb. Taghrtbirdt Abu'l- Ma}:lasin al-Qahirt al-I:Ianaft. (813-874/1410-1-1469-70).6 
7- 'Alt b. A}:lmad b. 'Alt Niir al-Dtn al-Dakamawt (814-890/1411-2-1485).7 
8- Ibn Qa~t 'Ajliin, Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Ra}:lman al-Dimashqt al-Shafi't 
(831-876/1427-8-1471-2).8 
9- Mul:Iammad b. Mul:Iammad b. A}:lmad Sham's al-Dtn al-Qalyiibt al-Shafi't (d.849/ 1445 
-6).9 
10- Mul:Iammad b. Khaltl b. Yiisuf Abii I:Iamid al-Bilbayst al-Ramlt al-Maqdist al-Shafi't 
(819-880/1416-1475-6).10 
11- A}:lmad b. Asad b. 'Abd al-Wa}:lid Shihab al-Dtn al-Amyiitt al-Shafi't (808-872/ 1405-
6-1467-8).11 
1 Ibn Fahd, Mu]am al-shuyukh, p. 240; Al-J)aw', 8: pp. 128-132; Ma'tuq, p. 146. 
2 Al-J)aw', 8: pp. 1-32; Ma'tiiq, p. 148. 
3 Al-J)aw', 1: p. 316; Ma'tuq, p. 150. 
4 Al-J)aw', 6: p. 153; Ma'tuq, p. 151. 
5 Al-J)aw', 1: p. 205; Ibn J:lajar, Raf' al-~r 'an qu~at M~r, ed. 'Al1 Mul)ammad, 1st ed, Cairo, 1998, 1: p. 112; 
Ma'tuq, p. 151. 
6 Al-~ayraff, Anba' al-h~r bi- abna' al-'Q$r, ed.J:Iasan J:labsh1, Cairo, 1970, p. 175; Al-J)aw', 10: p. 305; Ma'tiiq, 
p.152. 
7 Al-J)aw', s: p.172; Ma'tuq, p.154. 
8 Al-J)aw', 8: p. 96; Ma'tiiq, p. 154. 
9 Al-J)aw', 9: p. 51; Ma'tiiq, p. 155. 
10 Al-J)aw', 7: p. 234; Ma'tiiq, p. 156. 
11 Al-J)aw', 1: p. 227; Ma'tiiq, p. 156. 
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12- A}:tmad b. Nawkar al-Shihab1 al-Na~irt.(date of death unknown). 12 
13- A}:tmad b. Yusuf b. 'Umar al-Tukh1 al-Qahir1 al-Azhar1 al-Malik1 (817-898/ 1414-5-
1492-3).13 
14- A}:tmad b. Yl1nis b. Sa'ld Shihab al-D1n al-l:fimyar1, al-Malik1 (813-878/1410-
1-1473-4).14 
15-Arghun Shah al-Baydamaw1 al-Zahir1 Barquq (d.802/1399-1400).15 
16- l:fasan b. Qalq1lya Badr al-D1n al-l:fusayn1 al-l:fanaf1 (d.860/1455-6).16 
17- Khal11 b. Ibrah1m b. 'Abd Allah Abu'l- Wafa' al-~ali}:t1 al-l:fanan (d.901/1495-6).17 
18- 'Abd al-I:faqq b. Mu}:tammad b. 'Abd al-I:faqq Sharaf al-D1n al-Sunbat1 al-Qahir1 al-
Shafi'1 (842-931/1438-1439).18 
19- 'Abd al-Ra}:rman b. Sulayman b. Da'ud al-Manhal1 al-Qahir1 al-Shafi'1 (829-885/1425-
6-1480).19 
20-'Abd al-Ra}:tman b. Ya}:tya b. Yusuf Sayf al-D1n al-~1ram1 al-Qahir1 al-l:fanan (813-
880/1410-1-1475-6).20 
21-'Abd al-Ra}:t1m b. Ghulam Allah b. Mu}:tammad al-Minshaw1 al-Qahir1 al-l:fanan (828-
896/1424-5-1490-1).21 
22-'Abd al-Ra}:t1m b. Mu}:tammad b. Mu}:tammad Abu'l- Fa41 ibn al-Awjaq1 al-Qahir1 al-
Shafi'l (825- date of death unknown /1422-?).22 
23- 'Abd al-'Az1z b. A}:tmad b. Mu}:tammad Sharaf al-D1n Abu'l- Qasim al-Hashim1 al-
'Uqayl1 al-Nuwayr1 al-Makk1 al-Shafi'l (848- date of death unknown /1444-?).23 
24-'Abd al-Ghan1 b. 'Abd Allah b. Zah1ra al-Qurash1 al-Zab1d1 al-Shafi'1 (d.886/1481).24 
25-'Abd al-Qadir b. 'Abd al-Ra}:t1m b. 'Abd al-Warith al-Ma}:tyaw1 Abu'l- Barakat al-
12 Al-Qaw', 2: p. 240; Ma'tuq, p. 157. 
13 Al-Qaw', 2: p. 248; Ma'tuq, p. 157. 
14 Al-Qaw', 2: p. 252; Ma'tuq, p. 157. 
15 Al-Qaw', 2: p. 267; Ma'tuq, p. 157. 
16 Al-Qaw', 3: p. 131; Ma'tuq, p. 157. 
17 Shadhariit al-dhahab, 8: p. 4; Ma'tuq, p. 157. 
18 Al-Qaw', 4: p. 37; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
19 Al-Qaw', 4: p. 80; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
20 Al-.paw: 4: p. 158; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
21 Al-Qaw', 4: p. 183; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
22 AI-.paw', 4: p. 188; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
23 Al-Qaw', 4: p. 213; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
24 Al-Qaw', 4: p. 251; Ma'tuq, p. 158. 
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Mi~r'f al-Dimashqt al-Maliki (d.874/1469-70).25 
26-'Abd al-Qadir b. 'Abd al-Latifb. Mu}:lammad al-J:Iasan'f al-Fas'f al-J:Ianbal'f (842-
895 I 1438-9-1489-90). 26 
27-'Abd al-Qadir b. 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Abd al-Mu'min al-Ma}:lyaw'f al-Qurashi al-
Qahir'f al-Shafi't (836- date of death unknown /1431-2-?).27 
28- 'Uthman b. Ibrah'fm b. A}:lmad Fakhr al-D'fn al-Tarabuls'f al-Madan'f al-J:Ianafl (820-
893/1417-1487-8).28 
29- Ibn al-Baghil 'Alt b. Ibrah'fm Abu'l- J:Iasan al-Ghazz'f (821-891/1418-1486).29 
30- Ibn Akhi al-Maniln 'Al'f b. A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad Nilr al-D'fn al-Qahir'f al-Shafi't 
(823-889/1420-1484).30 
31-Ibn al-~iln 'Al'f b. A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad Nilr al-D'fn al-Qahir'f, al-J:Ianafl (829- date of 
death unknown /1425-6-?).31 
32-Ibn al-~ayraf'f 'Alt b. Da'ild b. Ibrah'fm, Nilr al-D'fn al-Qahir'f al-Jawhar'f al-J:Ianafl 
(819-900/1416-1494-5)?2 
33-'Ali b. 'Al'f b. A}:lmad, 'Ala al-Din al-Mu}:lammadt al-Yazd'f al-Qahir'f al-Tazmant'f al-
J:Ianafl (808- date of death unknown /1405-6- ?).33 
34-'Al'f b. Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad Nilr al-D'fn al-'Uqayl'f al-Nuwayr'f al-Makkt al-
Maliki (815-882/1412-1477).34 
35- 'Umar b. Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad al-Siraj al-Qurash'f al-'Uqayli al-Nuwayr'f, al-
Makkt al-Shafi't (850-887 /1446-1482).35 
36-'Umar b. Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad b. Fahd al-Qurash'f al-Makk'f (812-885/1409-10-
1480).36 
37- Ibn al-Ikhm'fm'f, Mu}:lammad b. Al:rmad b. Mu}:lammad Abu'l- Khayr al-An~ar'f al-
25 Al-.paw', 4: p. 269; Ma'tuq, p. 159. 
26 Al-.paw', 4: p. 272; Ma'tuq, p. 159. 
27 AI-.paw', 4: p. 276; Ma'tuq, p. 159. 
28 AI-.paw', 5: p. 123; Ma'tuq, p. 159. 
29 Al-.paw', 5: p. 159; Ma'tuq, p. 159. 
30 AI-.paw', 5: p. 180; Ma'ruq, p. 159. 
31 AI-.paw', 5: p. 189; Ma'ruq, p. 160. 
32 Al-.paw', 5: p. 217; Ma'tuq, p. 160. 
33 AI-.paw', 5: p. 260; Ma'tuq, p. 160. 
34 AI-.paw', 6: p. 26; Ma'tuq, p. 160. 
35 Al-.paw', 6: p. 125; Ma'tuq, p. 160. 
36 Ihn Fahd, Mu jam, p. 292; Ma'tuq, p. 160. 
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Khazraj1 al-Qahir1 al-J:Ianaff (837- date of death unknown /1432-1433-?).37 
38- Mul)ammad b. Abt Bakr b. Mul)ammad Shams al-Dtn al-Sanhur1 al-:Qan1 al-Qahir1 
al-Shafi't (799-874/1396-7-1469-70).38 
39- Mul)ammad b. Tfbagha Shams al-D1n al-Qahir1 (d.844/1440-1).39 
40- Mul)ammad b. 'Abd al-Ral)man b. Mul)ammad Abu'l- Fatl) al-'Iraq1 al-Qiman1 al-
Qahir1 al-J:Ianaf1 (841- date of death unknown /1437-8- ?).40 
41- Mul)ammad b. 'Abd al-Ral)Im b. Mul)ammad Abu'l- Khayr al-Tarabuls1 al-Qahirt 
al-I:Ianaff ( 812-873/1409-10-1468-9) .41 
42-Ibn al-Saqqa Mul)ammad b. 'Al1 b. I:Iasan, Shams al-D1n al-Qahirt, al-I:Ianaf1 
(d.867 /1462-3).42 
43- Mul)ammad b. 'Umar Shams al-D1n al-~ayhun1 al-Karak1 al-Qahir1 al-I:Ianaff 
(d.860/1455-6).43 
44- Mul)ammad b. Mul)ammad b. Ismatl al-'Umar1 al-Wanna'1 al-Qahir1 al-Shafi'1 
(829- date of death unknown /1425-6- ?).44 
45-Ibn Imam al-Kamiliyya Mul)ammad b. Mul)ammad b. 'Abd al-Ral)man Kamal al-D1n 
al- Qahir1 al-shafit (d.864/1459-60).45 
46- Mul)ammad b. Mul)ammad b. 'Al1, Zayn al-D1n al-Dajaw1 al- Qahir1 al-Shafit (829-
891/1425-6-1486)!6 
47- Mul)ammad b. Mul)ammad b. Abt 'Abd Allah al-'Uqayl1 al-Nuwayr1 al-Makk1 al-
Malik1 (846-873/1442-3-1468-9).47 
48- Mul)ammad b. Mul)ammad b. Mul)ammad b. Zah1ra Abu'l- Makarim al-Qurasht al-
Qahirt al-Makk1 al-Shafit (824-891/1421-1486).48 
37 Al-Qaw', 7: p. 51; Ma'tiiq, p. 161. 
38 Al-Qaw', 7: p. 200; Ma'tiiq, p. 161. 
39 Al-Qaw', 7: p. 275; Ma'tiiq, p. 161. 
40 Al-Qaw', 8: p. 42; Ma'tiiq, p. 161. 
41 Al-Qaw', 8: p. 52; Ma'tiiq, p. 161. 
42 Al-Qaw', 8: p. 179; Ma'tiiq, p. 161. 
43 Al-Qaw', 8: p. 270; Ma'tiiq, p. 162. 
44 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 53; Ma'tiiq, p. 162. 
45 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 93; Ma'tiiq, p. 162. 
46 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 146; Ma'tiiq, p. 162. 
47 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 243; Ma'tiiq, p. 162. 
48 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 276; Ma'tiiq, p. 163. 
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49- Mu}:lammad b. al-Najm b. z;ah'fra Abu'l- Ma'al'f (846- date of death unknown /1442-
3_ ?).49 
50- Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad b. Yusuf ~ala}:l al-D'fn al-Tarabuls'f al- Qahir'f al-J:Ianafi 
(833- date of death unknown /1429-30- ?).50 
51-Ma}:lmud b. 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Awa4 Badr al-D'fn al-Ardabtlt al-Shirwan'f al- Qahir'f, 
al-J:Ianaf'f (794-875/1391-2-1470-1).51 
52- Mal:unud b. 'Umar b. Man~ur, Af4al al-D'fn Abu'l- Fa41 al-Qiram'f Qahirt al-J:Ianaf'f 
(d.865/1460-1).52 
53- Yusuf b. Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd Allah Zayn al-D'fn al-Sharmasa}:lt Qahir'f al-Kutub't al-
Shafi''f (834- date of death unknown /1430-1- ?).53 
54- Yunis b. 'Alt b. Khal'fl Sharaf al-D'fn al-J:Ianaf'f (821- date of death unknown /1418-?).54 
55- Bak'fr Abu Bakr b. Is}:laq b. Khalid Zayn al-D'fn al-Kakhtaw'f al-J:Ialab'f Qahir'f al-J:Ianaf'f 
(770-847 /1368-9-1443-4).55 
56- Abu Bakr b. 'Alt b. z;ah'fra Fakhr al-D'fn al-Qurash'f al-Makk'f al-Shafi''f (838- 889/1434-
5-1484).56 
57- Abu Bakr b. Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad al-Hashim'f al-'Uqayl'f al-Nuwayr'f al-Makk'f 
al-Shafi't (846-893/1442-3-1487-8).57 
There are some other scholars mentioned by al-Shaykh al-Kawthar'f in his introduction 
of 'Umdat al-qan 58 who he claimed were the students of al-'Ayni. These are not 
mentioned in the sources. Their names are as follows: 
1- Al-Burhan Ibrah'fm b. Kha4ir (d.852/1448-9).59 
2- Ibrah'fm b. 'Alt b. A}:lmad al-Qurash'f (date of death unknown). 
3- Al-Qasim b. Qutlubugha al-J:Ianafi (d.879/1474-5).60 
49 Al-.Qaw', 9: p. 277; Ma'tiiq, p. 163. 
50 Al-.Qaw', 10: p. 29, 7: p. 243; Ma'tiiq, p. 163. 
51 Al-.Qaw', 10: p. 138; Ma'tiiq, p. 163. 
52 Al-.Qaw', 10: p. 142; Ma'tiiq, p. 163. 
53 Al-.Qaw', 10: p. 330; Ma'tiiq, p. 163. 
54 Al-.Qaw', 10: p. 343; Ma'tiiq, p. 164. 
ss Al-.Qaw', 11: p. 26; Ma'tiiq, p. 164. 
56 Al-.Qaw', 11: p. 58; Ma'tiiq, p. 164. 
57 Al-.Qaw', 11: p. 87; Ma'tiiq, p. 164. 
58 See the introduction, p. 4; Ma'tiiq, p. 164. 
59 Al-.Qaw', 1: p. 43; Ma'tiiq, p. 164. 
60 Al-.Qaw', 6: p. 184; Ma'tiiq, p. 165. 
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4- Mu}:lammad b. Isma'!l b. Kasbay al-J:Ianafi (date of death unknown). 
5- Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad b.J:Iasan Kamal al-D1n al-Shiman1 al-Malik1 (d.821/1418).61 
6- Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd Allah Qutb al-D!n al-Khay9ar1 (d.894/1488-9).62 
7- Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd al-Mun'im Badr al-D!n al-Baghdad1 al-J:Ianbal1 
(d.857 /1453).63 
8-Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad b. 'Al1, Abu'l- Fat}:l al-'Awf1 (d.906/1500-1).64 
9-Ibn Zurayq Mu}:lammad b. Ab! Bakr al-~ali}:l1 (d.900/1494-5).65 
61 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 74; Ma'tiiq, p. 165. 
62 Al-.paw', 9: p. 117; Ma'tiiq, p. 165. 
63 Al-Qaw', 9: p. 131; Ma'tiiq, p. 165. 
64 Shadharat al-dhahab, 8: p. 30; Ma'tiiq, p. 165. 











The works of al-'Ayni 
Granted that he was such a prolific writer, it seems sensible to divide his 
numerous works into three categories: 
A. Eublished_w_o.rks 1 
1- Al- Maq~id al-nal:zawiyya fi sharl:z shawahid shuriil:z al-alfiyya (al-Shawahid al-Kubra).2 
2- Fara'id al-qala'id fimukht~ar sharl:z al-shawahid (al-Shawahid al-$ughra ).3 
3- Ramz al-l:zaqaiq sharl:z kanz al-daqaiq.4 
4- Al-Binaya fi sharl:z al-hidaya, jurisprudence. 5 
5- 'Umdat al-qari fi sharl:z al-jam' al-$a1:zi1:z li 'l- BukharT, prophetic tradition. 6 
6- al-Raw~ al-zahir fi sTrat al-malik al-?ahir Tatar, history.7 
7- Al-Sayf al-muhannad fi sTrat al-malik al-Mu'ayyad (Shaykh Ma}:lmudf), history.8 
8- Mala]:z al-alwa]:z fi sharl:z mara]:z al-arwa]:z, grammar.9 
9- Kashf al-qina' al-murna 'an muhimmat al-asamT wa' l- kuna, in history and some other 
sciences.10 
10-'Iqd al-jumanfitarTkh ahl al-zaman. History, ed. some parts especially the Ayyubid 
and Mamluk periods.11 
11- Fatwa flkitabat al-tarfkh, Formal legal opinion concerning writing the history.12 
1 Ma'tfiq, pp. 90-97. 
2 Printed in the margin of Khizanat al-adab for al-Baghdadt, Biilaq, Cairo, 1299/1881-1882. 
3 A summarized volume for the above-mentioned title, printed in one volume, Cairo, 1297/1879-1880. 
4 Printed with al-Kanz in two volumes, Cairo, 1285/1868-1869. 
s Printed in four volumes in India, Lucknow, 1293/1876. 
6 Printed in Turkey Asitana 1308/1891 and Cairo several times in 12 volumes. 
7 Printed twice in Cairo, 1370/1950-1951 & 1962. 
8 Printed twice in Cairo, 1967 & 1998. 
9 Ed. 'Abd al-Sattar )awad, al-Mawrid]oumal, 4, ii, 1975 to 5, iv, 1976, Baghdad. 
10 Ed. Abmad al-Khatib as a Master thesis, then published by University of King' Abd al-' Aztz, jedda, 
date of publication unknown. 
11 See, Chapter two. 
12 Ed. Fii'ad Sayyid, Majallat Ma'had al-Makhtutat al-'Arabiyya, vol ii, pp.171-172, 1956, Cairo. 
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B. Unp_ublishe_d.m.anus_cripts 
1-'Iqd al-juman fi tarikh ahl al-zaman. From volume 1-10. These start with the creation 
and cover the period until the year 430/1038-9, with some gaps in the Ayyubid and 
Mamluk periods. 
2- Tarikh al-badr fi aw?af ahl al-'Q?r, history in eight volumes. 13 
3- ]awahir al-bul;zilr wa- waqa'i 'al-umilr wa- 'aja'ib al-duhilr fi akhbar al-diyar al-Mi$riyya.14 
4- Tul;zfat al-mulilk fi'l-mawa'i+ wa'l-raqa'iq.15 
5- Al-Durar al-zahira fi sharl;z al-bil;zar al-zakhira, J:Ianaft jurisprudence.16 
6- Rasa' il al-fi' a fi sharl;z al-'awamil al-mi' a, a grammatical treatise17 
7- Sharl;z khutbat mukhtQ?ar al-shawahid, on grammar.18 
8- Sharl;z qifa m in sunan Abf Da'ild, or Sharl;z sunan Abf Da'ad.19 
9- Al-'Ilm al-hayyib fi sharl;z al-kalim al-tayyib, Prophetic tradition. 20 
10- Mabanf al-akhbar fi sharl;z ma'anf al-athar, Prophetic tradition.21 
11- Mughnf al-akhbar or Maghanf al-akhyar firijal ma'anf al-athar, Prophetic tradition.22 
12-Majmil' yashtamil 'ala 1;zikayat wa- ghayriha, A collection of stories and other items. 23 
13-Al-Masa'il al-badriyya al-muntakhaba min al-fatawa al-+ahiriyya, on J:lanaft 
jurisprudence. 24 
13 There are some volumes which belong to the author's copy in Turkey and to his brother Al)mad. The 
researcher has checked this matter while searching for 'Jqd al-juman copies in Slileymaniye Library. 
There is also another copy in 9 volumes in I:Iajt Salim Aga no. 833-841 in Turkey. See, Unidentified, Defter-
i Kiitiiphane-1 f:laji Salim Aga, Istanbul, 1310(1895), p. 72. 
14 It is attributed to Ibn Wa~if Shah yet, after his death the recording of events still continues. Some 
cataloguers attribute this work to al-'Ayn'f. See, for instance, League of Arab States, Institute of Arabic 
Manuscripts, Catalogue of microfilmed manuscripts vol. 2, history part iv, Cairo, 1970, Ms. no. 1562. 
15 There is a copy in Berlin, Deutsche Staatsbibliothek no. 41/4520. See Ma'tiiq, p. lOO; al-Sayf al-
Muhannad, introduction. 
16 In two volumes at TopKapi Saray Museum, access no. 1036, 1037; Ma'tiiq, p. 100. 
17 At Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, Majami no. [ 4633 H]; Ma'tiiq, p. 101. 
18 At Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, no. [53 M]; Ma'tiiq, p. 102. 
19 Two copies at Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, one in 6 volumes, the second in two volumes under no. 19697 
& 286; Ma'tiiq, p. 102. · 
20 At Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, no. [112 M]; Ma'tiiq, p. 102. 
21 At Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, 6 volumes no. 492. There is also the author's copy microfilmed in this 
library under no. [B.29888]; Ma'tiiq, p. 103. 
22 At Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, no. 72, 2044; Ma'tiiq, p. 105. 
23 Brockelmann, GAL, Sll, 2 : p. 51, Arabic ed. 6: p. 194; Ma'tiiq, p. 103. 







14-Al-Mustajma' fi shar~ al-majma' wa'l- muntaqa fi shar~ al-multaqa. on I:Ianaf1 
jurisprudence.25 
15-Al-Muqaddima al-sadaniyya fi'l-a~kam al-dfniyya.26 
16- Min~at al-sulak fi shar~ tu~fat al-mulak. I:Ianaf1 jurisprudence.27 
17- Nakhb al-afkar fi tanqf~ mabanf al-akhbar fi shar~ ma'anf al-athar, Prophetic 
tradition.28 
18- Wasa'il al-ta'nf fi masail al-t~rff, grammar.29 
19- Takmu al-atraf, Prophetic tradition.30 
20- Marz+ilma fi 'uliim al-Quran, a poem on the Qur'anic sciences.31 
21-lfashiyya 'ala kanz al-daqaiq, I:Ianaf1 jurisprudence.32 
22- Shar~ maqama lughawiyya.33 
23- Shar~ makhtiita fi'l-fiqh al-~anafi (?).34 
24- rankh dawlat Bani'l-'Abbas wa'l-Tiiliiniyyfn wa'l Fatimiyyfn.35 
25- rar'ikh muddat wilayat al-malik al-?ahir Ma~mad shah Baybars.36 
26- Risala fi $i{at al-~ashr, dogma.37 
25 In two volumes at Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, no. 418, 790; Ma'tiiq, p. 104. 
26 There is a copy at al-Siileymaniye Library, Ayasofya no.1439, Brockelmann, GAL, Sll, 2: p. 66; Ma'tiiq, 
p.106. 
27 For further information on this work which is found in many of the world's libraries, see for instance, 
al-Awqaf Library, Baghdad no. 3729; Ma'tiiq, p. 106. 
28 In 18 volumes. The author's copy is available at Dar al-kutub al-Mi~riyya, no.[B.21547], Ma'tiiq, p. 108. 
There is also another copy under no. 527, even though some researchers suggest that this work is the 
same as the above-mentioned (no. 11), the two works have however, different titles. See, Ma'tiiq, p. 107. 
29 There is a copy within a collection at Dar al-Kutub al-Mi~riyya, no. 3633. See, Fu'ad Sayyid, Fihrist 
Makhtatat Dar al-kutub al-M~riyya, Ill, Cairo, 1962, 3: p. 197; Ma'tiiq, p. 108. 
30 Mentioned by al-Shaykh al-Kawthari, in the introduction of'Umdat al-qan, 1: p. 9. He drew attention 
to one copy at al- Siileymaniye library, ~ehid Alt Pa~a Book case no. 387. See also, Ma'tiiq, p. 108. 
31 There is a copy located at al-Aq~a Mosque Library no. 455. See, Khagir Ibrahtm, Catalogue of 
Manuscripts of al-Aq$a Mosque Library, Ill, London, 1998, 3: p. 18. 
32 There is a copy located at the Central Library in Bahawalpur no. 2718 in Pakistan. See, Abmad Khan, 
Fihrist al-makhtatat al- 'arabiyya wa'l- islamiyya fi Pakistan, vol I, Cairo, 1997, 1: pp. 259-260. 
33 In 6 folios in the Garrett collection no. 2082, at Princeton University. See, 'Adnan al-Bakhit & others, 
Fihrist al-makhtatat al-'arabiyya al-MU$awwara, Jordan University, vol Ill, 1986, 'Amman, 3: p. 36. 
34 At the University of king 'Abd al-'Aziz in]edda no. 2043. See, Fariiq Abmad, Fihrist al-makhtiitat fi'l-
maktaba al-markaziyya, King 'Abd al-'Aztz University, vol VIII, 1st ed, 1995,Jedda, 8: p. 164. 
35 The content of the years 132-562 /749-50-1166-7 were transcribed in 892 A.H./1487 in 208 folios 
located at, the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, no. 5761. See, par E. Blochet, La bibliotheque Nationale: 
Catalogue des manuscrits arabes des nouvelles acquisitions (1884-1924), 1925, p. 108; Brockelmann GAL, SII, 2: 
p. 52, Arabic ed. 6: p. 194. 
36 At the above-mentioned library no. 5818. From folio 66 to the end, in 82 folios. See Blochet p. 120. 
37 A microfilmed copy no. 17315. At King Fai~al Center for Researches and Islamic Studies. See, CD Rom 
for the publications, 2006. 
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27- Ta~rfr tafsTr al-Zahrawfwa'l- Kashshaf, Qudinic sciences.38 
28- A 'mal al-mutf fi ziyarat al-nabf.39 
29- Bahjat al-muliik wa 1l-salatfn fi bayan a~kam al-dfn.40 
30- Mukht~ar 'uqiid al-juman dhayl wafayat al-a'yan.41 
31- Zayn al-majalis.42 
32- Al-Ifawf fi shar~ q~Tdat al-sawT or al-?awT, poetry.43 
33- Mfzan al-nU$fi$ or al-Nufii~ fi 'ilm al- 'arii~. 44 
34- Al-Masa1il al-saniyya fi m a yata 'llaq bCl- awqaf al-awkhrawiyya, I:Ianaf1 jurisprudence. 45 
C- Works attributed to al-'Ayni: 
1- Tankh al-akasira, In Turkish. 46 
2- Tadhkira na~awiyya.47 
3- Tadhkira mutanawi'a.48 
4- Al-]awhara al-saniyya fi al-dawla al-Mu 1ayyadiyya.49 
5- Al-IfawashT 'ala tafsTr AbC l-Layath. 50 
6- Al-IfawashT 'ala tafsTr al-Baghawf.51 
7- al-IfawashT 'ala tafsTr al-kashshaf52 
38 At the Institute of Arabic Manuscripts, Cairo, A microfilmed copy no. 70, see, Fii'ad Sayyid & others, 
League of Arab states, Manuscripts Department, Catalogue of the microfilmed manuscripts, 11, part IV, 
Cairo 1970, no.70. 
39 A microfilmed copy no. (3-14057). At King Fai~al Center for Researches and Islamic studies. CD Rom. 
40 There is a copy that was transcribed in 788 /1386 at al- Siileymaniye Library, ~azeli Tekkesi, no. 2/ 36. 
This manuscript, in fact, was recorded by the researcher from the library cards and it is not found in any 
catalogue. 
41 This is an appended work to that of al-Zarkashl's. There is a copy at al- Siileymaniye Library, Esad 
Efendi no. 2446/1, in 94 folios. 
42 There is a microfilmed copy no. 5177, in Kuwait University Manuscripts Department. 
43 There is also a microfilmed copy no. 3648, in the Kuwait University Manuscripts Department. 
44 There is a copy no. [ 4641 M.] in .Ayat Allah al-Mar'ashi al-NajafiLibrary,(Qumm) Iran. See, A}:tmad al-
l:lusayni, .Ayat Allah al-Mar'ashi al-Najafi Library, vol V, 1st ed, Qumm, 1414/1993, 5: p. 328. 
45 'Abd al-Wahhab Ibrahim & others, Fihrist makhtutat maktabat Makka al-mukarrama, al-Riyag,l997,p. 235. 
46 Al-Qaw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq, p. 110. 
47 Al-Qaw' 1 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq1 p. 110. 
48 Al-Qaw' 1 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq1 p. 110. 
49 Al-Qaw' 1 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 110. 
50 Al-Qaw' 1 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 110. 
51 Al-I;>aw', 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 110. 
52 Al-Qaw', 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 110. 
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8- Al-lfawiishf 'ala al-taw~fQ.53 
9- Al-lfawiishf 'ala sharl:t al-Alfiyya li- Ibn al-Mu$annif54 
10- Al-lfawiishf 'ala sharl:t al-shafi'iyya li'l- jar bardf.55 
11- Al-lfawiishf 'ala al-maqamat.56 
12- siyar al-anbiya 7• 57 
13- sharil:t al-$udiir.58 
14- Sfrat al-Ashraf Barsbay.59 
15- Sharl:t tashu Ibn Malik, ( two works, one extended and one summarized). 60 
16- Sharl:t lamiyyat Ibn al-lfajib.61 
17- Sharl:t al-manar fi'l-U$iil. 62 
18- Tabaqat al-lfanafiyya.63 
19- Tabaqat al-shu'ara7• 64 
20- Ghurar al-afk.ar sharl:t durar al-bil:tar. 65 
21- Al-Fawa7id 'ala sharl:t al-lubab.66 
22- Kashf al-litham 'an sfrat Ibn His ham. 67 
23- Mukht~ar tankh Dimashq.68 
24- Mukht~armukht~ar 'Iqd al-juman. (in three volumes).69 
25- Mukht~ar wafayat al-a'yan.70 
26- Mu)am al-shuyiikh.( in one volume).71 
53 Al-l)aw' 7 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 111. 
54 Al-J?aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 112. 
55 Al-J?aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 112. 
56 Al-J?aw', 5: p. 172; Ma'tuq, p. 113. 
57 Al-J?aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 114. 
511 Ma'tuq, p. 114. 
59 Al-l)aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq, p. 114. 
60 Al-l)aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 114. 
61 Ma'tuq, p. 115. 
62 Al-J?aw' 7 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 115. 
63 Al-l)aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 115. 
64 Al-l)aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 115. 
65 Al-Sakhawi, Bughyat al-Wu'at7 2: p. 275; Ma'tuq, p. 116. 
66 Al-J?aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 116. 
67 Al-J?aw' 7 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 116. 
68 Bughyat al-Wu'at7 2: p. 275; Ma'tuq, p. 117. 
69 Al-J?aw' 7 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 117. 
70 Al-J?aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 117. 
71 Al-J?aw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tuq, p. 117. 
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27- Muqaddima fi'l-tQ?rff 72 
28- Muqaddima fi'l- 'ara~. 73 
29- Al-Tadhkira fi'l-nawadir/4 
30- Al-Wasft fi mukhtQ?ar al-mul:zft. (2 volumes).75 
31- Majmii' min a1)adfth mutafarriqa min dhalik a1)adfth al-I1)ya' li'l- Ghazalf.76 
32- Kitab al-mana.sik.77 
33- Tatnk al-Qudiiri.( a Turkish translation of legal treatise of al- Qudurf).78 
34- Mahramafitatnk Shahnama.( a Turkish translation for Shahnama).79 
35- Muntakhab min masa'il raw~at al-'ulama'.80 
Finally, there are some panegyrics (taqari~) that are mentioned in the sources, and 
some of which are published under the following titles: 
1- Al-Taqri~ 'ala al-radd al-wafir.( published ).81 
2- Al-Taqri~ 'ala zahr al-rabf' fi'l-badf. 82 
3- Al-Taqri~ 'ala al-sfra al-Mu'ayyadiyya.83 
4- Al-Taqri~ 'ala kitab al-Sakhawf.84 
72 Al-.paw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq, p. 118. 
73 Al-.paw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq, p. 118. 
74 Al-.paw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq, p. 118. 
75 Al-.paw', 10: p. 134; Ma'tiiq, p. 118. 
76 Ma'tiiq, p. 119. 
77 Ma'tiiq, p. 119. 
78 Ma'tiiq, p. 119. 
79 Ma'tiiq, p. 119. 
80 Ma'tiiq, p. 119. 
81 Al-.paw', 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 120. 
82 Al-.paw', 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 121. 
83 Al-.paw', 10: p. 135; Ma'tiiq, p. 121. 
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ed. Mahdt Rizq Allah, Alexandria, no date. 
Maqamat al-lfarfr"i, editor unidentified, Zed, Beirut, 1965. 
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Al-Haytham'f, 'Alt b. Abu 
Bakr, 
Al-I:Iillt, Abu'l- Baqa' Hibat 
Allah, 
Al-I:Iimyart, Mul)ammad b. 
'Abd al-Mun'im, 
Al-I:Iumaydt, Mul)ammad b. 
Abu Na~r Fattul) al-Azdt, 
Al-I:Iusayn'f, ~adr al-Dtn 'Alt 
b. Na~ir, 
Ibn al-Abbar, Muhammad b. 
'Abd Allah al-Qu~a''f, 
Kashf al-astar 'an zawa'id al-Bazzar 'ala al-kutub al-Sitta, ed. I:Iabib al-
Ral)man al-A'?am'f, 1st ed, Beirut, no date. 
Al-Manaqib al-mazfdiyya fi akhbar al-mulak al-Asadiyya, II, ed. ~alil) 
Musa & others, 1st ed,jordan, no date. 
Al-Raw~ al-mi'tar fi khabar al-aqtar, ed. Il)san 'Abbas, Zed, Beirut, 1984. 
]adhwat al-muqtabas fi tarrkh 'ulama' al-Andalus, II, (al-Maktaba al-
Andalusi"yya) ed. Ibrah'fm al-Abyar'f, Zed, Beirut & Cairo, 1989. 
Zubdat al-tawanKh, (Akhbar al-dawla al-Sagilqiyya), (Z copies) l-ed. M. 
Iqbal, 1st ed Beirut, 1984. Z-ed. M. Nur al-Dtn, Zed, Beirut, 1986. 
·Al-Ifulla al-siyara', II, ed.I:Iusayn Mu'nis, Zed, Cairo, 1985. 
Tu~fat al-qadim, ed. Il)san 'Abbas, 1st ed, Beirut, 1986. 
--------------- Al-Takmila li- kitab al-?ila, IV, ed. 'Abd al-Salam Harras, Beirut, 1995. 
Ibn 'Abd al-Z:ahir, Abu'l- Fa~l Al-Raw~a al-bahiyya al-zahira fi khitat al-Mu'izziyya al-Qahira, ed. 
'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Z:ahir, Ayman Fu'ad Sayyid, 1st ed, Beirut, 1996. 
Ibn Abt Dinar, Muhammad b. Al-Mu'nis fi akhbar Ifrfqiyya wa Tunis, editor unidentified, 3ed, Beirut, 
Abi'l- Qasim al-Ru'ayn'f, 1993. 
Ibn Abt U~aybi'a, Abi'l- ·uyan al-anba' fi tabaqat al-atibba', ed.Nizar Ri~a, Beirut, no date. 
'Abbas Ahmad b. al-Qasim, 
Ibn Abt Zar', 'Alt b. 'Abd Al-Anfs al-mutrib bi- raw4 al-qurtas .... ,editor unidentified, Rabat, 197Z. 
Allah al-Fas'f, 
Ibn 'Adhar'f, al-Marrakusht, 
Ibn al-'Adtm, Kamal al-Dtn 
'U mar b. Al)mad, 
Ibn al-Akfan'f, Hibat Allah b. 
Al)mad b. M ul)ammad, 
Ibn 'Anaba, Jamal al-D'fn 
Al)mad b. 'Alt al-I:Iasan'f, 
Al-Bayan al-mughrib fi akhbar al-Andalus wa'l-Maghrib, V, ed. E. Levi 
Proven~al & G.S.Colin, Sed, Beirut, 1998. 
Bughyat al-talab fi tanKh Ifalab, XII, ed.Suhayl Zakkar, 1st ed, Damascus, 
1988. 
Zubdat al-~alab min tanKh Ifalab, (Z copies) 1- ed. Sam'f al-Dahan Ill, 
Damascus, 1951. 
z-ed. Suhayl Zakkar, II, 1st ed, Damascus, 1997. 
Dhayl dhayl tankh mawlid al-'ulama' wa wafayatihim, ed. 'Abd Allah al-
I:Iamad, 1st ed, al-Riya~, 1989. 
'Umdat al-talib fi ansab Al Abf Talib, Ta'if, no date. 
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Ibn al-AnbarT, 'Abd al-
Ra}:lman b. Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn Anjub, 'AlT b. Anjub al-
s~fT, 
---------------
Nuzhat al-alibba' fi tabaqat al-udaba', ed. Mu}:lammad Abu'l- Fa91 
IbrahTm, 1st ed, Cairo, 1998. 
Nisa' al-khulafa', ed. Mu~tafajawad, Zed, Cairo, no date. 
Tarikh al-khulafa' al-'Abbasiyyfn, ed. 'Abd al-Ral)Tm al-Jamal, Cairo, 
1993. 
Ibn 'Asakir, Abu'l- Qasim 'AlT Mu jam al-shuyakh, Ill, 1st ed. Wafa' TaqT al-DTn, Damascus, zooo. 
b. al-I:Iasan al-DimashqT, 
Tan1<h madinat Dimashq, 1XXX, 1st ed. 'Umar b. Gharama al-'UmrawT, 
Beirut, 1995-ZOOO. 
Tabyin kadhib al-muftan, ed. Mu}:lammad Zahid al-KawtharT, Zed, 
Damascus, 1399/1979. 
Ibn al-AthTr, 'Izz al-DTn Abu'l- Al-Kamil fi'l- tan1<h, XI, ed.'Umar 'Abd al-Salam Tadmur'l, 1st ed, Beirut, 
I:Iasan 'AlT, 1997. 
Ibn al-Azraq, A}:lmad 
b.Yusuf al-Fariqi, 
Ibn Bashkawal, Khalaf b. 
'Abd al-Malik al-An~ari al-
Khazraji, 
Al-Lubab fitahdhib al-ansab, Ill, editor unidentified, 3ed, Beirut, 1994. 
Al-Tarikh al-bahir fi'l- dawla al-Atabakiyya (bi'l-Mawsil) ed. A. Tulaymat, 
Cairo, 1963. 
Tan1<h al-Fariqf, Tan1<h Mayyafariqin wa- Amid, (The early Artuqid state) 
ed & tr. Carole Hillenbrad, Istanbul, 1990. 
Tan1<h al-Fariqi, T~n1<h Mayyafariqin wa- Amid, (The Marwanidis) ed. 
B.'A.'wa9, Cairo, 1959. 
Al-~ila, Ill, (al-Maktaba al-Andalusiyya) ed. IbrahTm al-Abyari, Zed, 
Beirut & Cairo, 1989. 
Ibn Batuta, Shams al-Din Tu~ft al-nU?-?-ar fi ghara'ib al-am$arwa 'aja'ib al-asfar, V, ed. 'Abd al-HadT 
Mu}:lammad b. 'Abd Allah al- al-TazT, Rabat, 1997. 
TanjT, 
Ibn al-Baytar, 'Abd Allah b. 
A}:lmad al-AndalusT, 
Ibn Di}:lya, 'Umar b. I:Iasan 
al-Kalbi, 
Ibn Duqmaq, Ibrahim b. 
Muhammad al-'Ala'I, 
Al-]ami' li- mufradat al-adwiya wa7- aghdhiya, IV, editor unidentified, 
Beirut, 199Z. 
Al-Nibras fitankh Bani 'l-'Abbas, ed. 'Abbas al-'Azzaw'l, Baghdad, 1946. 
Al-Inti$ar li- wasitat 'iqd al-am$ar, Beirut, no date. 
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Ibn Dabttht, Mu}:lammad b. 
sa'td, 
Ibn Fahd, 'Abd al-'Aztz b. 
'Umar b. Mu}:lammad al-
Qurasht al-Hashimt, 
Ibn Fahd, al-Najm, 
Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn al-Faqth al-Hamadhant, 
A}:lmad b. Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn al-Fardt, 'Abd Allah b. 
Muhammad Al-Azdt, 
Ibn Funduq, Abu'l-I:Iasan 
'Alt b. Abi'l- Qasim al-
Bayhaqt, 
Dhayl tarfkh madfnat al-salam, 11, ed. Bashshar 'A wad Ma 'ruf, Baghdad, 
1974. 
Ghayat al-maram bi- akhbar al-Baladi 'l-Ifaram, Ill, ed. Fah"fm Shaltut, 1st 
ed, Mecca, 1986. 
It~afal-wara bi- akhbar Umm al-Qura, V, ed. F.Shaltut, Mecca, no date. 
Kitab al-buldan, ed. Yusuf al-Hadt, 1st ed, Beirut, 1996. 
ran1<h 'ulama' al-Andalus, Ill, (al-Maktaba al-Andalusiyya) ed. Ibrah'fm 
al-Abyar1, Zed, Beirut & Cairo, 1989. 
Lubab al-ansab wa 'l-alqab wa'l- a'qab, 11, ed. Mahdt al-Raja't, 1st ed, 
Tehran,1410/1990. 
Ibn al-Futt, Kamal al-Dtn Majma' al-adab fi mu jam al-alqab, VI, ed. Mu}:lammad al-Ka?im, 1st ed 
Abu'l- Fa~l 'Abd al-Razaq b. Tehran, 1416/1996. 
A}:lmad al-Shaybant, 
Ibn Ghalbun, Mu}:lammad b. 
Khaltl, 
Ibn I:Iajar, A}:lmad b. 'Alt al-
'Asqalant. 
Ibn al-I:Ianbalt, Mu}:lammad 
b. Ibrahtm al-Qadirt, 
Ibn I:Iazm, 'Alt b. A}:lmad, 
Al-Tidhkar fi man malak Tarablus wa-ma kana biha m in akhbar, ed. 
Ayman al-Bi}:layrt, 1st ed, Beirut, 1998. 
Raf al-i~r 'an qu~at Mi~r, (2 copies) ed. I:Iamid 'Abd al-Majtd & others, 
no publisher, Cairo, 1956. 2- ed. 'Alt Mu}:lammad, Cairo, 1998. 
Al-Durar al-kamina fi a 'yan al-mi' a al-thamina, IV, ed. F. Krinko, no date 
& place. 
Inba' al-ghumr bi- abna' al-'umr fi'l-tan1<h, IX, editor unidentified, 2 ed. 
Beirut, 1986. 
Nuzhat al-albab fi'l-alqab, 11, ed.'Abd al-'Aztz al-Sudayrt, 1st ed, al-
R"fya~, 1989. 
Tab~fr al-muntabih bi- ta~rfr al-mushtabih, IV, ed. 'Alt al-Bijjaw'f & 
others, Cairo, 1964. 
Al-Zabd wa'l-~arb fitan1<h Ifalab, ed. Mu}:lammad al-Tilnjt, 1st ed, 
Kuwait city, 1988. 














Ibn Hidayat Allah, Abu Bakr Tabaqat al-shafi'iyya, ed. 'A.dil Nuwayhi<;l, 3ed, Beirut, 198Z. 
al-I:Iusayn"i, 
Ibn Hisham, 'Abd al-Malik al- Al-Sfra al-nabawiyya, IV, ed. Mu~tafa al-Saqqa & others, Beirut, 1985. 
Mu'afir"i, 
Ibn al-'Ibr"i,(Bar Hebraeus) 
Abu'l-Faraj Jamal al-D"in, 
Ibn al-'Imad al-I:Ianbal"i, 
Abu'l- Fala}:l 'Abd al-I:Iayy b. 
A}:lmad, 
Ibn al-'Imadiyya, Man~ur b. 
Sal"im al-Iskandaran"i, 
Ibn al-'Imran"i, Mu}:lammad 
b. 'Alt b. Muhammad, 
Ibn Iyas, Mu}:lammad b. 
A}:lmad, 
Ibn al-jawz"i, Abu'l-Faraj 
'Abd al-Ra}:lman b. 'Al"i, 
Ibnjubayr, Mu}:lammad b. 
Ahmad, 
Ibnjumay', Mu}:lammad b. 
A}:lmad al-~aydaw"i, 
Ibn al-Kalbt, Hisham b. 
Muhammad, 
Ibn Kannan al-~ali}:lt, 
Tarikh mukht~ar al-duwal, ed. Intwan ~al}:lan"i, Beirut, 1983. 
TanKh al-zaman, tr. Is}:laq Ramla, Beirut, 1991. 
Shadharat al-dhahab fi- akhbar man dhahab, VIII, editor unidentified, 
Beirut, no date. 
Dhayl takmilat al-ikmal, II, ed. 'Abd al-Qayyum 'Abd Rabb al-Nab"i, 1st 
ed, Mecca, 1419. 
Al-Inba' fi tanKh al-khulafa', ed. Qasim al-Samarra'l, Zed, al-R"iya<;l, 
198Z. 
Bada'i' al-zuhar fiwaqa'i' al-duhar, V, ed. Mu}:lammad Mu~tafa Ziyada, 
Zed, Beirut, 1983. 
Kashf al-niqab 'an al-asma' wa'l-alqab, ed .'Abd al-'Az"iz al-~a'idt, al-
Riya<;l, 1413/1993. 
Al-Muntcq;am fi tanKh al-mulak wa'l- umam, XVIII, ed. Mu}:lammad A. 
'Ata & others, Zed, Beirut, 1995. 
Al-'Ilal al-mutnahiyya fi'l-a~adith al-wahiyya, ed. Khal"il al-Mays, 1st ed, 
Beirut, 1403. 
Mashyakhat ibn al-]awzf, ed. Mu}:lammad Ma}:lafu~, 3ed, Beirut, Z006. 
I'tibar al-nasik fi dhikr al-athar al-karfma wa'l- manasik, editor 
unidentified, Zed, Beirut, 1986. 
Mu jam al-shuyiikh, ed.'Umar 'Abd al-Salam Tadmur"i, Zed, Beirut, 
1987. 
]amhart al-nasb, ed. N. I:Iasan, 1st ed, Beirut, 1986. 
Al-Mawakib al-Islamiyya fi'l-mamalik wa'l- ma~asin al-shamiyya, 11, ed. 
Muhammad b. 'Isa, I:Iikmat Isma11, 1st ed, Damascus, 1993. 
Ibn KathTr, Isma'il b. 'Umar Al-Bidaya wa'l-nihaya, XIV, ed. A}:lmad Abu Mil}:lim & others, Sed, 
al-Qurash"i, Beirut, 1989. 
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Ibn al-Kazan1n1, 'All" b. 
Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn KhaldUn, 'Abd al-
Ra}:lman b. Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn Khallikan, Shams al-Di"n 
Abu'l- 'Abbas A}:lmad b. 
Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn Khaqan, AbU Na~r al-
Fat}:l b. Mu}:lammad, 
Ibn al-Khati"b, Lisan al-Di"n, 
AbU 'Abd Allah Mu}:lammad 
b. 'Abd Allah al-Salmani", 
Ibn Khayyat, Khali"fa b. 
Khayyat al-'A~fari", 
Ibn al-Khayyat, A}:lmad b. 
Mu}:lammad al-Taghlubi", 
Ibn Khurrdadhabih, Abu'l-
Qasim 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd 
Allah, 
Ibn Makula, 'All" b. Hi bat 
Allah, 
Ibn Mammati", Al-As'ad 
Ibn al-Ma'miln, MUsa b. al-
Ma'mUn al-Bata'i}:ll", 
Ibn Manfilr ,Mu}:lammad 
b.Mukarram b.'Ali", 
Tabaqat al-fuqaha' al-Shafi'iyyfn, Il, ed. A}:lmad 'Umar Hashim & Other, 
Cairo, 1993. 
Mukhta~ar al-tarikh, ed. 'Abbas al-'Azzawi", Baghdad, no date. 
D"iwan al-mubtada' wa' l- khabr fi tanKh .... , VIII, ed. Kh. Sha}:lada, 3ed, 
Beirut, 1996. 
Wafayat al-a'yan wa anba' abna' al-zaman, VIII, ed. I}:lsan 'Abbas, no 
date, Beirut. 
Qala'id al-'iqyan fi ma~asin al-a 'yan, editor unidentified, Tunis, 1966. 
Al-I~ata fi akhbar Ghamata, IV, ed. Mu}:lammad 'Abd Allah 'Anan, Zed, 
Cairo, 1973. 
Kitab a'mal al-a'lam, ed. E.Levi Provenc;al, 1st ed, Beirut, 1956. 
Kitab a'mal al-a'lam, second part, editor unidentified, al-Ribat, 1934. 
Kitab al-tabaqat, ed. Akram ]!iya' al-'Umart, Zed, al-Rtya~, 198Z. 
D"iwan, ed. Khaltl Mardam Beg, Zed, Beirut, 1994. 
Al-Masalikwa'l- mamalik, ed. Mu}:lammad Makhzilm, Beirut, 1st ed, 
1988. 
Al-Ikmal fi raf al-irtiyab .... ,VI, ed. al-Ma'lamt, Beirut, no date. 
Qawan"in al-dawaw"in, ed. 'Azi"z SUryal, Cairo, 1943. 
N~a~ min akhbar Mi~r, ed. Ayman FU'ad Sayyid, Cairo, 1983. 
Lisan al-'Arab al-mu~"it, VI, ed.YUsufKhayyat, Beirut, 1988. 
Mukht~ar tanKh Dimashq, XXIX, several editors, 1st ed, Damascus, 
1984. 
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Ibn al-Mulaqqin, 'Umar b. 
'Alt al-Andalusi, 
Ibn al-Maw~ilaya, Abt1 Sa'ad 
al-'Ala' b. al-I:Iasan al-Katib, 
Al-'Iqd al-mudhahab fitabaqat l:zamalat al-madhhab, ed. Ayrnan Na~r & 
other, 1st ed, Beirut, 1997. 
Al-Rasa'il, ed. 'I~am Mu~tafa 'Aqla, 1st ed, UAE, 2003. 
Ibn Muyassir, Mu}:lammad b. Akhbar Mi~r, see al-Maqrtzt, Al-Muntaqa. 
'Alt b. Yt1suf, 
Ibn al-Najjar, Mu}:lammad b. Dhayl tankh Baghdad, Ill, ed. Caesar Abt1 Fara}:l, Beirut, no date. 
Ma}:lmt1d al-Baghdadi, 
lbn Na~ir al-Din, Mu}:lammad Taw~Qt al-mushtabah, X, ed. Mu}:lammad al-'lrqst1st, Zed, Beirut, 1993. 
b. 'Abd Allah al-Dimashqi 
lbn Na~if, Mu}:lammad b. 'Ali Al- Tartkh al-ma~arf, talkhr~ al-kashfwa'l- bayan fi l:zawadith al-zaman, 
al-Hamawi, 
lbn Nuqta,Mu}:lammad 
b. 'Abd al-Ghan"i, 
lbn Qa~i Shuhba, A}:lmad b. 
Muhammad b. 'Umar, 
ed. Abu'l- 'lyd Dt1dt1, Algiers, no date. 
Takmilat al-ikmal, VII, ed.'Abd al-Qayyum 'Abd Rabb al-Nabt, 1st ed, 
Mecca, 1987. 
Al-Taqyfd li- ma'rifat ruwat al-masanrd, ed. Kamal al-I:It1t, 1st ed, Beirut, 
1988. 
Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyya, IV, ed. 'Abd al-'Alim Khan, Beirut, 1987. 
lbn al-Qattan al-Marrakushi, Ncq.m al-juman li- tartib ma salafa m in akhbar al-zaman, ed. Ma}:lmt1d 'Ali 
Abt1 Mu}:lammad al-I:Iasan Makkt, 1st ed, Beirut, 1990. 
b.'Ali al-Kutami, 
lbn al-Qatta' al-~iqilli, 'AlT b. 
]a'far al-Sa'dt, 
Ibn al-Qaysarani, 
M u}:lammad b. Tahir. 
lbn Qudama al-MaqdisT, 
lbn Qutlt1bugha, Zayn al-Din 
Qasim al-I:IanafT, 
Al-Durra al-khatira fi shu'ara' al-]azfra, ed. Bashtr al-Bakkt1sh, 1st ed, 
Beirut, 1995. 
Al-Ansab al-muttafaqa, ed. P.De )ong, Leiden, no date. 
Al-Mughni, editor unidentified, Cairo, no date. 
raj al-tarajim, ed. lbrahTm ~ali}:l, 1st ed, Damascus, 1992. 
Ibn Raj ab al-I:Ianbal1 'Abd al- Al-Dhayl 'ala tabaqat al-Ijanabila, 11, editor unidentified, Beirut, no 
Ra}:lman b. A}:lmad, date. 
Ibn Rashiq, al-I:Iasan, 
lbn al-Rifa, Abu'l- 'Abbas 
Najm al-Din al-An~ar1, 
Diwan, ed. ~ala}:l al-D1n al-Hawwar1 & others, 1st ed, Beirut, 1996. 









Ibn Rushayd al-Fihrt, Mal' al-'ayba bimajumi'a bi- tal al-ghayba ...... , vol no.5, ed. Mu}:lammad 
Muhammad b.'Umar, al-I:Iabtb Ibn al-Khuja, 1st ed, Beirut, 1988. 
Ibn Sa'd, Muhammad b. Sa'd Al-Tabaqat al-kubra, IX, ed. I}:lsan 'Abbas, Beirut, no date. 
b. Man1 al-Zuhrt al-Ba~rt, 
Ibn al-~abt', Abu'l- I:Iusayn 
Hilal b. al-Mu}:lassin, 
Ibn Sa '"id al-Gharnat1, 'Alt b. 
Musa b. Muhammad, 
Ibn al-Salah, Abu 'Amr 
'Uthman b. 'Abd al-Rahman, 
ran"Kh ibn al-$abt, vol 8, ed. H.F .Amedroz, Cairo no date. 
Al-Mughrib fi l;ula al-Maghrib, II, ed.Khaltl al-Man~ur, 1st ed, Beirut, 
1997. 
Tabaqat al-fuqaha' al-shafi'iyya, II, ed.Mu}:lt 'Alt, 1st ed, Beirut, 1992. 
Ibn al-~ayraft, 'Alt b. Munjib Al-Ishara ila man nal al-wizara, ed. Ayman Fu'ad Sayyid, 1st ed, Cairo, 
al-Katib, 1990. 
Ibn Shaddad, Muhammad b. Al-A 'laq al-khatfra fi dhikr umara' al-Sham wa'l- ]azfra, Vol. I Section I 
'Alt b. Ibrah"im, Aleppo, ed. Dominique Sourdel, 1953, re-edited as whole volume in 
two parts by Ya}:lya 'Abbara, Damascus, 1991. 
Al-A 'laq al-khatfra fi dhikr umara' al-Sham wa'l- ]azfra, Damascus, ed. 
Sam"i al-Dahan, Damascus, 1956. 
Al-A 'laq al-khatfra fi dhikr umara' al-sham wa'l-]azfra, Lebanon, Jordan, & 
Palestine, ed. Sam"i al-Dahan, Damascus, 1962. 
Al-A 'laq al-khatfra fi dhikr umara' al-sham wa'l- ]azfra, vol Ill, in two 
parts, al-]azfra and al-Mosul, ed. Ya}:lya 'Abbara, Damascus, 1978. 
Ibn Shaddad, Abu'l- Ma}:lasin Al-Nawadir al-sultaniyya wa'l- mal;iisin al-Yasufiyya, ed. Jamal al-p"in al-
Yusuf b._ Raff b. Tam"im, Shayyal, zed, Cairo, 1994. 
Ibn al-Shi}:lna, Mu}:libb al- Raw~ al-man~ir fi 'ilm al-awa'il wa'l- awakhir, ed. Sayyid Mu}:lammad, 
Dtn Abu' 1- Waltd 1st ed, Beirut, 1997. 
Mu}:lammad b. Mu}:lammad 
Ibn al-Shi}:lna, Abu'l- Fa<;ll 
Muhammad, 
Ibn Sibat al-Gharbt, Hamza . . 
b. A}:lmad, 
Al-Durr al-muntakhab fi tan"Kh mamlakat lfq.lab, ed .'A. al-Darwtsh, 
Aleppo, 1984. 
$idq al-akhbar, II, ed. 'Umar 'Abd al-Salam Tadmurt, 1st ed, Beirut, 
1993. 






Ibn Tillun al-$ali}:lt, 
Mu}:lammad b. Tillun, 
Al-Nujilm al-zahira fi mulilk Mi~r wa'l- Qahira, XVI, several editors, 
Cairo, 1963-1972. 
Mawrid al-latafa fi man waliya al-saltana wa'l- khilafa, Il, ed. Nabtl 
Mu}:lammad, 1st ed, Cairo, 1997. 
Al-Manhal al-~afiwa'l- mustawfiba'd al-wafi, VIII, ed. Mu}:lammad 
Mu}:lammad Amtn, Cairo, 1984-1999. 
lfawadith al-duhilr fi mada al-ayyam wa'l-shuhar, Il, ed. Mu}:lammad 
Kamal al-Dtn, 1st ed, Beirut, 1990. 
Al-DalU al-shafi 'ala al-manhal al-~afi, Il, ed. Fahtm Shaltut, 1st ed, 
Mecca, 1979. 
flam al-wara bi-man waliya na'iban bi- Dimashq al-Sham al-kubra, ed. 
Mu}:lammad A}:lmad Dahman, Zed, Damascus, 1984. 
Al-Qala'id al-jawhariyya fi tanKh a1-$ali~iyya, Il, ed. Mu}:lammad 
A}:lmad Dahman, 1st ed, Damascus, 1980. 
Ibn al-Tuwayr, (Abd al-Salam Nuzhat al-muqlataynfi akhbaral-dawlatayn, ed. Ayman Fu'ad Sayyid, 
b. al-:tJasan al-Qaysarant, 
Ibn al-Waktl, Yusuf al-
Milwant, 
Ibn al-Wardt, Zayn al-Dtn 
(Umar b. Mu~ffar, 
Ibn Zafir al-Azdt, Abu '1-
I:Iasan (Alt b. ?afir, 
Ibn ?abtra (?) 
Ibn al-Zayyat, Yusufb. 
Y a}:lya al-Tadalt, 
Ibn Zaydun, A}:lmad b. (Abd 
Allah, 
Beirut, 1992. 
Tu~fat al-a~bab bi-man malaka Mi~r m in al-mulak wa'l-nuwwab, ed. 
Mu}:lammad al-Shishtawt, 1st ed, Cairo, 1999. 
ranKh, Il, 1st ed, Beirut, 1997. 
Akhbar al-duwal al-munqati'a, Il, ed. cl~am Hazayma & others, 1st ed, 
Amman, 1999. 
Al-Fa~a'il al-bahira fi ma~asin Mi~r wa'l- Qahira, ed. Mu~tafa al-Saqqa, 
Cairo, 1969. 
Al-Tashawwuf ila rijal al-ta~awwuf. .. , ed. A}:lmad al-Tawftq, Rabat, 1984. 
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1999. 
'Umdat al-tabrb fima'rifat al-nabat, 11, ed. Mu}:lammad al-'Arabi al-
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Sfrat al-Mu'ayyad fi'l-Dfn da'f al-du'at, ed. Mu}:lammad Kamili:Iusayn, 
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Al-Takmila li- wafayat al-naqala, IV, ed. Bashshar A. Ma'ruf, Zed, Beirut, 
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Tabaqat al-fuqaha', ed. l}:lsan 'Abbas, zed, Beirut, 1981. 
Al-Milal wa'l-ni~al, II, ed. Mu}:lammad Sayyid Kaylan'i, Beirut, 1986. 
Kunaz al-dhahab fi tankh ijalab, 11, ed. Shawq'i Sha'ath & other, 1st ed, 
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Mir'at al-zaman fi tan"Kh al-a'yan, (440-490 /1048-1097) unpublished 
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Mir'at al-zaman fitan"Kh al-a'yan, (481-517 /1088-11Z3) 11, ed. Misfir al-
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Tabaqat al-~uff~, ed. 'Al'i Mu}:lammad 'Umar, Zed, Cairo, 1994. 
M a rawah al-wa'an fi akhbar al-ta'an, ed. Mu}:lammad 'Al'i al-Bar, 1st ed, 
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Tan"Kh al-khulafa', ed. Mu}:lammad Abu'l- Fa41 lbrah'im, Cairo, no date. 
ijusn al-mu~~ara fi akhbar Mi~r wa'l- Qahira, 11, (Z copies) 1- ed. 
Mu}:lammad Abu'l- Fa41 lbrah'im, 1st ed, Beirut, Z004. 
Z-ed. Khal'il al-Man~ur, 1st ed, Beirut, 1997. 
Na;m al-'iqyan fi a'yan al-a'yan, ed. Philip Hitti, 1st ed, New York, 19Z7. 
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